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ABSTRACT

SPATIOTEMPORAL DATA MINING FOR SITUATION AWARENESS IN
MICROBLOGS

ÖZDİKİŞ, ÖZER

Ph.D., Department of Computer Engineering

Supervisor : Assoc. Prof. Dr. Pınar Karagöz

Co-Supervisor : Prof. Dr. Halit Oğuztüzün

June 2016, 171 pages

Detection of real-world events using messages posted in microblogs has been the

motivation of numerous recent studies. In this thesis, we study spatiotempo-

ral data mining techniques to improve situation awareness by detecting events

and estimating their locations using the content in microblogs, particularly in

Twitter. We present an enhancement to the clustering techniques in the litera-

ture by measuring associations between terms in tweets in a temporal context

and using these associations in a vector expansion process to improve the ac-

curacy of online tweet clustering and event detection. Moreover, we propose a

method using the Dempster-Shafer theory to estimate the locations of the de-

tected events. We utilize three basic location-related features in tweets, namely

the latitude-longitude metadata in geotagged tweets, the location names men-

tioned in the tweet content and the location attribute in the user profile, as

independent sources of evidence. We apply combination rules in the Dempster-
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Shafer theory to fuse them into a single model, and estimate the whereabouts

of a detected event. We demonstrate the results of our experiments for event

detection and location estimation using public tweets posted in Turkey. Our

experiments indicate higher success rates than those obtained by the state of

the art methods.

Keywords: Event Detection, Location Estimation, Microblogs, Dempster-Shafer

Theory, Statistical Text Analysis
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ÖZ

MİKROBLOGLARDA DURUM FARKINDALIĞI İÇİN LOKASYON VE
ZAMAN TABANLI VERİ MADENCİLİĞİ

ÖZDİKİŞ, ÖZER

Doktora, Bilgisayar Mühendisliği Bölümü

Tez Yöneticisi : Assoc. Prof. Dr. Pınar Karagöz

Ortak Tez Yöneticisi : Prof. Dr. Halit Oğuztüzün

Haziran 2016 , 171 sayfa

Mikrobloglarda yazılan mesajları kullanarak gerçek hayatta yaşanan olayların

bulunması pek çok güncel çalışmanın konusu olmuştur. Bu tez çalışmasında,

mikrobloglarda, özellikle de Twitter platformunda oluşturulan içeriği kullana-

rak olayları bulup yerlerini tahmin ederek durum farkındalığını artıran lokasyon

ve zaman tabanlı veri madenciliği teknikleri araştırılmıştır. Çevrimiçi kümeleme

ve olay bulma işlemlerinin doğruluk derecesini artırmak amacıyla, tweet’lerde

geçen kelimeler arasındaki ilişkileri zamansal bir bağlamda ölçen ve bu ilişkileri

vektör genişletme işleminde kullanan bir yöntem sunulmaktadır. Ayrıca bulunan

olayların yerlerinin tahmin edilmesi için Dempster-Shafer teorisinin uygulandığı

bir yöntem önerilmektedir. Bu yöntemde, coğrafi etiketi bulunan tweet’lerdeki

enlem-boylam bilgisi, tweet içeriğinde geçen yer isimleri ve kullanıcı profilinde

belirtilen lokasyon alanı birbirinden bağımsız üç farklı bilgi kaynağı olarak kulla-
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nılmış; ve Dempster-Shafer teorisindeki kombinasyon kuralları ile tek bir model

halinde birleştirilerek ilgili olayın konumu tahmin edilmiştir. Olay bulma ve yer

tahmini için önerilen çözümler Türkiye içinden gönderilen tweet’ler üzerinde

uygulanarak, elde edilen sonuçlar gösterilmiştir. Yapılan deneyler, literatürdeki

mevcut çözümler ile elde edilenden daha yüksek bir başarı oranına işaret etmek-

tedir.

Anahtar Kelimeler: Olay Bulma, Lokasyon Tahmini, Mikrobloglar, Dempster-

Shafer Teorisi, İstatistiksel Metin Analizi
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

Social networks, particularly microblogs, are increasingly used as communica-

tion platforms by millions of people worldwide. The availability of Internet

access and affordable smart phones allow people to easily access online services

to share photos, videos, and text messages with others in their network. With

its innovative microblogging concept, Twitter is among the most popular so-

cial networking platforms enabling users to post 140 character text messages as

tweets, and share them with their followers. Since real world events usually have

a direct impact on the content of tweets, it is a useful medium to learn about

the latest news, follow popular events, and keep up with hot topics [61].

In this thesis, we aim to detect events using tweets and estimate the locations

of the detected events accurately with no prior assumption about their topics.

An important novelty in the thesis is the application of evidential reasoning

techniques, namely the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory, for the location estimation

problem [36, 37, 110]. We utilize three basic location-related features in tweets,

namely the latitude-longitude metadata provided by the GPS sensor of the user’s

device, the textual content of the post, and the location attribute in the user

profile, as three independent sources of evidence. Considering this evidence in

a complementary way, we apply combination rules in the DS theory to fuse

them into a single model, and estimate the whereabouts of a detected event.
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Locations are treated at two levels of granularity, namely, city and town. Using

the DS theory to solve this problem allows uncertainty and missing data to be

tolerated, and estimations to be made for sets of locations in terms of upper

and lower probabilities. We use Twitter as a representative of microblogs, due

to its widespread usage and easily accessible public data. However, we believe

our proposed solution is also adaptable to other microblogs.

The location estimation method proposed in this thesis requires that a group of

tweets posted about an event has been identified. One approach for collecting

tweets about an event is to use specific query terms [82, 108]. However, this may

be useful when the user knows what to search for. If the facts are not known in

advance, it is not realistic to expect a user to define a query [136]. An alternative

approach is to collect random samples of public tweets provided by Twitter

and cluster them according to their content similarity, which can detect various

types of events without any restriction on the topic [109, 137]. In this thesis, we

adopt the latter approach and use an incremental clustering method to identify

events and event-related tweets becasue of the effective processing of online tweet

stream without any prior selection of event-specific keywords. Since identifying

event-related tweets is an important component in the overall process, we also

study incremental clustering methods in the literature and propose a method to

enhance their accuracy using vector expansion.

1.2 Motivation

Data mining techniques on content-rich textual documents have long been stud-

ied as a part of the field of Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [11, 43]. The

increasing usage of Twitter as a communication platform has led to TDT tech-

niques that were previously applied for newspaper articles and blog posts being

extended and adapted to perform event detection using tweets. In these studies,

an event is defined as an activity that happens at a specific time and place.

Event detection is an important objective in TDT studies, which aims to ana-
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lyze texts automatically, generate summaries for people, and enhance situation

awareness.

Automatic event detection techniques in social networks have been employed to

detect various types of events, such as mass emergencies [60], earthquakes [90,

108], landslides [84], disasters and crises [79, 137], sports events [1], epidemics

and diseases [2, 94], political topics [104], crimes, accidents and public unrest in

early stages [74, 123]. These efforts usually aim to provide curated information

for the public, help decision makers and local authorities take timely response

actions in case of emergencies, and alert journalists and community about the

latest news. Detection of such events and estimating their locations significantly

improve the level of public awareness and provide the means to perform a visual

analysis on real-world activities [131].

Clustering documents according to their semantic similarity around topics is a

widely adopted approach to detect events [109, 113, 137]. In order to achieve ef-

fective clustering in Twitter one of the basic challenges to be overcome is related

to content. Twitter has distinct characteristics that differentiate it from text in

newspapers and blogs [66]. The limitation of the tweet length to 140 characters,

and idiosyncratic spellings due to uncontrolled and spontaneously generated

content are two major reasons for the existing methods to be enhanced. People

make spelling mistakes, follow non-traditional writing conventions, and abbre-

viate long words because of the character limitation. Even when they refer to

the same reality, they may express it in many different ways. Therefore, we

claim that, clustering performance can be improved if similar terms in tweets

are discovered and utilized in a vector expansion process.

The content in Twitter is highly driven by the community rather than being

based on a thesaurus such as WordNet1 or Wikipedia2, therefore a static the-

saurus cannot effectively cover this user generated content [8, 127]. Moreover,

the similarity of two terms may change depending on the time and context. As a

1 https://wordnet.princeton.edu [accessed 01 June 2016]
2 https://www.wikipedia.org [accessed 01 June 2016]
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consequence, we propose a method to identify similar terms using co-occurrence

based statistics on the tweet content and score term similarities online within a

time window.

A clustered set of tweets may not necessarily indicate a new event in Twitter.

A noticeable number of tweets have been reported not to be related to a real-

world event but are concerned with the ordinary daily activities of people in

the form of chat, personal updates, conversations, and spam [97, 133]. Burst

detection can be applied to distinguish event-triggered patterns in tweet traffic

by analyzing temporal frequency distributions in specific features of tweets (e.g.,

frequency of a term, number of tweets per unit time) [46, 72, 134]. Therefore,

as similar tweets are grouped around topics by clustering, we also apply a burst

detection method to detect new events by analyzing surges in term frequencies

in near real time. We aim to show that the proposed enhancement using online

similarity analysis of terms and using them in vector expansion yields more

coherent clusters and helps accurate identification of event-related tweets.

Tweets can contain geographical footprints, also referred to as ambient geo-

graphical information [27, 79, 117]. The most explicit and precise location can

be obtained from the geotagged tweets, i.e., tweets with geographical coordinates

in terms of latitude and longitude. Another source of geographical evidence is

the tweet text itself, which requires the identification of location names contained

in a tweet. Additionally, the location attribute in the user profile allows Twit-

ter users to specify their home location in a free-form text field. Despite these

various sources of spatial information in tweets, each attribute poses different

challenges to be useful in location estimation. For example, although GPS coor-

dinates provide a precise geographic position on earth in terms of latitude and

longitude, this location and that of the event mentioned in the tweet may not

be the same. Once an event is broadcast in the media or shared among people

via phone calls or retweets, the GPS coordinates of the recently posted tweets

may quickly spread across locations that are further away, making the event

location more difficult to detect [31, 108]. Challenges related to the tweet con-
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tent and location attribute of user profiles mostly concern text processing and

geoparsing, i.e., relating a given text to spatial locations [54]. These attributes

are uncontrolled free-text fields. Their quality of content is not as good as that

contained in news articles due to the idiosyncratic spellings, unusual writing

conventions and abbreviations. Therefore, state of the art Natural Language

Processing (NLP) tools do not perform as accurately on tweets [76]. In addition

to these challenges, users do not have to reveal their GPS locations, or their city

of residence in their profiles. They also do not have to mention any location

name in their tweets. As a result, uncertainty and a lack of rich and reliable

data is a major common problem to be overcome.

Geographical traces in user generated content in social networks have been uti-

lized to solve a variety of spatial analysis problems. Some studies aim to infer the

location where a photo or tweet has been posted even if the user did not share

the GPS data of the mobile device [70, 125, 132]. Similarly, there are efforts to

assign geographical coordinates to textual resources, such as Wikipedia articles

[126]. Estimating locations of users by utilizing the content in social networks

is another active research area [25, 28]. In [118], the authors reviewed the lit-

erature and suggested that the spatiotemporal analysis of tweets is a promising

but still an underexplored field for researchers. In this thesis, we focus on es-

timating locations of events detected in microblogs. Given a set of tweets that

are presumably about an event, we aim to estimate the location of this event by

exploiting the available evidence in the tweets and in the profiles of the users

who posted the tweets. This problem is also referred to as event localization in

[48, 49].

In this thesis, the proposed method to the event localization problem is the

DS theory. The DS theory is a generalized form of Bayesian inference based on

existing evidence. Considering three tweet features as three separate information

sources, it provides means to define belief intervals for sets of possible discrete

locations and various rules to combine them into a single model. It enables the

represention of indifference, which is, in our opinion, very suitable to analyze
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tweets since not all tweets can be expected to provide spatial information in all

of their location-related attributes. We demonstrate the results of the proposed

solution using public tweets posted in Turkey. The experimental evaluations

conducted on a wide range of events including earthquakes, sports, weather,

and street protests indicate higher success rates than the existing state of the

art methods.

1.3 Contributions

The primary goal in this thesis is to accurately estimate event locations de-

tected in microblogs. Moreover, since the proposed solution requires a set of

event-related tweets in order to estimate event location, we also propose an en-

hancement to the state of the art incremental clustering methods to improve the

event detection and clustering accuracy. Therefore, we consider the contribution

in this thesis in two parts.

In the first part, the contributions of the proposed solution to enhance the

performance of incremental clustering can be summarized as follows:

• We leverage online incremental clustering methods by automatically ex-

tracting and scoring term similarities in a temporal locality to be used

in a vector expansion process, which we call Incremental Clustering with

Vector Expansion (ICVE).

• Our methods are unsupervised and do not rely on an existing thesaurus.

We extract and utilize term similarities using statistical methods, therefore

they can be applied to any language. We make no a priori assumption

about the number of clusters or their topics.

• The proposed solution can be efficiently executed online, making a sin-

gle pass on the incoming tweet stream without any post-processing. We

consider clusters as evolving topics containing zero or more newsworthy

events.
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The second part is related to the localization of detected events. Before present-

ing the details of the proposed location estimation solution using the DS theory,

we review the state of the art event locatization techniques for microblogs in the

literature. We analyze these techniques with respect to the targeted event type,

granularity of estimated locations, location-related features selected as sources

of spatial evidence, and the method used to make aggregate decisions based on

the extracted evidence. We discuss the strengths and advantages of alternative

solutions to various problems related to location estimation, as well as their

preconditions and limitations.

Then we describe our proposed location estimation using the DS theory. The

contributions of our location estimation solution can be summarized as follows:

• The problem of location estimation for events is investigated using the

DS theory, which allows us to use the existing evidence pertaining to the

location of event in a complementary way and extract belief intervals for

the candidate locations.

• The proposed method is not specific to the event type thus, it does not

require any prior event annotation for training. It is experimentally eval-

uated on a set of tweets posted in Turkey about events of different types,

including concerts, sports, street protests, accidents, and earthquakes. The

results show that the proposed method can estimate the location of events

with higher accuracy in comparison to the existing state of the art meth-

ods.

• Estimations are made for locations at multiple granularities, namely at

the city and town levels. Accordingly, we define an association of evidence

between coarse-grained and fine-grained data based on the mixed class

hypothesis in the DS theory.

• We demonstrate that the contribution of each attribute in the location

estimation problem may change temporally depending on the event type.

For some events, GPS coordinates are very reliable for the first few tweets,
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but they diffuse over time as more tweets are received. For some other

types of events, the location references in the tweet content turns out to

be more accurate source of evidence over time.

• Since the DS theory yields probability intervals for each discrete geograph-

ical entity in the domain, all the locations related with a given event are

marked accordingly on a map. This view offers an intuitive graphic repre-

sentation of the geography of the event.

We would like to note that except for the stemming library in Turkish [23], the

online event detection methods presented in this thesis do not depend on the

language. Moreover, although we evaluate the proposed methods using tweets

collected by the Streaming API of Twitter3 using the geographical coordinates

of Turkey as the filtering criteria, by adjusting the boundary coordinates of this

filter, these methods can be applied to other countries and regions as well.

1.4 Organization of the Thesis

This thesis presents a solution to improve the accuracy of online tweet and event

detection, and another solution to estimate the locations for the detected events

using clustered tweets. These solutions are presented in two parts. Accordingly,

the remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 covers background information about microblogs, focusing mostly on

Twitter. It describes basic data collection methods and types of data that can be

collected from Twitter. Background information related to word co-occurrences

and to the DS theory that are often referred in the remainder of the thesis are

presented.

Chapter 3 reviews the current state of the art on clustering and event detection

methods in microblogs, which is followed by efforts that aim to handle spelling

variances in documents, particularly the ones that adopt term-level similarity
3 https://dev.twitter.com/streaming/overview [accessed 01 June 2016]
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analysis and vector expansion. We discuss the existing research that performs

geospatial analysis in social networks and that estimates event locations in mi-

croblogs. Finally, we address several applications that previously used DS theory

to solve various problems.

Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 are devoted to the enhancement that we propose for

online event detection and its evaluation, respectively.

Before introducing the proposed event localization method based on DS theory,

a detailed analysis of the literature on event localization methods in microblogs

is presented in Chapter 6. This chapter illustrates the types of events that have

been localized, including a categorization of their spatial granularity, analyzes

spatial features in tweets together with their advantages and challenges, and

introduces a classification of existing location estimation techniques explaining

their essential characteristics, strengths and limitations.

Chapter 7 describes the proposed evidential location estimation method for the

events detected in Twitter. The solution applies DS theory principles to the

event localization problem. We explain different settings to improve the accuracy

of the estimation.

Chapter 8 gives the results of the experiments using the proposed location esti-

mation method and presents comparisons with several baseline methods. Effect

of different settings in the solution are discussed and their performance for spe-

cific event types are analyzed.

Chapter 9 concludes the thesis by a summary of our findings, suggestions for

further research, and concluding remarks.
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CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we give background information about the most widely used

concepts in the remainder of the thesis. Section 2.1 presents an overview about

microblogs, particularly about Twitter and its content. Section 2.2 addresses

the types of co-occurrence based relationships between terms in a document

collection. Section 2.3 explains the fundemantal concepts and three combination

rules in DS theory.

2.1 Social Media, Microblogs, and Twitter

Social media services encompass a variety of platforms where people can connect

with each other, and publish and share content such as text messages, photos,

videos, or location information within their network [60, 65]. Microblogging

platforms, such as Twitter, Tumblr, Weibo, constitute an important part of

social media services acting as message broadcasting platforms that provide the

means of information sharing, leading to the concept of citizen journalism [34,

69]. In addition to microblogs, social media services include other application

domains, which can be listed as social networking (e.g., Facebook), multimedia

sharing (e.g., Flickr, Instagram, YouTube), and location check-in services (e.g.,

Foursquare) [106, 119, 124]. The vast amount of user-generated content in these

platforms has been an attractive resource for researchers. Numerous studies have

utilized the content in microblogs to detect real-world events [15, 118]. Event
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detection using the tags supplied by users to annotate their photos in Flickr has

been studied in [26]. The correlation between traffic congestion and locations of

the user check-ins at Foursquare and Instagram has been analyzed in [103]. In

[95], the authors combined Twitter and Flickr data using the tweet content to

locate events and analyzing Flickr images to delineate the impact area of these

events. Social media is even integrated with other information sources such as

news channels, knowledge bases, as well as physical sensors in order to detect

events and increase situation awareness [57, 63, 84].

Since the content in different social media platforms might have common prop-

erties and similar attributes, such as user profiles or geotagged items, a solution

applied to a problem in one platform can also be applicable to another. How-

ever, at the same time, each platform poses its own challenges because they

provide their content in diverse structures, formats and qualities [95]. Addi-

tionally, the number of contributors concerned with an event is not the same in

all platforms. According to our observation, the majority of studies related to

information extraction in social media are based on the content in microblogs,

particularly in Twitter. The reasons for this use of Twitter can be listed as its

widespread adoption, brief textual content, and non-reciprocal and asymmetric

nature (a user can follow any other user without being followed back) as well as

the easy distribution of messages via retweeting, the responsiveness of tweets,

and the accessibility of Twitter data through its public APIs [69]. Therefore, in

this thesis, we also focus on the location estimation methods for events detected

in Twitter.

2.1.1 Data Collection from Twitter

Twitter provides two types of APIs1 that support collecting tweets program-

matically, namely the Search (Query) API and the Streaming API [60, 89]. The

Search API allows developers to retrospectively search for tweets by specifying a

set of query criteria, such as a time period, expected words in the tweet content,
1 https://dev.twitter.com/overview/api [accessed 01 June 2016]
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a list of users to follow, or tweet locations described by bounding boxes in the

form of latitude-longitude coordinates. The Search API functions in a request-

response manner returning the list of requested objects that satisfy the criteria

at the time of the query. The most important disadvantage of using this API is

the limitation on the number of queries that can be made per unit time, where

each query returns a limited number of tweets. It also requires executing the

queries periodically in order to follow the most recent tweets posted in Twitter.

The Streaming API, on the other hand, is designed to operate in a more online

fashion. A client application can collect tweets from an online tweet stream by

establishing a connection to the Twitter service. As long as the connection is

alive, Twitter keeps sending a random sample of tweets in a callback mechanism.

Additionally, similar to the Search API, in the Streaming API, it is possible to

define criteria for the tweets to be received from the stream. Challenges related

to searching and collecting tweets from Twitter, together with a comprehensive

description of systems, tools, and libraries are given in [89].

2.1.2 Data Types in Twitter

Data retrieved from Twitter consists of four main types of objects, namely

tweets, users, places, and entities. The attributes of a tweet object include

a unique id, tweet text (content), creation time, and coordinates in terms of

latitude-longitude assigned by the client at the time of the post. The user ob-

ject associated with a tweet describes the properties of the user who posted the

tweet, such as his unique id, name, location, language, and time zone. The

attributes of users are kept in user profiles. Place objects represent the location

definitions in Twitter, described by a unique id, name, and an array of latitude-

longitude pairs corresponding to the location’s boundary coordinates. Twitter

allows users to attach place objects to their tweets. Furthermore, entity objects

in the form of hashtags, user mentions, and URLs are used to provide additional

information for the associated tweet [58, 69]. A hashtag is a word in a tweet

preceded by a # character, which is used as a convention to annotate tweets
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around a thread of discussion. A user can be addressed as a mention in a tweet

by typing @ before the user identifier. It is also possible to re-post someone

else’s tweet as a retweet.

In this thesis, in addition to the time of the post, we use various tweet attributes

to detect events and estimate their locations. These attributes and their most

important properties are listed as follows:

• Tweet Text: Tweet text is a free-text field containing up to 140 charac-

ters. It presumably constitutes the most important feature to understand

the topic of the tweet and extract information about an event. Since lo-

cations mentioned in a tweet can be related to an event described in that

tweet, message-mentioned locations identified in the tweet are also widely

used for event localization [123]. However, the task of textual analysis can

become complicated due to factors such as the brevity of content, spelling

idiosyncrasies, grammatical errors, and abbreviations that may not exist

in any vocabulary.

In order to surpass the 140-character limit, tiny URLs have been created

to shorten long URLs to texts with 10-20 characters. These links can be

easily resolved to the original URLs of the external web pages and allow

people to link their posts with web resources with larger content [109]. A

Twitter user can also configure his account to work in integration with

his accounts in other social networks. For example, a check-in posted via

Foursquare2 can automatically be displayed in a user’s tweet in a specific

format; e.g., "I am at TimesSquare w/ 2 others", which may ease the

identification of place names in tweet texts [132].

• GPS Geotag: Coordinates in terms of latitude and longitude can be

associated with a tweet at the time of posting if supported by the user’s

GPS-enabled device and its software. However, even if the hardware and

software support sharing this data, users can disable this feature and stop

2 https://foursquare.com [accessed 01 June 2016]
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sharing the coordinates in their tweets. Tweets associated with this in-

formation are referred as GPS geotagged, or simply, geotagged [60]. Al-

though geotagged tweets are reported to be very rare in Twitter (around

2-3%), their ratio in a corpus is also affected by the selected tweet collec-

tion method [48]. For example, using geographical filters, it is possible to

obtain high ratios of geotagged tweets.

• User Profile: Twitter users can specify their home location in their pro-

files with a text of up to 30 characters. Since the location in the user profile

is a free-text field, it is possible to find unclear location references, multiple

location names, or even fake locations and sarcastic comments [28, 52]. In

[52], it is reported that 66% of the profiles contained valid geographical

information, 16% had non-geographic texts, and the remaining 18% did

not specify anything related to the user’s location. Moreover, even if the

location information is provided in the profile, most people do not update

it every time they relocate. Thus, the spatial evidence obtained from a

user’s profile may not reflect the most recent location of that user [31].

In addition to the three attributes, other types of data, such as the preferred

language and time zone specified in the user profile can provide further spatial

evidence. However, these attributes are not as useful since they provide relatively

more coarse-grained information covering very large geographical scopes [9, 82].

2.2 Statistical Relationships of Words

Since tweets are maximum 140 characters long and there are a lot of spelling

differences, in order to effectively find the similarities in tweets, we propose to

enrich tweet texts using term-level similarities before analyzing tweet-level sim-

ilarities for clustering. Similarities between terms can be obtained from online

thesauri, such as WordNet or Wikipedia. However, such online resources may

not be mature for all languages. More importantly, the content in Twitter is

highly driven by the community rather than being based on a thesaurus. There-
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fore, different writing conventions and violations of spelling or grammatical rules

particularly make it difficult to benefit these resources. Moreover, similarities

between two terms may also change depending on the context of usage. As a re-

sult, we investigate statistical methods based on word co-occurrences to extract

term similarities.

Statistical relationships between term pairs are classified as first-order, second-

order, and higher-order relationships [24, 93, 101, 102]. These relationships can

be described as follows:

• First-order: A strong first-order relationship is observed when two terms

appear frequently together in texts [93, 102]. This relationship is also

known as syntagmatic relationship. People’s first and last names, or word

pairs such as birthday-party can be considered to exhibit this kind of as-

sociation.

• Second-order: Two terms have a second-order relationship if they fre-

quently appear together with the same set of terms, i.e., having similar

lexical neighborhood. Therefore, methods that aim to find terms with

second-order relations in text consider the mutuality of co-occurrences with

other words. For example, photo-photograph or black-white are such word

pairs that most probably co-occur with the same words. Second-order as-

sociations are also referred to as paradigmatic relations. Two terms that

frequently co-occur with the same set of other terms are expected to be

used interchangeably, possibly changing the meaning of the sentence, but

without affecting the structure and grammar [102]. Hence, in this thesis,

we focus mostly on the second-order relationships and use them for tweet

enrichment.

• Higher-order: A similar logic can be applied to obtain terms with higher-

order relationship. For example, if the number of co-occurrences of the

term pairs t1-t2, t2-t3 and t3-t4 are relatively high, then t1 and t4 can be

considered to have a third-order association [93]. Higher-order relations
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can be measured by plotting the terms as nodes on an undirected graph

and connecting them with edges if they co-occur in documents [24]. The

number of distinct paths of length n between two nodes gives a score for

the nth order relationship between them.

2.3 Dempster-Shafer Theory

Arthur P. Dempster [36, 37] introduced a generalized Bayesian inference model

based on evidence and evidential reasoning which was further extended by the

work of Glenn Shafer [110] and is known as the Dempster-Shafer (DS) theory.

The first step in applying this theory to a problem is defining the propositional

space of possible solutions, the Frame of Discernment, denoted by Θ. For the

targeted location estimation problem, this set is composed of all the locations

(e.g., cities, towns) where an event might have happened.

The set of all subsets of Θ are denoted by 2Θ. Applying DS theory to a prob-

lem necessitates the definition of Basic Probability Assignments (BPAs), which

are basic probability numbers assigned to the elements in 2Θ according to the

evidence obtained from the information sources. BPAs are represented by mass

functions m, where m : 2Θ → [0, 1], m(∅) = 0 and
∑

A⊆Θm(A) = 1. The

mass value m(A) is A’s basic probability number (or probability mass), and it

measures the belief that is committed exactly to A, according to the evidence

obtained from a data source. The subsets of Θ with non-zero mass assignments

are called focal elements, and the union of focal elements is termed the core of

a mass function. Assigning m(∅) = 0 means a "closed world assumption", i.e.,

there has to be a solution to the problem in Θ [114]. Since the evidence can

support multiple possible explanations of the problem, probability numbers can

be assigned for sets of elements in Θ. This is called the mixed class hypothesis in

DS theory and it is particularly useful for the described event localization prob-

lem, since a tweet may refer to multiple locations, or users may type multiple

location names in their profiles.
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In DS theory, the belief function Bel(A) is defined as given in Equation 2.1.

Unlike a probability function in probability theory, the belief function in DS

theory is generally not additive, i.e., Bel(A ∪ B) ≥ Bel(A) + Bel(B). A belief

function is also known as a support function, since it indicates the degree to

which the evidence supports that proposition [78].

Bel(A) =
∑

B⊆A,B 6=∅

m(B) (2.1)

DS theory also provides the means to evaluate the credibility of a proposition. It

is defined by the plausibility function Pl(A), given in Equation 2.2. It represents

the degree to which the evidence fails to refute a proposition [78]. The belief

and plausibility values for a proposition are also interpreted as its lower and

upper probabilities. In other words, Bel(A) represents the currently available

evidence in the environment that supports that a solution is in A. As more

evidence supporting A is received, this value approaches Pl(A).

Pl(A) = 1−Bel(A) =
∑

B⊆Θ,A∩B 6=∅

m(B) (2.2)

The total probability mass that can move freely to every point of A is measured

by the commonality function in Equation 2.3. More specifically, given two sets

of elements A and B in Θ where A ⊂ B, the mass assigned to B could move

into A if more evidence was provided to support it, but the current evidence is

not sufficient to assign it more precisely than to B. The commonality function

in Equation 2.3 measures the total mass that can move to A.

Q(A) =
∑
A⊆B

m(B) (2.3)

While the Bayesian statistics represent the full ignorance as a uniform distri-

bution and assign a probability to each element in Θ, the belief functions in

DS theory require no global probability [77]. Assignments are made merely on
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observations, allowing the representation of ignorance. In the case in which a

tweet does not provide any location data, the probabilistic models either discard

such tweets [108], or apply the Principle of Insufficient Reason [114]. DS theory,

on the other hand, can be indifferent to such incomplete data. If a tweet does

not provide any evidence, it is handled as evidence for all possible locations in

Θ, without any positive or negative support for a specific location.

The belief distribution over Θ using a source of evidence is called a body of evi-

dence. DS theory supports fusion of multiple bodies of evidence via combination

rules to obtain combined mass values. There are several methods that can be

used for this combination [39, 110, 125, 135]. The most widely used is Demp-

ster’s rule, given in Equation 2.4 for a subset C of Θ where C 6= ∅. Considering
the location-related features of tweets as independent sources of evidence, the

corresponding basic probability assignments can be combined in a single model

through Dempster’s rule of combination. The combination operator in Demp-

ster’s rule, denoted by ⊕, is commutative and associative. It can be applied

pairwise on multiple bodies of evidence in any order as long as their weight of

conflict is finite [77]. Conflicting evidence obtained from two sources are handled

by normalizing the mass values using the denominator in Equation 2.4.

(m1 ⊕m2)(C) =

∑
C=A∩B

m1(A)×m2(B)

1−
∑

A∩B=∅
m1(A)×m2(B)

(2.4)

Other combination methods differ from the Dempster’s rule in how they handle

the conflict between bodies of evidence [39]. For example, Yager’s rule [135] adds

the mass that represents the degree of conflict to the mass of ignorance m(Θ),

rather than using it for normalization as in Dempster’s rule. More specifically,

when combining m1 and m2, it first applies the combination operator given in

Equation 2.5.

(m1 �m2)(C) =
∑

C=A∩B

m1(A)×m2(B) (2.5)
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This combination operator allows for a non-zero mass for the empty set ∅ [114].
As a final step, Yager’s rule moves the combined mass assigned for ∅ to the mass

assigned for Θ, as shown in Equation 2.6. The combination operator in Yager’s

rule is denoted by ⊕′. Unlike in Dempster’s rule, this operator is not associative.

(m1 ⊕′ m2)(C) =


(m1 �m2)(C) C 6= ∅,Θ

(m1 �m2)(Θ) + (m1 �m2)(∅) C = Θ

0 C = ∅

(2.6)

Combining bodies of evidence, especially in the presence of conflicting informa-

tion, has been extensively discussed in [39]. In that work, Dubois and Prade

argue that in case of conflict, if we know that at least one of the sources is

telling the truth, then a natural combination operator should use the disjunc-

tion of mass assignments. Accordingly, the authors proposed a combination rule

that assigns the mass for conflict to set disjunctions, as given in Equation 2.7

[39].

(m1 ⊕′′ m2)(C) =
∑

C=A∩B

m1(A)×m2(B) +
∑

C=A∪B,A∩B=∅

m1(A)×m2(B) (2.7)

In this rule the combination operator is denoted by ⊕′′. We explain how we use

these combination rules for the event localization problem in Chapter 7, and

discuss their results in our evaluations in Chapter 8.
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CHAPTER 3

RELATED WORK

In this chapter, we present an overview of previous studies related to event

detection in Twitter, incremental clustering approaches, similarity analysis and

vector expansion, geospatial analysis in social networks, and applications of

Dempster-Shafer theory.

3.1 Event Detection in Twitter

With the introduction of social networks, TDT techniques that were previously

applied to large textual resources have been extended and adapted to perform

event detection using tweets [21, 108, 109, 136]. In TDT parlance, the notions

of "topic" and "event" are closely related. Topic is defined as an activity along

with all related events and activities, whereas an event is a unique incident that

happens at a specific time and place [11, 15]. In the literature, these two con-

ceptes are sometimes used interchangeably. For example, in [109], tweets are

clustered according to their content similarity to identify newsworthy topics,

without making any specific distinction between topics and events. In [80], it is

suggested that events can have a hierarchically nested structure (e.g., presiden-

tial elections can be considered an event, and a speech during the elections being

a sub-event). Depending on the interpretation, such nested structures could also

be handled as topics and events. In this thesis, topic is regarded as the subject

of a text, whereas event is a specific activity that happens at a specific time and
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place [38, 123].

The techniques for event detection in the literature can be classified in several

ways. Depending on the granularity of data used for event detection, they can

be categorized as document-pivot and feature-pivot methods. The former detect

events by clustering tweets according to their similarity. For example, in [109],

authors introduced a news processing system called TwitterStand1 which em-

ploys an online clustering algorithm that measures the cosine similarity between

the feature vectors of tweets, and clusters them into topics. A similar approach

is adopted in [137] in which a single-pass incremental clustering algorithm is

developed that automatically groups similar tweets into event-specific topics. In

contrast, feature-pivot methods detect events by analyzing specific features in

tweets, such as the frequencies of terms or their co-occurrences. Fung et al. pro-

pose a parameter-free probabilistic feature-pivot event detection method on text

streams [46]. In that work, the authors find the expected probability for a docu-

ment to contain a specific term, and compare it with the observed probabilities

in order to detect bursty terms in a time window. A similar probabilistic burst

detection technique was applied on tweets in [137] to determine which topic

clusters can be associated with a real-world event. The Emergency Awareness

System2 presented in [99] analyses tweets in 5-minute windows in order to detect

bursty keywords about emergency events, such as fires, earthquake and terrorist

attacks. Identifying bursty terms for event detection has been investigated in

numerous recent studies [72, 81, 133, 134].

By taking tweet processing time into consideration, algorithms can be classified

as retrospective or online [11, 136]. Retrospective algorithms process a corpus

of tweets to identify events discussed therein, while the objective of online al-

gorithms is to identify events as they happen [16]. Due to a large volume of

tweets arriving at a fast rate, online algorithms have to decide in a timely man-

ner whether an event has just occurred and burst detection is a widely adopted

method for this purpose [67, 140].

1 http://twitterstand.umiacs.umd.edu/News [accessed 01 June 2016]
2 https://esa.csiro.au [accessed 01 June 2016]
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Regarding the subjects of events, event detection can be designed either to focus

on a specific topic (usually implemented by querying specific terms in tweets)

or applied to an open topic domain. For example, Sakaki et al. aim to detect

earthquakes by collecting tweets containing the terms "earthquake" or "shaking"

[108]. TwitInfo, another keyword based solution, is presented in [80], where

tweets containing a given list of keywords are collected, and the peaks in their

histograms are examined to detect events. Alternatively, TwitterStand uses

tweet samples provided by Twitter services and the posts of a set of handpicked

Twitter users without targeting a specific topic [109]. Similarly, Yin et al. utilise

the tweets returned by Twitter’s location based search API to apply an open-

domain event detection [137].

Another aspect of event detection is the temporal properties of events. Algo-

rithms can target instantaneous events, focusing on the instant they happened

[108], or they can focus on activities that span a longer period with their begin-

ning and ending times [140].

In this thesis, we cluster the tweets received from the Streaming API, and apply

a burst detection method in order to detect events online. For burst detection,

we analyse surges in the frequencies of terms in active clusters. Since we group

similar tweets about a topic through clustering, our method does not require ad-

ditional post-processing to discover event-related tweets. The proposed solution

aims to detect instantaneous events on an open topic domain in near real-time.

We would like to note that, although there is an expanding literature on event

detection, examination of the effect of vector expansion on online event detection

performance has not been a focus of attention thus far.

3.2 Incremental Clustering Approaches

The clustering of textual items retrieved from data streams, particularly from

social networks, is an active research area [3, 4, 15, 60, 87, 113]. In [139], authors

propose BIRCH (Balanced Iterative Reducing and Clustering using Hierarchies)
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as an efficient incremental clustering algorithm for large databases, introducing

the concepts of cluster centroid and cluster feature vector. Incremental clustering

is regarded as an appropriate method for grouping continuously received textual

items [15, 20, 112, 137]. In incremental methods, there are several ways to decide

whether a newly arriving data point should join the closest cluster or initiate a

new cluster. TwitterStand uses constant thresholds to make this decision [109].

Another approach is to calculate the mean and standard deviation of similarities

between tweets, and compare the similarity of a recently posted tweet with these

values [6]. In [112], authors define a minimum bounding similarity measure as

the weighted average of similarities between the cluster’s centroid and the tweets

in the cluster, and use it to decide whether to add a tweet to an existing cluster.

De Boom et al. train a logistic regression classifier to make this decision [33].

Constraints concerning memory size and processing capacity can become an

issue to resolve in online clustering on continuous data streams [109, 112]. In

particular, for high rates of streaming input data, a decision must be made

to decide which stale clusters to delete from the memory, or which clusters

should be allocated memory in order to start processing. A straightforward

method is to remove the least recently updated stale cluster when the capacity

limit is reached [6, 7]. In TwitterStand, the activity of clusters are periodically

checked, and those with no recent change are removed [109]. Similarly, the

average timestamp of recent arrivals in each cluster can also be used to identify

stale clusters. This is facilitated in [5] by the use of a micro-clustering approach,

in which the definition of a cluster feature vector is extended with the timestamp

components of the data points in the cluster. In [112], the most similar clusters

are merged when the upper limit for the number of clusters is reached, and a

cluster is deleted if the average timestamp of the latest 10 percent of its tweets

is more than 3 days old. In [33], an event is assumed to have a timespan of

one day; thus, all active clusters are simply deleted when a new day begins.

Alternatively, instead of keeping all the clusters in the memory and removing

the stale ones when necessary, it is possible to select only the event-related

clusters for maintenance at their creation. This approach is adopted in [137] by
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allowing only the tweets that contain a bursty term to form clusters.

3.3 Similarity Analsysis and Vector Expansion

The problem of handling the spelling variances in documents to be clustered is

discussed in numerous studies. In [115], the authors describe a Latent Semantic

Analysis (LSA) based k-means clustering method for clustering a collection of

documents. They aim to find relevant documents in the corpus that do not neces-

sarily share any common words by reducing the dimension of document vectors.

Similarly, Jun et al. build a clustering method by combining k-means cluster-

ing with dimension reduction through Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) and

Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [64]. In these studies, the dimensions of

document vectors are reduced in a pre-processing phase before applying the clus-

tering algorithm. However clustering an online stream of voluntarily generated

content with no prior assumption about the vocabulary and topic introduces cer-

tain challenges due to noisy data, diverse topics, and frequent spelling mistakes

[86]. New terminology can emerge when different topics are discussed by users in

their posts [127]. This can result in each new post bringing about changes in the

modelled vector space, which can limit the applicability of static training-based

solutions. Furthermore, data pre-processing, formation of the vector represen-

tations, and clustering algorithms must be executed in a timely manner to keep

pace with the continuously incoming data items.

Among the efforts to tackle the problem of resolving spelling variances in tweets,

Kim et al. define a set of rules to handle abbreviations, minor typing errors, and

terms separated by spaces [66]. They apply these rules on terms that either start

with a capital letter or are enclosed by quotation marks. In [98], authors identify

the proper nouns in tweets by applying Named Entity Recognition (NER) and

boost the effect of these proper nouns. In [129], vector expansion is proposed

as a solution to the issue of word mismatches in documents. The authors use

a thesaurus, namely WordNet, to find the synonyms of the words in a query
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text. However, due to the noisy lexical nature of micro-posts with frequent

irregularities and incorrect spelling, it might not be possible to identify entities

in a pre-existing knowledge source, such as a thesaurus [127].

As an alternative to using manually compiled thesauri, similar words can be

identified by analyzing their distribution in large text corpora. A comparison

of distributional and WordNet-based similarity measures is given in [8]. The

authors state that the distributional similarity was effectively used to cover the

items that did not exist in the WordNet vocabulary. A similarity thesaurus,

which includes term-term similarity values extracted from the co-occurrence

statistics, was constructed in [100]. In another study, Lin et al. focus on finding

synonyms by analysing the results obtained from search engines and evaluating

the commonality of translations in bilingual dictionaries [75]. Considering the

dynamic content in Twitter that might not match the content in a dictionary,

and the expressions with different meanings in different time contexts, we chose

to extract similarity information from co-occurrence statistics rather than using

a static dictionary.

Vector expansion has been applied in various studies to solve similar problems.

For example, Cao et al. use it to expand query terms in order to improve the

query results, but they claim that not all expansion terms are useful to improve

the results [22]. A co-occurrence based term suggestion technique for e-commerce

sites is presented in [59]. The earthquake prediction system in [88] employs a

classifier to decide whether a tweet containing a query word really concerns an

earthquake. The classifier makes use of the words before and after the query

words as the context. Another study offers an insight to users in relation to why

there is a surge in the popularity of a given keyword by finding the words that are

commonly used together with the keyword [16]. We applied expansion methods

to detect retrospective events in [92, 93]. We also investigated the extraction

of associations between hashtags [91]. However, applying the proposed methods

for online event detection brings new challenges. In this thesis, we present an

improved version of the earlier methods for online event detection combined with
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the clustering and burst detection approaches. The presented methods in this

thesis can be executed to perform retrospective analysis, as well.

3.4 Geospatial Analysis in Social Networks

Recently, numerous studies have been conducted to detect real-world events by

collecting public tweets in Twitter [15]. These include methods to identify earth-

quakes [31, 107, 108], disasters and crises [137], sports events [30], epidemics and

diseases [2, 94], crime and accidents [74]. Although there are numerous efforts

that aim to detect events in microblogs, not all of them propose a solution to

estimate event locations. Usually, the main objective in these studies is per-

forming the event detection task accurately in a timely manner, dealing with

the barriers about performance and scalability [80, 133]. The problem of loca-

tion estimation has previously been studied mostly in the context of newspaper

texts and web pages. For example, a location is assigned to the clustered news

articles collected through RSS feeds from online news sources in [122] . In [12],

authors present a system for associating geography with web pages. Compared

to newspaper articles and web pages, Twitter has several advantages. Spatial

features in addition to textual content and the greater number of users act-

ing as social sensors can be listed among the major advantages. On the other

hand, Twitter is an uncontrolled, noisy, and sometimes unreliable environment.

The large amount of information can also be a handicap considering possible

conflicts and inconsistencies in the available data. Last but not least, the tweet

volume and velocity can impose performance constraints, especially on real-time

applications. These factors require special techniques to be developed for event

localization in Twitter.

Among the studies that perform event localization using geotagged items in mi-

croblogs, Sakaki et al. estimated the epicenter of earthquakes in Japan using

Kalman filters and particle filters, two widely used variants of Bayes Filters

[44, 107, 108]. The authors searched for relevant tweets periodically that con-
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tained earthquake related keywords in the content, and used the GPS metadata

of geotagged tweets for estimating the locations of earthquakes. In a similar

study [2], influenza-related tweets are collected using specific keywords, and

GPS coordinates of these tweets are utilized to track the regional situation of

the spread of the virus. In [137], authors captured tweets for a specific area of

interest and executed clustering, burst detection, and classification algorithms

on the tweet stream in order to detect emergency situations, namely, disasters

and crises. In that work, location information about the detected events was

presented to the end users by plotting the geotagged tweets about the event on

a map according to their GPS coordinates.

An in-depth study on user profiles [52] suggests that the location field in user

profiles should not be presumed to be strongly typed geographic information.

The study reports that, since this attribute is a free-text field limited to 30

characters, it may contain multiple location names or even fake locations and

sarcastic comments. In [74], tweets about crime and disaster are collected using

keyword-based searches, and they are displayed on a map based on locations

in user profiles. According to the observations in that study, only 12% of users

specified a location in their profile. Hence, the authors predicted the user loca-

tions by analyzing users’ previous tweets and locations of their friends. Sending

this text to the public geocoding web services to obtain latitude-longitude pairs

has been applied in [2, 137]. The location attribute in user profile has also

been utilized in lieu of GPS data for non-geotagged tweets in several studies

[2, 107, 108, 137].

In [82], it is argued that GPS data and user’s profile location is not available

most of the time, and therefore the authors chose to analyze the tweet content

for location references by implementing a geoparser. A NER system for tar-

geted tweet streams is presented in [73]. The problem of toponym recognition

particularly in tweets has been investigated in [76]. In that work, the authors

proposed an improvement on the conventional NER tools, which were trained

on news data with formal text. The disambiguation of location names in tweet
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content was discussed in [96]. Furthermore, Amitay et al. argued that, if there

is a gazetteer at hand, a simpler and faster method than NLP techniques is

to search for the place names in the text and resolve the possible ambiguities

and this requires no training data [12]. The authors applied this method to

assign a geographical focus for web pages using a heuristic for scoring place

names based on their population and hierarchical relations. In [109], authors

used a gazetteer for toponym recognition and described a heuristic for toponym

resolution in tweets. The geographic focus for the clustered tweets are then

determined as the most frequently mentioned toponym in tweet contents and

user profiles. Similarly, Unankard et al. detected emerging events in Twitter by

clustering, and they designated the most frequently mentioned location as the

event location [123].

In [14], Ao et al. extracted geographical coordinates from the locations men-

tioned in microposts, their geotags, and the registered locations in user profiles.

In order to estimate the location for a set of posts related to an event, they

applied hierarchical clustering on these coordinates according to their Euclidean

distances with each other. In another study, given a set of event-related tweets,

majority voting based on location names in user profiles has been applied to

determine the coarse-grained location (e.g., city, state, or country) for the event

[48]. For fine-grained location, the authors applied part-of-speech (POS) tag-

ging on tweet content to recognize the names of landmarks and addresses, and

searched these labels in public geotagging services to retrieve geographical coor-

dinates. The event location is then calculated as the average of these coordinates.

The joint location estimation method proposed in [49] uses an expectation max-

imization approach for event localization using tweet contents and users. Given

a set of events, some of which are approximately localized at the start, the re-

lationship between events, users, and location references in tweets are modeled

as a graph. The authors aim to estimate the unknown parameters in the graph

that maximize the probability of observations, and thus estimate the most likely

location for each event.
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In this thesis, we propose a method that systematically combines the attributes

in a single model using the theory of belief functions. The proposed method

does not require any prior knowledge about the event. The primary novelty of

the proposed method is devising a way to use the DS theory to combine three

evidence sources in tweets and estimate the location of a given event.

3.5 Applications of Dempster-Shafer Theory

DS theory has been widely used in decision-making and classification problems,

especially those that incorporate uncertainties [77]. In [116], authors used the

theory to manage uncertainties for fraud risk assessment in financial statements.

A stock trading expert system was developed in [40]. In that work, authors

present a decision making system to generate advices to traders to buy, sell

or hold some stocks using DS theory. An evidential reasoning approach based

on belief structures in order to solve group decision analysis problems has been

proposed in [45]. DS theory has also been used in decision making in hypothetical

legal situations [32].

Using evidential reasoning and Bayesian approaches to solve target identification

and tracking problems in military applications is explained in [18]. Coombs

et al. identified types of ballistic missiles by fusing imperfect data retrieved

from multiple sensors through Dempster’s rule of combination [29]. Combining

multiple classifiers in a single solution using DS theory was presented in [10].

A method to detect water contamination events by fusing data retrieved from

sensors is given in [56].

DS theory was also proposed as a solution for grouping users’ web search activi-

ties into sessions by combining two sources of evidence in web search logs [51]. In

[125], the theory has been used to estimate the locations of Flickr images based

on their meta-data in the form of textual descriptions. In that study, the authors

train language models at multiple geographical granularities, and combine these

models using the combination rules in DS theory. We believe that DS theory
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can be applied effectively for the location estimation problem in Twitter and

other social networks that exhibit similar location-related characteristics. This

would help overcome challenges such as incomplete data, conflict in evidence,

and ambiguous references.
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CHAPTER 4

ONLINE EVENT DETECTION IN TWITTER

Our event detection method is composed of two major stages, namely a clus-

tering stage and a burst detection stage. In order to enhance the accuracy of

clustering and burst detection, we propose a method that analyzes the similarity

of terms in tweets in a temporal context and uses these similarities for vector

expansion. This is achieved by an additional stage of similarity analysis prior to

the clustering and burst detection stages. An overview of stages for the proposed

online event detection process is given in Figure 4.1.

In this chapter, after describing our data collection and modeling in Section

4.1, we present the details of baseline incremental clustering and our proposed

enhancement in Section 4.2. The burst detection that we applied to select event-

related clusters is given in Section 4.3. Our enhancement for incremental cluster-

ing can group similar tweets into clusters more coherently; and thus, it improves

the accuracy of clustering and online event detection, as demonstrated in Chap-

ter 5.
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Figure 4.1: Online Event Detection Stages
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4.1 Data Collection and Modeling

We collect tweets posted in Turkey online using the Streaming API of Twitter

and its geographical filtering option. We define a geographical filter based on

the boundary coordinates of the country in terms of latitude and longitude, and

use the Java library of Twitter4j1 for service connection and tweet collection

tasks.

As new tweets are received from the stream, they are processed in sliding win-

dows, which we call tweet buckets or simply buckets, denoted by B. In the

literature, the size of the sliding windows is mostly determined either in terms

of the clock time or in terms of the number of tweets [46, 80, 136]. In this thesis,

we devise a hybrid bucket size model that employs both time and tweet count.

In the hybrid model, the time window for a bucket is determined as one minute.

However, if the tweet count in a bucket is below a certain threshold after one

minute since the receipt of the first tweet in that bucket, the system waits for

more tweets to accumulate. This threshold is set to 200, which is approximately

the average number of tweets per minute received by the configured streaming

client in a day.

The reason for devising the hybrid bucket size model is twofold. Firstly, the flow

of tweets received by the aforementioned streaming client considerably changes

depending on the time of the day. Specifically, the number of tweets received at

midnight is usually very low, whereas a popular event at daytime can result in

high tweet rates. As a result, if the bucket size was determined in terms of a

fixed time interval, such disparities in tweet rates would make it harder to detect

surges in tweet counts and manage cluster lifetimes. Secondly, if buckets were

generated from a fixed number of tweets, then tweets about a minor event could

be dispersed at distant buckets, probably due to a major event allocating a larger

portion of the buckets. This would inherently limit the number of concurrent

events that can be detected. The hybrid bucketing approach using both time

1 http://twitter4j.org/en/index.html [accessed 01 June 2016]
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and tweet count yields a more homogeneous bucket size throughout the day,

and does not require any a priori assumption about the number of concurrent

events.

When the time and tweet count requirements are satisfied to generate a bucket,

a bucket Bi is formed as a list of n tweets denoted by [Bi,1, ...Bi,n]. Tweets

are modelled in the standard vector space model based on the bag-of-words

representation of their textual content [136]. In the pre-processing phase, given

a bucket Bi, the stemming and stop word removal procedures are applied to

its tweets (including the removal of punctuation), and the vocabulary statistics

(i.e., term and document frequencies) are updated. Associated with each tweet

Bi,j, we keep its unique id, its posting time, the list of its stemmed terms with

their frequencies, and a tweet vector ~Bi,j as the normalized tf-idf values of the

terms in its content. A tf-idf vector is represented as the tuples of the form

〈x,w〉 where x is a term in the tweet and w is its normalized tf-idf value [21].

After pre-processing, the bucket is fed into the event detection engine.

The temporal context for a bucket at time t can be described by the tweets

posted before and after t. By keeping a number of tweets in a tweet history after

they are processed, we can easily access the past portion of the time context. The

future portion of the context requires "foreseeing" the tweets to be processed

later. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of look-ahead cache. When

a bucket of tweets is received from the tweet stream, rather than immediately

applying the clustering and burst detection methods, we first keep this bucket

in the look-ahead cache to be used in the context description. In other words,

event detection follows the online tweet stream one-cache size behind. The

overall event detection process is depicted in Figure 4.2. The following sections

present the details of clustering, burst detection and similarity analysis executed

on the tweets in bucket Bt.
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Figure 4.2: Proposed Online Event Detection Process using Vector Expansion

4.2 Clustering

The clustering technique we propose is an enhancement on the incremental clus-

tering, an approach widely employed on streaming data [20, 109, 137, 139].

Considering their handling of the tweet stream (online vs. offline), topic inde-

pendence, and clustering algorithm characteristics, we selected the incremental

clustering method presented in [137] as a comparable baseline clustering algo-

rithm. Due to several implementation details that were not clarified in that

work (e.g., the cluster termination condition, vocabulary management), we re-

ferred to other studies in the literature [3, 15, 109, 136] and implemented the

clustering algorithm given in Section 4.2.1. This baseline incremental clustering

algorithm will be referred to as IC in the remainder of the chapter. In Section

4.2.2 we introduce how to extract term similarities in a time context and use

them in the vector expansion process to develop Incremental Clustering with

Vector Expansion (ICVE).

4.2.1 IC: Incremental Clustering

The clustering algorithm executes on the most recent bucket in a single pass,

as the tweets are continuously received from the tweet stream and accumulate

in a new bucket. It maintains the list of active clusters and updates these

clusters incrementally. A cluster c is represented by a cluster centroid vector

~c, its creation time, and the list of terms in the cluster with their frequencies

[139]. The centroid vector ~c is the normalized vector sum of all tweet vectors
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in the cluster [137]. We also keep the list of tweet ids added to the cluster

grouped by their buckets. An element in this list is represented by Bc
i , meaning

the set of tweets received in bucket Bi and added to the cluster c. This bucket

information helps us obtain a term frequency histogram in the clusters and apply

burst detection techniques, as will be discussed in Section 4.3.

When a tweet Bi,j is to be clustered with incremental clustering, its tweet vector

is compared with the centroid vectors of the active clusters by using cosine

similarity [109, 111]. If the most similar cluster has a similarity score that is

greater than a predefined threshold, called the merge threshold, the tweet is

assigned to that cluster [98]. This assignment causes the cluster features to be

updated using the features of this recently added tweet. Otherwise, if no similar

cluster is found for Bi,j, a new cluster is created using this tweet’s features.

There is also a termination condition for a cluster, also referred as cluster death

[3]. After the processing of each bucket, the active clusters are checked whether

they have been stale, and a cluster is terminated if no tweet has been added to

it for the last three buckets consecutively. The termination process can store

the cluster data to a persistent storage for reporting purposes, or simply discard

it depending on the number of tweets collected in that cluster.

4.2.2 ICVE: Incremental Clustering with Vector Expansion

The proposed enhancement on the traditional incremental clustering algorithm

discovers and measures similarities between terms, and uses these similarities

for applying a vector expansion process prior to the clustering. Considering the

process flow in Figure 4.2, where Bt represents the bucket of tweets to cluster,

the proposed enhancement introduces an expansion of tweet vectors in bucket

Bt and the centroid vectors of active clusters. This is achieved by leveraging the

contextual information in the neighboring buckets of Bt in the following four

steps, as presented in Figure 4.1:

1. Identify terms in Bt to compare for their pairwise similarities,
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2. Find co-occurrence vectors for terms in Bt using the co-occurrence statis-

tics in Bt+1, Bt, and Bt−1,

3. Calculate term similarities as real numbers in the range [0,1] using the

co-occurrence vectors,

4. Expand tweet and active cluster vectors using extracted similarities.

These four steps are explained in the following sections. After the expanded

vectors are obtained for the tweets in Bt and for the active clusters, incremental

clustering described in Section 4.2.1 is executed on these expanded vectors. For

that reason, we refer to this clustering technique as Incremental Clustering with

Vector Expansion (ICVE).

4.2.2.1 Identifying Terms to Compare

The importance of selecting discriminative terms for vector expansion is dis-

cussed in [22]. In that work, authors argue that not all expansion terms are

useful for improvement. In other words, analyzing similarities for each pair of

terms mentioned in tweets of Bt might not result in an improvement. Moreover,

the number of distinct terms in a bucket can be very high, and thus comparing

each of them with the other for their similarity can be a time-consuming task

that is not suitable for online stream processing. Therefore, at this step, we aim

to select the most discriminative terms in Bt to be analyzed for their similarities.

We refer to these terms as terms to compare.

The selection of terms to compare is done by a concept decomposition process

[3]. For the concept decomposition, we apply a separate clustering procedure

only for the tweets in Bt with a high merge threshold to obtain coherent tweet

collections. Our intuition is that the most descriptive terms for the detected

concepts should also represent the most discriminative terms in Bt. Therefore,

the terms with high tf-idf values in the centroids of these clusters are selected

as terms to compare. We would like to note that, the clusters mentioned here
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are used only for concept decomposition to determine terms to compare. That

means, they are not included in event detection process, and therefore they are

discarded after the similarity analysis.

The procedures in finding terms to compare can be exemplified on an example

scenario for earthquake. In case of an earthquake event, it is likely to observe a

number of tweets in Bt that contain the terms "earthquake" or "shake". Con-

sidering the tweets containing either of these terms as two separate sets, the

concept decomposition process applied on Bt is expected to group these tweets

in two separate clusters. Normally, these two terms would have the highest

tf-idf scores in the corresponding cluster centroids, and thus "earthquake" and

"shake" would be included in the set of terms to compare to be analyzed for

their statistical similarities.

4.2.2.2 Finding Co-occurrence Vectors

Since two terms that are strongly related to each other in one context may

be unrelated in another, temporal locality should be taken into account when

extracting similarities between terms [16]. As described in Section 4.1, the tem-

poral context for bucket Bt is defined as the tweets posted before and after the

bucket in Bt−1 and Bt+1, respectively. More specifically, before applying the

event detection process on a bucket Bt, we discover the contextual similarities

between the terms to compare in Bt by using the tweets in Bt+1, Bt, and Bt−1.

In this sequence, Bt+1 represents the most recent bucket received from the tweet

stream that is kept in the look-ahead cache as shown in Figure 4.2. Bt−1 is the

last analyzed bucket for event detection before Bt.

Term associations are useful in a vector expansion process if the expansion adds

useful information to the vector that may not be explicitly specified in the cor-

responding text. In this thesis, our primary focus is the second-order relations,

which are supposed to identify terms that can be used interchangeably in a given

text [102]. By preparing co-occurrence vectors and measuring their similarities,
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similarity scores are obtained in the range of [0,1] between the term pairs. There

are several ways to produce co-occurrence vectors. We experiment with three of

them, which we call Second Order, Strict Second Order, and dimension-reduced

using Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). Once the co-occurrence vectors are

generated by one of these methods, similarity of two co-occurrence vectors is

measured by using cosine similarity.

Second Order (SO): This method generates co-occurrence vectors by using

the number of times that two terms appear together in tweets. Using the terms

and tweets in Bt+1, Bt, and Bt−1, a binary term-tweet matrix A is formed where

A[i][j] is set to one if the term corresponding to the ith row appears in the tweet

corresponding to the jth column. Otherwise, A[i][j] is set to zero. Multiplying

A with its transpose AT gives the pairwise co-occurrence counts of terms. In

order to speed up the process, since we need the co-occurrence vectors only for

the terms to compare identified in Section 4.2.2.1, we process only the non-zero

entries in matrixA and obtain the co-occurrence vectors without applying matrix

multiplication. The co-occurrence of a term with itself is discarded since it is

trivial. The computational complexity of this process is then O(mnd), where

mn is the dimension of A and d represents the number of terms to compare

(with d � m). While comparing the co-occurrence vectors of two terms for

their similarity, their co-occurrence values with each other are set to zero and

the vectors are finally normalized to be used in the similarity score calculation.

Strict Second Order (SSO): The idea of this method is based on the fact

that co-occurrence vectors generated by SO implicitly inherit the first-order

similarities. If two terms xi and xj co-occur very frequently, their co-occurrence

vectors are expected to have almost the same values. As a result, comparison of

these term vectors results in a high similarity score, which might not necessarily

mean that they can be used interchangeably in texts. In order to eliminate the

effect of first order co-occurrences, for finding the co-occurrence vectors for xi
and xj to compare with each other, we exclude tweets that contain both xi and

xj. That means, the co-occurrence vector of a term depends on which term it
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is compared to. Therefore compared to SO, the computational complexity is

increased by a factor of d, which results in a cost of O(mnd2).

Dimension-reduced using SVD (SVD): SVD is a method that decomposes

a matrix A into three matrices U , S, and V with specific properties [17, 35].

Matrix S has the property that, if k is the rank of matrix A, only the first k

values in the diagonal of S are non-zero. Moreover, a reduction can be made

on S by keeping the first few values in the diagonal and setting the remaining

values to zero. If we call this reduced matrix SR, a reduced approximation of

A, call AR, can be produced by taking the product USRV
T . By reducing the

dimension of the term-tweet matrix A to AR using SVD, trivial and incidental

co-occurrences can be filtered out and only the significant ones can be obtained.

The reduced term co-occurrence matrix is then generated from the product of AR

with AT
R, given in Equation 4.1. While comparing the co-occurrence vectors of

two terms xi and xj, their co-occurrence values with each other are set to zero.

The co-occurrence vectors are finally normalized to be used in the similarity

score calculations.

ARA
T
R = USRV

T (USRV
T )T = US2

RU
T (4.1)

The extent of dimension reduction can be defined by changing the reduction

ratio, i.e., the ratio of the rank of SR to the rank of S. In the experiments, an

emprically determined reduction ratio of 80% is used. That means the top 20%

of the diagonal in S is kept in SR. In the implementation, we used the JAMA2

library for SVD operations. The computational complexity of the decomposition

of matrix A is O(m2n + mn2) [17]. The co-occurrence vector generation also

includes multiplication of decomposed matrices in US2
RU

T , which is O(mn2 +

m2n).

2 http://math.nist.gov/javanumerics/jama [accessed 01 June 2016]
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4.2.2.3 Calculation of Term Similarities

After generating the co-occurrence vectors using one of the co-occurrence vector

generation methods presented in Section 4.2.2.2, these vectors are used to find

the similarities between pairs of terms to compare identified in 4.2.2.1. To this

end, we calculate cosine similarities between the co-occurrence vectors, which

represent the similarity scores between the corresponding pair of terms. Given

the normalized co-occurrence vectors, the calculation of similarities for d2 term

pairs is O(md2).

For each term to compare, we keep only the top few similarity tuples with the

highest similarity scores above a certain threshold. We refer to the number

of similarity tuples we keep for a term as the term similarity count, and the

minimum similarity threshold between two terms is called as term similarity

threshold.

The output of this third step in term similarity analysis is a list of tuples of

the form 〈xi, xj, si,j〉, where xi and xj are two terms both of which are included

in the terms to compare that were found in Section 4.2.2.1, and si,j represents

their similarity score using one of the co-occurrence vector generation methods

described above (with si,j ≥ term similarity threshold) . In accordance with the

names of the co-occurrence vector generation methods, we label three variations

of ICVE with respect to these three vector generation options as ICVE-SO,

ICVE-SSO, and ICVE-SVD, and evaluate their effect in accuracy seperately.

4.2.2.4 Vector Expansion

Pairwise similarity scores between the terms to compare are used in the expan-

sion of tweet vectors and active clusters’ centroid vectors before applying the

incremental clustering procedures. Given a tf-idf vector ~v with term-weight tu-

ples of the form 〈xi, wi〉 and a list of similarity scores between the term pairs

denoted as 〈xi, xj, si,j〉, the expansion algorithm first initializes an expanded tf-
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idf vector ~ve with the values in ~v, and for each 〈xi, wi〉 in ~v, it finds other terms

xj that are similar to xi with si,j > 0, and updates the weight of the similar

term xj in the expanded vector ~ve by adding wisi,j to its previous weight wj. In

other words, the weight of a term in the tf-idf vector is updated in the expansion

process using the weights of similar terms and their similarity scores. After all

terms in ~v are processed, the expanded vector is normalised. Given the similar-

ity scores between term pairs to compare, the time complexity of the expansion

for the tweet vectors in bucket Bt is O(mnd2).

Once expanded tweet and cluster vectors are obtained, the incremental clustering

method described in Section 4.2.1 is applied on these vectors. In other words,

while clustering a tweet Bt,i using ICVE, comparisons are performed between its

expanded tweet vector and the expanded centroid vectors of the active clusters.

The clusters generated as a result of this vector expansion are found to be more

coherent and less fragmented, as will be demonstrated in Chapter 5.

4.3 Burst Detection

Burst detection stage aims to detect sudden surges in the frequency of terms

received from the tweet stream. A burst is basically identified by comparing

the frequency of terms in the recent buckets with their average frequencies in

the history. A remarkable increase in the frequency can be interpreted as an

indication of an event. However, a term that exhibits bursty statistics with

respect to the tweet stream may be dispersed in different clusters. Therefore,

it does not necessarily indicate a newsworthy event. In order to mark an event

about a topic, we additionally expect a bursty term in tweet stream to be bursty

in one of the active clusters, as well. The process of detecting bursts and marking

new events in active clusters is executed in three steps as follows.
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4.3.1 Detection of bursty terms in clusters

For the detection of bursty terms, we adopt a method similar to the selection

of bursty keywords in [66]. As depicted in Figure 4.2, after the tweets in bucket

Bt are processed by the clustering algorithm, the burst detection method is

executed on the active clusters. Burst detection starts with finding average

frequencies of the terms in the oldest (h-1) buckets of the bucket history. Let

Bt|x represent the set of tweets in bucket Bt that contain the term x. Then, the

mean frequency µt(x) at time t of a term x in history is defined as in Equation

4.2. In this equation, if the cardinality |Bt−i|x| is 0 for some i, we assume a

frequency of 0.5 for this term in that bucket. The reason for this smoothing is

to prevent spurious increases in the freqeuncy to be interpreted as bursts and

to avoid zero-division in the calculation of the burst ratio. µt(x) is used in the

calculation of burst ratios for the buckets Bt and Bt−1, as will be explained

shortly.

µt(x) =

∑h
i=2max(|Bt−i|x|, 0.5)

h− 1
(4.2)

If the number of tweets that contain x in buckets Bt and Bt−1 are significantly

higher than µt(x), we mark x as a bursty term at time t. In order to measure

the significance, we calculate the ratios of these numbers (i.e., the cardinalities

of Bt|x and Bt−1|x) to µt(x), which we call burst ratio of x. If the burst ratios of

a term x are above a threshold ∆ for the two consecutive buckets Bt and Bt−1,

then x is selected as a bursty term at time t. The reason for requiring high burst

ratios in both Bt and Bt−1 (not in Bt only) is to minimize noises and spams.

In order to handle events that happen at a time close to the middle of a bucket

window, we further relax this condition by expecting a burst ratio of ∆/2 for

one of these two buckets.

This process finds the bursty terms in the tweet stream without considering the

distribution of these terms in active clusters. However, tweets that contain a

bursty term might be related to different topics, mentioned in tweets for different
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purposes. Therefore, for each bursty term identified in the tweet stream, we also

find their distributions in active clusters. Reminding that Bc
t represents the set

of tweets in bucket Bt that are added to the cluster c, it is straightforward to

identify the set of tweets in Bc
t that include the term x, denoted by Bc

t|x. Burst

ratios of x with respect to a cluster c can be found in a similar way, i.e., by

dividing the cardinalities of Bc
t|x and Bc

t−1|x to µt(x). If these ratios are also

above the thresholds, we signal the detection of a new event, and the cluster

with a bursty term is marked as an event cluster. These bursty terms are then

used to extract event features from the event cluster.

4.3.2 Extraction of Event Features

Once a burst is detected in a cluster, the corresponding event features are ex-

tracted from tweets to obtain a human understandable description of the event.

If a term x is identified as bursty in cluster c, then the tweets Bc
t|x ∪ Bc

t−1|x are

marked as the event’s bursty tweets. If multiple bursty terms are detected at

time t in an event cluster, tweets that include at least one of them in the cluster

constitute the set of the event’s bursty tweets. That means, bursty terms de-

tected at the same time and in the same event cluster are treated as descriptors

of the same event. Event’s bursty tweets are important since they are the first

and probably the most relevant tweets that describe the event.

An event is described by three features, namely the event time, event centroid

vector, and the best tweet for the event. The posting time of the first bursty

tweet is assigned as the event time. An event centroid vector is defined as the

normalized vector sum of all vectors corresponding to the event’s bursty tweets.

By measuring the similarities between the event centroid vector and vectors of

the event’s bursty tweets, the tweet with the highest similarity is designated as

the best tweet to describe the event.
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4.3.3 Assigning tweets to events

The final step in the event detection process is to assign tweets to the detected

events. Once an event is detected in a cluster, the tweets collected in that

cluster for a duration of time after the detection of the event is considered to be

mentioning that event. It is possible to have several events at different but close

buckets in a cluster. For example, two goals can be scored in the same game

resulting in two distinct bursts. In that case the correct event for a tweet in the

cluster is selected by comparing the tweet vector with the event centroids. The

event with higher similarity is selected for that tweet.

These three steps of burst detection are executed for Bt after the clustering

stage. The described burst detection method is advantageous for several rea-

sons. Firstly, it does not require any prior annotation, supervision, or training

to learn the historical frequency distribution of terms. Analyzing frequency dis-

tribution of terms automatically provides an inherent adaptation to changes in

the vocabulary of new tweets. Secondly, it does not require substantial pro-

cessing power or memory, which makes it suitable for online analysis of tweets.

Thirdly, since similar tweets about a topic are already clustered before burst

detection, event-related tweets can easily be obtained without searching for fur-

ther correlations between bursty terms and tweets. Tweets in the cluster of a

bursty term can be considered to constitute a coherent tweet collection about

the detected event. Last but not least, by changing ∆, the preferred awareness

level can easily be maintained. Low thresholds could generate a higher number

of alarms, part of which could be duplicates or false positives. High thresholds

can be preferred if only the major events are of interest to the user.
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CHAPTER 5

EVALUATION OF INCREMENTAL CLUSTERING

WITH VECTOR EXPANSION

In this chapter, we present the results of the proposed online vector expansion

method on clustering and event detection accuracy. We describe the setting

of the experiment and data set that is used in the evaluation in Section 5.1

and Section 5.2, respectively. In Section 5.3, we evaluate accuracy of clustering

using the baseline incremental clustering method and using our enhancement.

Implication of the enhancement in clustering on event detection accuracy is

demonstrated in Section 5.4.

5.1 Evaluation Setting

Our evaluations focus on the implications of the proposed vector expansion on

two aspects of event detection, namely clustering accuracy, and event detection

accuracy. The clustering accuracy refers to the accuracy of grouping similar

tweets in generated clusters. An accurate clustering algorithm should collect as

many relevant tweets as possible in the same cluster. Event detection accuracy

analysis addresses the correct detection of events with minimum false alarms and

missed events. We perform and evaluate the proposed event detection method

on tweets posted in Turkey between May 1 and May 10, 2014 that are received

by our streaming client. This tweet set is composed of more than 2.3 million

tweets posted by almost 250,000 distinct users. The values for the constants and
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Table5.1: Constants and Thresholds in Experiments

Minimum Bucket Size = 200 tweets

Cluster Maximum Idle Time = 3 buckets

Merge Threshold in Concept Decomposition = 0.5

Term Similarity Threshold = 0.5

Term Similarity Count = 10

Number of Buckets in History h = 5

thresholds that we used in our executions are presented in Table 5.1.

5.2 Ground Truth Annotation

As a reference annotation, we select and annotate a set of target events and

their associated target tweets based on our tweet set. In order to minimize

the effect of human interpretation while making these annotations, we devise

a partially automated way. It is based on the topic-specific tweet collection

method applied in [108], where authors use specific keywords to collect tweets

about earthquakes, and additionally use a classifier to minimize false positive

tweets due to ambiguous usages. We adopt a similar approach for the annotation

of tweets in our dataset. We select earthquakes and goals in soccer games as

two target topics in our evaluations because 1) they are real world events with

specific time and place to set as ground truth, 2) the relevance of their tweets

are often clear, and 3) their tweets are easier to select using keywords. Events

about other topics detected by our topic-independent event detection algorithm

are not included in the evaluation.

Considering earthquakes and goals as two specific topics, we first select topic-

specific keywords that best describe these topics. For earthquakes, we set "de-

prem" and "salla" (Turkish equivalents of "earthquake" and "shake", respec-

tively) as the topic-specific keywords. Goals are described by the terms "gol",

"gool" and "goal" ("gol" is the Turkish spelling for "goal"). Ground truth an-
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notation is carried out in three steps. In the first step, we process tweet buckets,

and count tweets that contain topic-specific keywords in each bucket. If a re-

markable number of tweets is observed, we search the past news sources to learn

about the details of these events. This helps us extract event-specific keywords

and determine the event times. Event-specific keywords for an earthquake are

the names of the city and town of the earthquake’s epicenter. For a goal event,

event-specific keywords are the names of the competing clubs and the name of

the scoring player. The result of the first step is the list of target events with

their times and descriptive keywords. The second step in annotation makes

a second pass on tweets, marking a tweet as target tweet if it contains either

a topic-specific or an event-specific keyword, and assigns these tweets to the

corresponding target events. The third and final step is a human controlled

elimination of false positives in target tweets, with the same purpose of the clas-

sifier presented in [108]. Crooks et al. argue that, as time passes after an event,

the tweets can turn out to be "about the news of the event", rather than being

"about the event" [31]. This makes it harder to decide the relevance of tweets

with the event. Therefore we execute our evaluations on the tweets posted within

10 minutes after the event time. Finally, by discarding the minor events with

few tweets, we obtained 3 earthquakes and 28 goals as target events in our tweet

set.

5.3 Analysis of Clustering Accuracy

For the evaluation of clustering accuracy, we employ the methods based on

cluster-event contingency tables and precision-recall analysis of the clustered

tweets [72, 136]. Our intuition is that the cluster about an event should group

as many relevant tweets as possible, and with minimum false positives. This

requires identifying the best cluster generated as a result of a target event.

Therefore, for a target event Em with the set of target tweets Tm, the cluster

having the highest number of target tweets is designated as the best matching

cluster for that target event. If a cluster C with the set of tweets Tc is found to
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Table5.2: Cluster-target event contingency table

in Em not in Em

in C Tc ∩ Tm Tc \ Tm
not in C Tm \ Tc ∅

match the target event Em, the corresponding cluster-event contingency table

is formed, given in Table 5.2. Based on the values in this contingency table,

precision and recall values for the cluster C are found as in Equation 5.1. For

the overall accuracy of the cluster, F1-score is calculated using Equation 5.2.

A cluster can be matched with multiple target events, as in the case of two

consecutive events about the same topic with similar content. If C was matched

with Em1 and Em2 , then the ground truth tweet set would be Tm1 ∪ Tm2 . In

general, if C is found as the best cluster for k different target events Em1 ...Emk
,

Tm in Equation 5.1 is substituted by Tm1 ∪ Tm2 ...∪ Tmk
. To measure the overall

performance of an algorithm, we employ the macro-average approach and find

the average values of the per-cluster scores [136].

prec(C) =
| Tc ∩ Tm |
| Tc |

recall(C) =
| Tc ∩ Tm |
| Tm |

(5.1)

F1score(C) =
2× prec(C)× recall(C)

prec(C) + recall(C)
(5.2)

In order to evaluate the improvement obtained by our enhancement based on

vector expansion, we execute IC and ICVE on the same dataset and compare

their results. We use three methods to generate co-occurrence vectors as pre-

sented in Section 4.2.2.2. We call the proposed enhanced clustering algorithms

ICVE-SO, ICVE-SSO, and ICVE-SVD, in accordance with the names of the

co-occurrence vector generation methods.

The accuracy of the incremental clustering is strongly related with the merge

threshold parameter. Since no specific merge threshold value was given for the

incremental clustering in [137], we analyzed the performance of the clustering
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Figure 5.1: Cluster accuracies for IC, ICVE-SO, ICVE-SSO and ICVE-SVD
using different merge threshold values

algorithms under different merge thresholds ranging between 0.1 and 0.5. The

results of the precision, recall and F1-score analysis are presented in Figure 5.1.

The graphs show that precision is usually similar for all algorithms. However,

recall is remarkably higher than the baseline clustering algorithm when we apply

similarity analysis and vector expansion. Its effect is also remarkable on the F1-

scores.

While all vector expansion enhancements on the baseline clustering algorithm

outperform IC according to the F1-scores, the best results are obtained by ICVE-

SVD and ICVE-SO. We can thus conclude that the implicit first-order relation-

ships in the co-occurrence vectors are useful for finding similar tweets. It is

also notable that, no matter how we change the merge threshold, all F1-scores

obtained by ICVE-SVD and ICVE-SO are higher than the maximum F1-score

that can be achieved by IC.

Another observation is that while high merge threshold values have a positive

effect on the precision, they cause tiny fragmented clusters and low recall. More

importantly, fragmented clusters may not survive for a long time and finally

be discarded at their termination if they contain a small number of tweets.

Therefore, to determine the best merge threshold for an algorithm, we require

all target events to be matched with a cluster with the highest precision possible.

These conditions are satisfied by using 0.25 as the merge threshold for IC, ICVE-
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Table5.3: Detected similarities for the term "Sneijder" using SO, SSO and SVD

Similar terms and their similarity scores

SO
wesley(0.96), sneijderr(0.95), sniejder(0.94), sneıjder(0.94),

goll(0.92), sneijdeer(0.92), sniper(0.92)

SSO
sneijderr(0.95), sniejder(0.94), sneıjder(0.94), wesley(0.93),

sneijdeer(0.92), sniper(0.92), goll(0.91)

SVD
wesley(0.96), sneijderr(0.95), sneıjder(0.93), goll(0.92),

sniejder(0.92), sniper(0.91), weesley(0.91)

SSO and ICVE-SVD. The merge threshold to satisfy these conditions for ICVE-

SO is found as 0.30. It is noteworthy that even with a higher merge threshold,

ICVE-SO yields a higher recall than IC does.

We present an example for the similarities discovered automatically in Table

5.3. The table shows the similarity scores identified for the term "Sneijder"

by using the three co-occurrence vector generation methods. The similarities

are calculated by the time that a goal was scored by the Dutch player named

"Wesley Sneijder" playing in the Turkish league. As we previously discussed,

SO and SVD include an implicit first-order relationship. Therefore, the first

name of the player "Wesley" is found as the most similar term for his surname,

since they usually co-occur in tweets. On the other hand, SSO yields a list with

different spellings of the term "Sneijder" having higher similarity scores.

As we have discussed in Section 4.2, the proposed vector expansion process in-

troduces additional computational complexity to the online clustering. Among

the three ICVE methods, ICVE-SVD has the highest computational cost while

ICVE-SO is the most efficient one. We show this in practice by measuring the

time it takes to process a bucket. In our tweet set, the total number of buckets

is 8187 with at most 2469 tweets in a bucket. We performed our evaluations on

a personal computer with a 3.4Ghz Intel Core i5 processor and 8GB of DDR3

memory. The average and maximum execution times of a bucket are presented

in Figure 5.2(a) and Figure 5.2(b), respectively. These figures show that the

enhancements introduced by ICVE-SO and ICVE-SSO do not incur any re-

markable cost to prevent online processing of the tweet stream. On the other
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Figure 5.2: Execution times of clustering algorithms

hand, ICVE-SVD may take much longer time to process a bucket. In Figure 5.2

(b), we see that the time for ICVE-SVD to process a bucket can reach up to 470

seconds. Therefore, because of the efficient and accurate clustering achieved by

ICVE-SO, in the rest of our evaluations, we compare IC with ICVE-SO under

their best merge thresholds (i.e., 0.25 and 0.30, respectively).

In addition to the macro-average accuracy results presented in Figure 5.1, we

evaluate the precision, recall, and F1-scores for each of the 31 target events, and

present the results in Table 5.4. If a cluster is matched with multiple events,

we use the accuracy scores of the cluster for each of these events. The table

shows that the accuracy is higher with ICVE-SO for most of the events. The

significance of the improvement is analyzed through an unpaired t-test1. For

both recall and F1-scores, the t-test score yields a value lower than 0.05, which

indicates that the improvement is statistically significant. The results obtained

by each of the experimented settings are given in Table A.1

1 http://www.socscistatistics.com/tests/studentttest/Default2.aspx [accessed 01 June 2016]
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Table5.4: Precision, Recall and F1-scores per each event, using the baseline IC
and the enhanced ICVE-SO algorithms

Target Target
Precision Recall F1-score

Event Tweets IC ICVE-SO IC ICVE-SO IC ICVE-SO

EQ#1 34 0.900 0.900 0.794 0.794 0.844 0.844
EQ#2 40 0.569 0.576 0.825 0.850 0.674 0.687
EQ#3 21 0.708 0.783 0.810 0.857 0.756 0.818

GOAL#1 42 0.095 0.922 0.254 0.836 0.138 0.877
GOAL#2 499 0.963 0.922 0.577 0.836 0.722 0.877
GOAL#3 29 0.095 1.000 0.254 0.379 0.138 0.550
GOAL#4 134 1.000 0.668 0.634 0.828 0.776 0.740
GOAL#5 40 0.958 0.767 0.575 0.575 0.719 0.657
GOAL#6 31 1.000 1.000 0.323 0.323 0.488 0.488
GOAL#7 28 1.000 1.000 0.607 0.607 0.756 0.756
GOAL#8 20 1.000 1.000 0.350 0.400 0.519 0.571
GOAL#9 36 1.000 0.895 0.333 0.472 0.500 0.618
GOAL#10 20 0.750 0.857 0.300 0.300 0.429 0.444
GOAL#11 51 1.000 1.000 0.745 0.686 0.854 0.814
GOAL#12 297 0.857 0.802 0.444 0.872 0.585 0.836
GOAL#13 248 0.672 0.853 0.315 0.867 0.429 0.860
GOAL#14 19 0.929 0.938 0.684 0.790 0.788 0.857
GOAL#15 14 0.875 0.875 0.500 0.500 0.636 0.636
GOAL#16 17 0.001 0.111 0.059 0.059 0.003 0.077
GOAL#17 10 1.000 1.000 0.700 0.900 0.824 0.947
GOAL#18 14 0.240 0.308 0.403 0.286 0.301 0.296
GOAL#19 12 0.240 0.758 0.403 0.431 0.301 0.550
GOAL#20 46 0.240 0.758 0.403 0.431 0.301 0.550
GOAL#21 33 0.717 0.709 0.328 0.595 0.450 0.647
GOAL#22 98 0.717 0.709 0.328 0.595 0.450 0.647
GOAL#23 42 1.000 0.906 0.405 0.691 0.576 0.784
GOAL#24 2679 0.740 0.688 0.453 0.497 0.562 0.577
GOAL#25 55 0.844 0.778 0.614 0.764 0.711 0.771
GOAL#26 33 0.844 1.000 0.614 0.152 0.711 0.263
GOAL#27 61 1.000 0.966 0.426 0.459 0.598 0.622
GOAL#28 80 0.414 0.624 0.363 0.663 0.387 0.642

Mean for all events 0.722 0.809 0.478 0.590 0.546 0.655

Unpaired t-test result 0.206 0.041 0.046
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5.4 Implications of Clustering on Event Detection Accuracy

We apply the burst detection method presented in Section 4.3 for the clusters

generated by using IC and ICVE-SO on the same tweet set with 31 ground

truth events (3 earthquakes and 28 goals). Since the described event detection

method is not specific to a topic, this process results in events from a wide range

of topics, such as political elections, TV shows, street protests, and news about

celebrities. The results also include trendy topics or non-real world events. For

example, a controversial tweet posted by a celebrity or a campaign started in

Twitter can turn into a bursty topic. In our evaluations, we focus on the ground

truth events by performing precision-recall analysis based on the false alarms

and missed target events.

For this evaluation, we need to decide which detected event corresponds to which

target event in the ground truth. Therefore, we check the detected events within

two buckets after the time that a target event has happened and compare the

top terms of the detected events with the topic and event-specific keywords of

the target event. If there is a match, detected event is accepted to be the result

of that target event. If no such event is found among the detected events, then

this target event is considered as a "miss". On the other hand, there can be

multiple events detected for a target event. The excess detections are counted as

"false alarms". This would usually happen in case of fragmented clusters about

an event. A single bursty term can be dispersed in multiple clusters, or distinct

bursty terms about the same event may gather in distinct clusters. ICVE is

expected to ameliorate such issues.

Because the accuracy of the burst detection algorithm depends on the burst ratio

threshold ∆, we experimented with several values for it on the same dataset. The

results of the accuracy analysis are presented in Figure 5.3. The figure shows

that, miss rates obtained by using IC and ICVE-SO are usually close to each

other. On the other hand, for all ∆ values in our experiments, the number of

false alarms is drastically reduced by using ICVE-SO.
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Figure 5.3: Event Detection Accuracy Analysis on Annotated Events

We present two illustrative examples to highlight the cases regarding the false

alarms. The examples are selected from the burst detection results obtained

by using ∆ = 9. The first example in Figure 5.4 shows histograms for the

frequency of term "gol" in the tweet stream and three clusters. In the figure, the

histogram (A) represents the number of tweets mentioning "gol" in each bucket

received from the tweet stream for about 30 minutes. The goal event happens

at around 19:45, which causes the burst in that histogram. The histograms

(B) and (C) are the histograms for two event clusters associated with that goal

event that are generated by the IC clustering method. One of these clusters has

a centroid vector with a high weight for the term "gol". The second cluster’s

centroid vector has most of the weight on the name of the player. As a result of

this fragmentation, the tweets that contain the term "gol" are grouped in two

separate clusters, resulting in two separate alarms for the same event. One of

these alarms is considered a false alarm. On the other hand, the event detection

method using ICVE-SO generates one event cluster, with the histogram (D) in

Figure 5.4. We observed that its centroid vector has close weights for "gol" and

the name of the player. Compared to the histogram (A), it shows that almost

all tweets containing the term "gol" could accurately be collected in a single

cluster, resulting in the detection of the target event with no false alarms.

The second example presents the effect of cluster fragmentation on the results

of event detection due to spelling variances. The target event in the example is
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Figure 5.4: Distribution of the term "gol" in tweet stream and clusters before
and after the goal event

a goal scored by a player named "oğuzhan" that resulted in a score of 2-0 in the

game. It is observed that some Twitter users type the letter "g" instead of the

letter "ğ" in the Turkish alphabet. Executing event detection using IC yields

four separate event clusters about this event, with the centroid vectors mostly

focusing on four different terms, namely "oguzhan", "oğuzhan", "gol", and "ozi".

On the other hand, using ICVE-SO, we observe that a single event is detected

by gathering relevant tweets in the same cluster with a centroid vector that has

proportional weights for these event-related terms. This example suggests that

ICVE-SO can successfully identify the differences in typing and group similar

tweets about an event in the same cluster, resulting in increase in event detection

accuracy.
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CHAPTER 6

LOCATION ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES FOR

EVENTS DETECTED IN TWITTER

This chapter presents a review of the current state of the art related to the

location estimation techniques for events detected in Twitter. The analysis is

conducted from several aspects. In Section 6.1, we present an overview of event

types and the granularity of locations estimated for these events. We discuss the

advantages, strengths, and challenges of spatial features in tweets, and different

ways of using these features for event localization in Section 6.2. In Section

6.3, we introduce a classification of event localization methods in the literature

and explain how we position our proposed location estimation method in this

classification. We conclude this chapter by evaluation methods for location esti-

mation in Section 6.4, examples of applications with a user interface in Section

6.5, and our discussion in Section 6.6.

6.1 Event Types and Location Granularities

In the implementation of an event localization system, it is necessary to deter-

mine the types of events to localize and the required spatial precision. Therefore,

in this section, we first review and categorize the types of events targeted for

localization in the literature and then categorize the types of their location ac-

cording to their granularity.
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6.1.1 Event Characteristics in Localization

Methods that aim to estimate event locations can be designed based on the topics

of events since the topic affects the content and characteristics of spatial features

in tweets. Examples of well-known topics in event localization from microblogs

include natural disasters (e.g., earthquakes, floods, fires, and typhoons), sports

events, outbreak of infectious diseases, traffic-related events, civil unrest, terror-

ist acts, weather events, conferences, exhibitions, and festivals. Solutions can

also be proposed for and experimented with more generic event types, targeting

multiple topics. For example, the term local events (also called city events) has

been used to describe events restricted to a certain region [19, 48, 132]. These

events can be related to various topics, such as local festivals, art exhibitions, or

traffic accidents. Alternatively, the objective can be to localize topics that are

discussed by many users in Twitter, without necessarily restricting the domain

to a predetermined topic. This approach can be referred to as open domain,

since it usually consists of topics mentioned on a large geographical scale. The

location estimation method proposed in this thesis is also designed to operate

in an open domain, and thus, experimented on events about various topics.

According to their temporal characteristics, events can be categorized as break-

ing news, running events, and scheduled events [53]. Another classification in

[60] considers events as forewarned or unexpected. Temporal aspects of events

are important for their localization, particularly for selecting the appropriate

methods for data collection and analysis. For example, when an event is sched-

uled or predicted to happen in a region, the focus would be on tweets posted in

that region before that event time (e.g., the Olympic games in a country or the

weather forecast of a city). On the other hand, unexpected events and break-

ing news, such as earthquakes and traffic accidents, may require monitoring the

tweet activity without any prior knowledge about the time or exact location of

the event.

Another important set of criteria is the performance constraints related to the

detection and localization of events. Online methods aim to process event-
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related tweets in real-time usually to generate alerts shortly after an event has

occurred. To this end, tweets can be retrieved from an online tweet stream

or collected through frequent queries using the Search API. In both cases, the

large volume of data arriving at high velocity is a major challenge to overcome.

Alternatively, offline methods can be used to retrospectively identify events on an

archived corpus of tweets. This is particularly useful in tracking and studying

health-related incidents such as the spread of influenza. Offline methods are

considered to have more flexibility since large volume of online data arriving at

high velocity is not a major concern. There are also hybrid approaches that

periodically collect and analyze tweets in sliding windows, such as in hourly or

daily chunks [60, 94, 123]. Systems collecting and processing tweets immediately

after natural disasters in sliding windows of several minutes can help authorities

and rescue teams plan their actions accordingly in a timely manner.

6.1.2 Granularity of Estimated Locations

In addition to the determination of event types to localize, the granularity of

the estimated location is a critical decision point in location estimation. The

results can be at various granularity levels, ranging from a specific geograph-

ical coordinate to a larger region, such as a city or country. We classify the

estimated locations into two groups according to their data types, namely ge-

ographical coordinates and named locations. Geographical coordinates describe

the position of a location on Earth according to a coordinate system and named

locations describe the locations by their names or addresses in a more human-

understandable form [106]. Although transformation between these two types

of locations is possible by using forward and reverse geocoding services such as

GeoNames APIs1, Yahoo Geo Services2, and Google Geocoding Services3, the

targeted location type can affect the selection of spatial features and location

estimation techniques.

1 http://www.geonames.org [accessed 01 June 2016]
2 https://developer.yahoo.com/boss/geo [accessed 01 June 2016]
3 https://developers.google.com/maps/documentation/geocoding/intro [accessed 01 June 2016]
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Geographical Coordinates: Geographical coordinates describe a location on

Earth unambiguously and in a machine understandable way, which can be useful

for plotting graphical representations of events on maps. These definitions can

be further categorized as a single point, multiple points, or area, based on their

granularity. In [48], authors use the term point-events for events that can be

located at a point level, such as building fires, car accidents, and traffic con-

gestion. The trajectory of a typhoon is studied in [108]. Although the location

estimation technique in that work was designed to make single point estima-

tions, when executed at discrete time intervals, it yields a list of points that can

be interpreted as a trajectory. Event location at the granularity of an area can

be defined in the form of a region (polygon) or a grid cell in a grid system. For

example, in [13], the region of interest is mapped to a grid, and tweets are as-

signed to grid cells according to the location of the posts. The proposed method

yields one of these grid cells as the event location. Similarly, Padmanabhan et

al. display the event locations on multiple grid cells indicating where a disease

was first reported and where it was later observed to provide an insight about

the spread of diseases [94].

Named Locations: People generally refer to a location by its name, rather

than its geographical coordinates. Therefore, depending on the application, it

may be preferable and more practical to describe the location of an event in a

human understandable form. A named location can be a country, city, town,

street, or at the finest granularity, a Point-of-Interest (POI), such as a stadium or

a concert venue. Named locations are typically the results of estimation methods

that process spatial data in textual forms [82, 109]. For example, references to

locations can be searched in the content of event-related tweets and the location

that is mostly mentioned can be selected as the event’s location [123]. Solutions

that model the problem as a classification problem can also return a named

location.

Table 6.1 presents a list of event types and granularity of estimated event loca-

tions targeted by the state of the art solutions. In order to avoid any ambiguity
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Table6.1: Targeted Event Types and Granularity of Estimated Locations

Event
Study Granularity Example Topics

Type

Open
Domain

[42] Grid/Region TV shows, politics, sports
[58] City(s) crimes, civil unrest, diseases
[49] Named Location politics, epidemics, accidents
[109] Named Location global news topics
[38] Named Location TV shows, disasters, sports
[123] Named Location diseases, disasters, cyberspace attacks

Local
Events

[48] Point fires, traffic accidents

[13] Grid
public transport, weather,
sewage, public safety

[1] Grid sports, traffic accidents
[132] Grid shop openings, market sales
[19] Region parties, exhibitions, conferences, shows
[27] Region disasters, sports, train delays
[71] Region local festivals

Natural
Disasters

[14] Point earthquakes
[107, 108] Point(s) earthquakes, typhoons

[82] Named Location floods, earthquakes
[128] Named Location floods, fires

Epidemics [94] Grid influenza like illnesses
Geopolitics [117] Region civil unrest

Weather
[121] Point snow
[120] Region snow, rain

related to event types that can be interpreted differently, we also list specific

examples for targeted event topics as referred in the associated work.

6.2 Spatial Features for Location Estimation

As we mentioned in Section 2.1.2, tweets can contain several spatial features.

However, the extraction of useful information from each of these attributes can

pose different challenges. In this section, we first address the details of spatial

features in tweets, discussing their strengths, weaknesses, and challenges. Then,

we illustrate the different ways of using these features giving examples from

previous studies.
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6.2.1 Analysis of Spatial Features in Tweets

Among the listed three spatial features in tweets, GPS geotags are based on

explicit geographical coordinates. On the other hand, tweet texts and user

profiles require string processing for the extraction of useful spatial information.

Each of these features exhibits certain characteristics that can affect the accuracy

of location estimation and therefore require different spatial analysis techniques.

Table 6.2 lists the advantages and challenges related to spatial features in event

localization from tweets, and the remainder of this section discusses the methods

to overcome these challenges.

Geographical coordinates: The most explicit and precise location of a tweet

can be retrieved from its GPS geotag. Assuming that the tweets are posted by

eye-witnesses or from places close to the event location, they can provide timely

information even before the event is announced in other media channels. This

information is useful to estimate the precise location of earthquakes or to locate

city events such as traffic accidents or building fires in a timely manner.

One major problem about geographical coordinates in tweets is their sparsity.

It has been reported that geotagged tweets constitute only a few percent of all

tweets in Twitter [48, 60]. In fact, this ratio in a tweet corpus also depends on the

way the tweets are collected. For example, tweets collected using geographical

filters in the Search or Streaming APIs would contain a high ratio of geotagged

tweets since the geographical filter looks for tweets satisfying the given criteria

for coordinates. An alternative solution to compensate for the missing data due

to the sparsity of geotagged tweets could be using the location attribute in the

user profile for non-geotagged tweets, as suggested in [108].

Another challenge related to geographical coordinates is information diffusion,

which, over time, affects the reliability of geotagged tweets for event localization

[31, 108]. Basically, a user who posts a tweet about an event can be at a distant

location at the time of the event [14, 48]. Once the event has been mentioned in

Twitter or reported in traditional media channels, people at distant locations can
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start posting tweets about that event. The location estimation method in [108]

presumes that users are independent and identically distributed, meaning that

their tweets do not affect each other. The authors analyzed information diffusion

in several types of events based on the social relationship between the users, and

suggested that the assumption of independent and identical distribution is valid

for specific types of events such as earthquakes and typhoons. On the other hand,

some studies have disagreed with such assumptions [27]. One straightforward

solution to handle information diffusion in the localization of an event is to use

only the first few tweets posted about that event [108]. Alternatively, searching

for specific predetermined words in tweets is suggested in [53] in order to identify

users that are eye-witnesses to an event.

The usability of geotagged tweets can also be hampered by differences in the

distribution of users in a region [14, 90, 108]. Since the concentration of pop-

ulation in urban areas is much higher than that in rural areas, unless handled

accordingly, methods employing geotag information would tend to favor densely

populated regions as the locations of events. In order to minimize this bias,

Sakaki et al. recalculated weights in their algorithm based on a distribution

of randomly selected Twitter users that reflect the population distribution in

the region of interest [108]. In [79], authors discussed measures that can be

used for normalization, such as the population, number of Twitter accounts, or

event-specific measures. The work in [71] handled the effect of heterogeneity in

population distribution differently by defining possible event locations as regions

of clustered coordinates. As a result of this clustering, densely populated areas

were represented by small fine-granular regions whereas sparsely populated ar-

eas were covered by larger region definitions. In this thesis, we also address the

effect of population differences on the evidence obtained from GPS coordinates

in a region (see Section 7.7), and apply a normalization for the probability values

when estimating an event’s location [90].

Tweet Text: Location name, an important component for describing an event,

can frequently be mentioned in tweets. Since a tweet text is a free-text field
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Table6.2: Advantages and Challenges of Spatial Features in Tweets

Feature Advantages Challenges

Geographical
Coordinates

+ timely information – sparsity of geotagged tweets
+ precise – information diffusion

– heterogeneous distribution

Tweet Text

+ various granularity levels – geoparsing
+ can provide more than one location – non-standard writing
+ part of event description – ambiguity
+ can be more useful over time

User Profile

– not strongly typed
+ shorter in length – mostly coarse-grained data
+ designed for location information – can be outdated

– ambiguity

limited to 140 characters, people can type any location name related to the

event, which may not necessarily be a single location. They can even describe

the event referring to locations at various granularity levels, such as country, city,

district, or even street name or block number, depending on the event type.

Regarding the temporal aspects, information diffusion may not be a concern

for tweet texts. On the contrary, with the diffusion of information over time,

tweets become "news about an event" containing the location name even more

frequently [31].

The challenges involved in estimating the location of an event from a tweet

text are essentially related to accurately identifying the georeferences in the

text, i.e., geoparsing [54]. Geoparsing techniques have long been studied as

part of linguistics, machine learning, and information retrieval [12, 76]. The

sub-problems in geoparsing can be listed as finding location names in a text

(toponym recognition) and resolving possible Geo/Geo ambiguities (toponym

resolution). However, these problems are even harder to solve in tweets due to

their brevity, frequent spelling idiosyncrasies, deviation from grammatical rules,

and non-standard abbreviations and writing conventions.

There are two basic approaches to identifying the place names in a given text; 1)

using NLP techniques to analyze the structure of the text, and 2) scanning the

text to search for place names listed in a glossary or gazetteer [9, 12]. The NLP
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techniques generally aim to analyze each word (token) of a given sentence using

a language-specific POS tagging process, and to detect groups of tokens that are

likely to refer to named entities [47, 82]. The Stanford Named Entity Recognizer

is widely used for this purpose [60]. However, tools that have been experimented

with controlled and grammatically correct textual items may not perform well in

tweets due to the distinct characteristics of tweets mentioned before. Despite the

enhancements to the NLP methods to handle linguistic peculiarities, they still

present several drawbacks in the Twitter environment [73, 76, 105]. Considering

the high volume and velocity of the data to process, probable computational

complexities in NLP techniques can make it difficult to keep up with the speed

of the incoming tweet stream. Moreover, some of these techniques may require

training specific to the language of the text, as well as to the poorly structured

content [82].

Being simpler and usually faster than the NLP techniques, gazetteer-based ap-

proaches constitute practical and convenient alternatives for identifying the lo-

cation names in tweets [12, 96]. Terms in a text can be looked up in a glos-

sary of location names to find related references. In this regard, resources that

provide Volunteered Geographic Information (VGI) can be considered useful

gazetteer databases. GeoNames, OpenStreetMap4, and WikiMapia5 are among

well-known sources that allow downloading spatial definitions (e.g., cities, towns,

streets, buildings, mountains, rivers) in many countries in a variety of data for-

mats [50, 106]. However, if a location definition is not available in a gazetteer,

it is not possible to find it in the text. Moreover, even if a location name is

found in the text, it may have another non-geographical meaning in the con-

text of that text [12, 62]. In order to resolve such Geo/Non-Geo ambiguities, a

spatial indicator such as "in" before the ambiguous term can be searched [96].

Alternatively, an additional geocoding can be applied on the detected named

entities to extract location references [82]. Further heuristics were described in

[62] to resolve Geo/Non-Geo ambiguities. Although gazetteer-based approaches

4 http://www.openstreetmap.org [accessed 01 June 2016]
5 http://wikimapia.org [accessed 01 June 2016]
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minimize language dependency, the complete ignorance of the grammar can re-

strict the geoparsing performance, especially for agglomerative languages such

as Turkish [82]. Another argument against gazetteer-based approaches is related

to the use of phrases such as "x miles away form y", which requires the analysis

of the complete sentence structure and thus cannot be pinpointed to a location

by simply looking up the location names in a database. On the other hand, it is

arguable whether it is worth making a deep analysis of such phrases since they

are rarely observed in tweets, and the location name alone can still be useful to

provide an idea about an event [128].

Another ambiguity related to the location names in texts is the Geo/Geo am-

biguity, which results from several distinct places having the same name, such

as "Paris" having 140 distinct possibilities [109]. In order to determine which

location is meant by the user in a specific tweet, Teitler et al. used geographical

distance, document distance, and hierarchical containment between the loca-

tions mentioned in the text [122]. The authors’ proposal was based on the idea

that location references in an article should provide evidence that is consistent

with each other. In [62], possible locations for an ambiguous term are ranked

by scoring them according to their textual and geographical support for each

other. In [109], authors used all the tweets in a topic cluster to resolve ambigui-

ties based on the relationship between the possible interpretations of toponyms

in that cluster, such as the geographic containment, document distance, and

geographical distance. A similar approach is discussed in [48]. In that work,

the authors also combined coarse-grained location information in the user pro-

file with fine-grained location names in tweet texts to resolve any ambiguity in

fine-grained definitions. In another study [96], distances between user locations

and possible interpretations of the ambiguous location names are compared to

perform resolution.

Finally, it should be considered that there may not be any useful location ref-

erences in tweets, particularly for events that have only been reported by few

users. Moreover, even if all locations in a tweet are identified, there can be noisy
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tweets that can distract the event localization process. For example, a sports

team of city A can play a game in city B, and their supporters can post tweets

containing the name of city A, which is actually not the event location. There-

fore, to improve the accuracy of results, location names can be supported by

further evidence from other tweet features or by performing additional analysis

based on the event type.

User Profile: The location attribute in the user profile allows Twitter users

to specify their locations in a free-form text field. Different from the tweet text,

this attribute can contain 30 characters at most. Since users are specifically

asked to enter a location name in this field, and provided with a limited space,

complicated sentence-like phrases are mostly avoided. This is also consistent

with the findings in [52], reporting that 66% of profiles contain valid geographical

information.

Despite the advantages of profile location, it should not be presumed that this

field always contains accurate geographical information. Since it is a free-text

field, users can enter non-geographical texts, and thus, issues related to geopars-

ing are still a concern. Due to its brevity, passing the content in the profile loca-

tion to public geocoding services in order to search for geographical descriptions

can provide useful results, as experimented in [2, 137]. Another characteristic

of profile location is its granularity. It is suggested that people tend to specify

coarse-grained locations in their profiles, such as city or state names [48]. There-

fore, due to the lack of fine-grained information such as a street name, profile

location may not provide satisfactory results in locating certain events such as

building fires or traffic incidents.

The temporal characteristics of profile location mean that this information may

not be updated frequently. In the profile location text field, the users may specify

their hometown or the place they used to live, or even some other location, to

which they feel attached. Therefore, there is a risk of obtaining outdated and

misleading information from user profiles. On the other hand, the user profile

can be considered to provide spatial evidence that does not heavily depend on
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time. In other words, we can expect users to be interested in events occurring in

the location specified in their profile. No matter when the event has occurred,

users having the event’s location in their profile tend to post tweets about that

event, irrespective of their current location.

6.2.2 Usage of Spatial Features in Tweets

Our analysis of spatial tweet features revealed that it may not always be pos-

sible to obtain high quality and reliable spatial information from the selected

features. That means, the possibility of missing information and possible incon-

sistencies between different information sources should be taken into account.

Tweet features can be selected and used in different ways depending on the re-

quirements and expectations. We classify the spatial tweet features as "primary"

and "secondary" according to their usage in a location estimation algorithm. A

primary spatial feature is the one that is first inspected in tweets and used in

the location estimation algorithm. An application can choose to use a single

primary attribute or a combination of multiple primary attributes. Secondary

features, on the other hand, play a complementary role for the tweets that lack

the expected primary attribute. For example, an application can primarily use

the GPS geotags of tweets, and for the tweets that are not geotagged, it can

exploit the user profile as a secondary feature to infer the location of that tweet

[108]. We reviewed and categorized the work existing in the literature based on

their choice of features as follows; 1) using a single (primary) feature, 2) using

secondary features to handle the missing features, and 3) using a combination

of multiple features as primary sources. In Table 6.3, we present the results of

our analysis of the spatial features used in the studies we reviewed. This table

also includes the selected tweet collection method, which may affect the quality

and availability of content in spatial features.

Using a Single Feature: Methods based on the use of a single feature de-

termine one of the features in tweets as the source of spatial evidence and only

use this feature in location estimation. For example, in [123], only the location
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Table6.3: Usage of Spatial Features (P):Primary, (S):Secondary.

Study
GPS Tweet User Tweet Collection
Coor. Text Profile Method

[1] P - - Stream (Geo.)
[13] P - - Stream (Geo.)
[19] P - - Stream (Geo.)
[27] P - - Stream (Geo.)
[71] P - - Search (Geo.)
[120] P - - Not specified
[121] P - - Not specified
[82] - P - Stream (Keyword)
[123] - P - Search (Geo.)
[128] - P - Search (Keyword)
[58] P S - Search (Keyword)
[132] P S - Stream
[42] P - S Stream (Keyword)

[107, 108] P - S Stream (Keyword)
[94] P - - Stream (Geo.)
[38] P - - Stream (Geo.)
[117] P P - Stream (Geo.)
[48] - P P Search (Keyword)
[49] - P P Search
[109] - P P Stream (User)
[14] P P P Search (Keyword)

names in tweet texts are used to determine the event location. A spatiotemporal

clustering is applied to tweets using their GPS coordinates in [13]. Similarly,

in [1], the authors utilized the GPS coordinates of event-related tweets to rep-

resent the spatial distribution of bursty keywords in order to detect events and

estimate event locations.

Using Secondary Features: A location estimation method can benefit from

multiple features in a way that if the primarily selected feature is not available in

a tweet, other features can be used as secondary sources to extract the location

information for that tweet. This arises from the fact that tweets can have missing

or unusable values in a primarily selected spatial feature. Users can choose to

hide their coordinates in their tweets, and they may not specify any location

in their profiles. One of the common practices in using secondary features is

utilizing the location attribute in the user profile in lieu of GPS data for non-
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geotagged tweets [2, 108, 137]. That means, the coordinates of a non-geotagged

tweet can be inferred from the coordinates of the location specified in the user

profile. A variation in the usage could be to randomly select a latitude-longitude

pair for a non-geotagged tweet among the coordinates of geotagged tweets having

the same profile locations [42].

Location references in a tweet text can be considered an alternative to GPS

geotag. For example, the coordinates of geotagged tweets are used as a primary

source of information in [79], and for non-geotagged tweets, the authors detected

geographical references in the tweet text and searched them in GeoNames to

obtain the latitude-longitude values. Similarly, the location for a non-geotagged

tweet was inferred using common hashtags and mentions with the geotagged

tweets in [58].

Using Multiple Primary Features: A third option regarding the use of spa-

tial features in tweets for event localization is utilizing multiple features as the

primary sources of information. Such methods do not consider features alterna-

tives to each other; rather, they combine them in a single model. For example,

in [48], POS tagging is applied to tweet texts to extract fine-grained location

information. Claiming that coarse-grained locations are usually available in the

profile rather than in a tweet text, the authors combined profile location with

fine-grained information in tweet texts for a more specific description of places.

The location estimation method presented in [49] creates a graph containing the

events, users, and location names in tweets based on their relationships. This

graph is then used to make estimations for all events maximizing the probability

of the observed evidence. In another study combining multiple spatial features

[14], location estimation was carried out for events detected in Sina Weibo, a

Chinese microblogging service similar to Twitter. The microposts in Sina Weibo

are called weibos, which can be considered counterparts of tweets in Twitter.

In that work, coordinates were extracted from weibos using their GPS geotags,

location references in weibo texts, and user profiles. In the location estimation

process for an event described by a set of weibos, coordinates extracted from
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these features are treated equally in a hierarchical clustering algorithm. The

location estimation method we propose in this thesis also uses multiple primary

features, as explained in Chapter 7. We assign basic probability values to possi-

ble event locations based on GPS geotags, tweet texts, and the user profile, first

separately; and then, combine these probability assignments in a single solution

using combination rules in DS theory [90].

6.3 Location Estimation Methods

Having discussed the event types that can be localized, their location granular-

ities, and the use of spatial features in tweets, in this section, we classify event

localization techniques applied for Twitter, and discuss their strengths and lim-

itations. In our classification, we consider these techniques in two main groups;

event-pivot and location-pivot methods. This distinction is made according to

the association of event detection and location estimation tasks, i.e., the order

in which they are performed [53]. The event-pivot approach primarily focuses

on the detection of events. Such methods perform spatial analyses to estimate

the locations of detected events at a later stage, mostly by using a set of tweets

identified for the events. The location-pivot approach first carries out a spatial

analysis of the tweets, trying to detect any abnormal tweet activity associated

with a region. Once an active region is identified, events are detected at a sub-

sequent step. In the remainder of this section, we explain the specific techniques

in these two groups in more detail.

6.3.1 Event-Pivot Methods

Event-pivot methods estimate a location for events after their detection. Tweets

can be collected by one of the tweet collection methods in Twitter, e.g., using

keywords of a specific topic [107, 108], tweet coordinates [90], or the posts of

some handpicked trustworthy users [109]. An event can be detected by cluster-

ing tweets according to a similarity measure, or by finding bursts in the selected
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tweet features, as discussed in Section 3.1. Whether it is a clustering or a burst

detection method to detect events, event-pivot location estimation methods ex-

pect a set of event-related tweets, and aim to determine an aggregate geograph-

ical focus for these tweets using their spatial features. We categorize event-pivot

techniques into the following four groups according to the adopted method for

estimation; 1) basic statistics, 2) spatial clustering, 3) probabilistic approaches,

and 4) Bayesian filters. These methods can vary in their ease of implementation,

computational complexity, capability to execute online, and assumptions about

the tweet and event characteristics. Table 6.4 presents the list of studies that

applied these techniques to event localization in Twitter, together with their

strengths and limitations addressed in each study.

6.3.1.1 Basic Statistics

In its simplest form, the location of an event can be estimated by executing

basic arithmetic operations on the available data. For example, given a set of

event-related tweets, after identifying location names mentioned in these tweets,

a straightforward approach can be maximum voting or majority voting, which

first counts the number of references to each location and then selects the mostly

mentioned location as the event location [48, 49, 123]. This method has been

extended in [109] using a weighing scheme based on spatial proximity. In order

to assign a geographical focus to a set of clustered tweets, the authors first

performed a tf-idf analysis on the user profiles and tweet texts, and looked up

distinctive phrases extracted from these attributes in the GeoNames database.

The geographical focus to the cluster is then assigned by calculating a score for

each location mentioned in tweets and user profiles of the cluster, and selecting

the location with the highest score. In these calculations, scores are calculated

based on the frequencies of locations. Moreover, if a Geo/Geo ambiguity is

observed, the frequency of the ambiguous location is divided into each of its

possible interpretations, and those that are close to other locations in the cluster

are re-weighed to increase their scores.
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Table6.4: Event-Pivot Techniques

Study/Technique Strengths & Limitations

B
as
ic

S
ta
ti
st
ic
s

[109]
Majority Voting

online

+ describes an unsupervised toponym recognition
+ uses containment and proximity for ambiguities
– relies on posts from specific seeders

[123]
Majority Voting
sliding windows

+ estimations at multiple spatial granularity
– uses language-specific NER and POS tools
– requires gazetteer for the region of interest

[48]
Mean of Coordinates

sliding windows

+ combines coarse- and fine-grained information
– requires training and grammar rules for addresses
– prevalence of profile location affects accuracy

S
p
at
ia
l
C
lu
st
er
in
g

[1]
Clustering of Signatures

sliding windows

+ custom grid bandwidth for targeted event type
+ adaptable thresholds for event locality/globality
– multiple locations can be found for the same event

[14]
Hierarchical Clustering

retrospective

+ uses three spatial features primarily
– lower accuracy for sparsely populated regions
– expects at least one location in tweet text

[58]
Fast Spatial Scan

retrospective

+ analyzes using keyword, event type, country, time
– requires city data and their neighborhood
– cluster significance threshold affects accuracy

P
ro
b
ab

il
is
ti
c
A
p
p
. [49]

Expectation Maximization
sliding windows

+ jointly estimates user and event locations
+ estimations at multiple spatial granularity
– assumes that users have location affinity
– requires approximate localization at the beginning

[28]
Maximum Likelihood Est.

not specified

+ no external data source (purely tweet content)
– needs probabilistic distribution of words over cities
– few event tweets can result in low accuracy
– assumes independence of words in event tweets

B
ay
es
ia
n
F
il
te
rs

[107, 108]
Kalman Filters

online

+ updated estimations based variance of observations
– assumes independent and identical distribution
– assumes a single instance of a target event
– requires for low uncertainty and linear dynamics

[107, 108]
Particle Filters

online

+ uses sampled weighted particles updated iteratively
+ weighs particles to handle uneven user distribution
– assumes independent and identical distribution
– assumes a single instance of a target event
– more particles increases execution time

Finding the mean and median values of GPS coordinates is used as baseline

methods in [107, 108] to estimate earthquake epicenters. The mean of latitude-

longitude values for localizing building fires and traffic incidents is calculated

in [48]. In that work, the authors argued that the location of an event can

be different from the location of the tweet source, and hence, rather than us-
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ing the GPS coordinates, they used spatial references in tweet texts and user

profiles in a combined manner to extract geographical coordinates. For a set

of event-related tweets, the authors identified fine-grained information such as

landmarks or partial addresses in tweet texts by applying POS tagging. At the

same time, the coarse-grained location for the event was determined by majority

voting of the profile locations. The combination of these two types of informa-

tion is expected to yield address-like definitions, which are further resolved into

latitude-longitude pairs via Google Maps APIs. After filtering out the outliers,

the retrieved coordinates are averaged to pin-point the event location.

These methods can usually be executed in real-time since they do not require

complex calculations. In addition, they can also yield useful estimations under

certain circumstances. For example, if we assume that tweets are posted only

around the correct event location without any remarkable noise, calculating

the mean of coordinates can result in accurate estimations. Similarly, majority

voting based on tweet content expects users to frequently post tweets containing

the name of the event location. Such assumptions can reasonably be made

depending on the event type.

6.3.1.2 Spatial Clustering

Spatial clustering methods estimate event locations by performing a clustering

analysis on the geographical coordinates extracted from event-related tweets.

The event detection framework presented in [58] expects a query text and a

country name to search for events in a given tweet corpus. In order to find

events and event-related tweets in the corpus, distinctive labels in the form of

named entities and action words for events are identified in tweets by leveraging

news items in public media. For the localization of a detected event, each tweet

is assigned to a city for the given country according to the GPS coordinates. For

those that lack GPS information, the coordinates are estimated by analyzing the

commonalities in the content of geotagged and non-geotagged tweets. Based on

these tweet-city assignments, tweet counts are calculated for each city and then
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used in a spatial scan method, namely the fast subset scan [85]. The algorithm

scans clusters of neighboring cities, calculates a score for each cluster, and selects

those with the highest scores as candidate locations for the event. Finally, the

significance of clusters is calculated via random permutation testing, and clusters

with significance higher than the threshold are selected as the location of the

event.

In [1], the region of interest is modeled as a grid with a predetermined band-

width. The authors collected the tweets posted in that region from the tweet

stream, and processed them in time-based sliding windows, assigning geotagged

tweets to the grid cells according to their coordinates. The proposed event local-

ization method aims to identify remarkably mentioned words in tweets in a grid

cell over a specific time period. To this end, keywords exhibiting bursty behavior

are detected by keeping a history of word frequencies. Based on the frequencies

in grid cells, spatial signatures are generated and then used to calculate entropy

values for keywords. Keywords with small entropy are selected as words that

occur at a few locations (rather than those that are widely spread over the re-

gion). The claim is that keywords related to the same event should have similar

spatial signatures. Hence, a single-pass clustering algorithm is applied to key-

words according to their spatial signatures to obtain spatially similar keywords

in clusters. Event-related clusters are distinguished from those generated due to

spurious words based on cluster scoring, and the location for an event cluster is

found by averaging the spatial signatures of the keywords in that cluster.

The set of event-related weibos is obtained by performing a keyword search in

[14]. The authors extracted geographical coordinates in terms of latitude and

longitude from the locations mentioned in weibos, GPS geotags, and locations

specified in user profiles. In order to detect the location of earthquakes in their

experiment, the authors applied hierarchical clustering to the coordinates based

on their Euclidean distance to each other.

Determining thresholds is usually a prerequisite for location estimation tech-

niques using spatial clustering and can affect the accuracy of the estimation
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results. Additionally, the execution time of clustering can be a concern de-

pending on the size of the dataset and expected response time. According to

our observation, most spatial clustering approaches are retrospectively applied.

Estimated locations are usually at the granularity of regions, grids, or named

locations, which can be plotted on maps using heatmap-like figures. Further

processing may be required to obtain more precise estimations (e.g., calculating

the cluster centroid for point-level granularity).

6.3.1.3 Probabilistic Approaches

Probabilistic approaches aim to determine the most likely location for a given

event based on probabilities calculated for each location in the region of interest.

A probabilistic location estimation method that jointly locates both events and

users is proposed in [49]. The authors periodically collected and processed tweets

in time windows, identifying pairs of keywords with high information gain, and

grouping tweets containing these pairs into event clusters. The location esti-

mation technique they proposed is an Expectation Maximization (EM) method,

which models the events, users, and location references in tweet texts as nodes in

a graph, and connects them with each other based on their relationships. Each

event in the graph is associated with a latent variable. The method aims to

estimate the unknown parameters in the graph that maximize the probability of

observations. The location with the largest value of latent variable for an event

is selected as the location of that event. This method requires some of the events

to be approximately localized at the beginning. For this reason, event locations

are initialized by applying the maximum voting method to the location names

mentioned in event-related tweets and user profiles. Estimation is separately

performed for each level in the location hierarchy, namely the country, state,

city, and street.

Another probabilistic method, maximum likelihood estimation, is presented in

[28] in order to estimate user locations, rather than the locations of events. This

was experimented as a baseline method to perform event localization in [49].
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The proposed method is based on learning a probability distribution of words

in tweet texts over the cities in a country. In order to estimate the location of

an event associated with a set of tweets, the posterior probability of the event

belonging to a city is found for each city based on the probability distribution

of words in tweets. The city with the maximum posterior probability is then

selected as the event location.

Considering the two probabilistic methods discussed above, probabilistic ap-

proaches generally estimate event locations in terms of discrete named loca-

tions, rather than points or regions. These methods require a set of choices that

represent possible event locations to determine probabilities.

6.3.1.4 Bayesian Filters

Bayesian filters estimate the state of a system in a probabilistic manner accord-

ing to the observations of sensors received at discrete times [44]. These filters

are generally adopted for estimating object locations in ubiquitous computing.

Two implementations of Bayesian filters, namely Kalman filters and particle

filters, are applied in [107, 108] to estimate the epicenter of earthquakes and

trajectory of typhoons detected in Twitter. The authors detected such events

by monitoring tweets containing specific keywords, such as "earthquake" and

"shaking". They regard each Twitter user posting an event-related tweet as

a sensor, and used the GPS geotag and user profile in tweets as primary and

secondary spatial features, respectively in order to extract latitude-longitude in-

formation. Kalman filters estimate an event’s location by applying an update

rule based on its previous estimate and using the coordinates of the most re-

cent tweet. It represents uncertainty by mean and covariance in the distribution

of coordinate values. However, as stated in [107], Kalman filters work better

in a linear Gaussian environment, and their use in event localization problem

may yield poor performance since tweet dynamics are not necessarily linear and

tweets posted from distant locations can have a negative effect on the variance.
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For non-linear tracking problems, particle filters are considered more suitable

than Kalman filters. An implementation of particle filters using a Sequential

Importance Sampling (SIS) algorithm is described in [108]. In their implementa-

tion, particles distributed randomly around the region of interest were generated

at an initial generation stage. For each new tweet providing latitude-longitude

values, the algorithm iteratively samples new particles, updates particle loca-

tions, and assigns weights to the particles based on their distance to the most

recent observation. The estimated location for the corresponding event is finally

determined as the mean of particle coordinates.

In the above-mentioned studies, the authors argue that for the proposed location

estimation methods to work accurately, the users posting event-related tweets

should be independent and identically distributed, i.e., the information about

an event should not diffuse much in Twitter. The authors present a diffusion

analysis for several event types, and claim that the sensors can be assumed to

be independent and identically distributed for earthquakes and typhoons. They

also address the bias introduced by differences in the geographic distribution of

Twitter users. Hence, they introduce an enhancement for particle filters assign-

ing weights to the particles taking the sensor distribution into account based

on a randomly sampled dataset. On the other hand, although the experiments

demonstrate the superiority of particle filters over Kalman filters in terms of

estimation accuracy in event localization, the execution time for particle filters

may not be suitable for real-time alarm generation depending on the number of

particles used and the settings in the proposed enhancement.

6.3.2 Location-Pivot Methods

Location-pivot methods prioritize the spatial analysis of tweets over event detec-

tion in the event localization process. More specifically, after the identification

of regions with abnormal tweet activities, it can then be analyzed whether these

activities are due to an event in that region at a posterior stage. As a re-

sult, location-pivot methods do not explicitly perform location estimation for a
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detected event since the location aspects of an event would have already been

analyzed. We categorize location-pivot techniques into the following four groups;

1) methods that collect tweets in a location-oriented manner, 2) activity analysis

in partitioned regions, 3) burst detection, and 4) spatial clustering. Table 6.5

presents an overview of studies that have applied these techniques.

6.3.2.1 Location-Oriented Tweet Collection

The simplest and the most straightforward location-pivot method is probably

collecting and processing tweets that are known to have been originated from a

possible event location. Since tweets related to a specific region can be collected

either through geographical filters or providing location names as keywords, the

problem can be related to deciding whether there is any event in that region.

For example, Stefanidis et al. collected tweets labeled with the Tahrir Square

hashtag that had originated from Cairo (within a 10 km radius from Tahrir

Square) [117]. Monitoring the hourly tweet counts collected this way, the au-

thors could identify events related to that location, which they referred to as a

"geographical hotspot".

In another study [128], the authors aimed to increase situation-awareness by

following tweets posted about two natural hazard events that occurred in 2009,

namely the Red River Floods and the Oklahoma Grassfires. The focus of their

work was to identify the information that might be extractable from Twitter

at the different stages of hazard events. The authors performed a retrospective

analysis on these two events by searching for tweets with location and event-

related keywords (e.g., "oklahoma", "okfire", "red river"), and selecting the

tweets of users that were geographically close to the event regions according to

user profiles. Although the objective of the work was not exactly event detection,

the authors’ tweet collection approach can also be used to detect predicted events

in a specific location.

Despite their simplicity, the methods explained above require prior knowledge
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Table6.5: Location-Pivot Techniques

Study/Technique Strengths & Limitations

L
oc
.-
O
r.

C
ol
l. [117]

Coordinates-based collection
sliding windows

+ helps monitoring location for a predicted event
– location to monitor should be decided beforehand

[128]
Content-based collection

retrospective

+ helps monitoring location for a predicted event
– location to monitor should be decided beforehand
– manual selection of on-topic tweets and users

A
ct
iv
it
y
in

P
ar
ti
ti
on

ed
R
eg
io
n
s

[132]
Frequency Threshold

sliding windows

+ custom grid bandwidth for targeted event type
– accuracy depends on the thresholds and grid size
– requires generation of place name database

[13]
Frequency Threshold

sliding windows

+ custom grid bandwidth for targeted event type
+ analyzes spatial, temporal, thematic coherence
– each grid is assumed to have a single event
– accuracy depends on the thresholds and grid size

[71]
Box Plot Statistics
sliding windows

+ combines movement patterns and frequencies
+ partitions areas to handle uneven distributions
– requires historical tweet set for training
– tuning of thresholds for partitioning and boxplots

[82]
Location Name Frequency

sliding windows

+ geoparses tweets in real-time using VGI resources
– training with historical data and locations names
– thresholds need to be tuned

B
u
rs
t [121]

Location-Based Burst Det.
retrospective

+ can detect events with respect to a point
– must be executed for each possible event location

S
p
at
ia
l
C
lu
st
er
in
g

[27]
Space-Time Scan Statistics

retrospective

+ all possible space-time windows are analyzed
+ performs an efficient significance test for clusters
– missed events with no geographical focus
– memory usage for large tweet sets

[42]
Spatiotemporal Hashtag Cl.

online

+ can efficiently handle evolving hashtags online
– expects user queries for a specific space-time scale
– memory usage for large tweet sets

[19]
DBSCAN

sliding windows

+ uses spatial proximity and content similarity
+ identifies patterns in location and word statistics
– training for the local event classification
– tuning of constants and time intervals

[120]
(ε, τ)-Density-Based Cl.

retrospective

+ finds spatially and temporally separated clusters
+ can find areas of arbitrary shape
– tuning of thresholds for targeted event type

or prediction about approximate event locations. Having decided on the region

to monitor, the outcome of event detection would mostly be determining the

event time and obtaining event-related tweets. Once an activity is detected,
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more resources can be allocated in a timely manner to better monitor the event.

6.3.2.2 Activity Analysis in Partitioned Regions

Another method to detect regions with abnormal tweet activity is to count the

number of tweets related to each region and identify those with remarkable

tweet frequencies. The techniques can vary in how regions are represented, how

tweets are associated with the regions, and how an abnormal activity in a region

is determined. For example, aiming to detect local events in a city, Watanabe

et al. modeled the region as a grid with cells of 20x30m2 and applied a geohash

function to the GPS coordinates in order to map each tweet to a grid cell [132].

In that work, the authors extracted event-related key terms from the tweets and

counted the frequency of each key term in grids. If a key term appeared three

or more times in the tweets associated with a grid cell, that grid cell and key

term were marked as indicators of a local event. This method can be adapted to

detect major/minor events in large/small regions by changing the grid size and

expected number of tweets in grid cells. Additionally, the authors proposed a

method to infer geographical coordinates for non-geotagged tweets by searching

for patterns of specific place names in the content of tweets.

In a similar study [13], the authors assigned tweets to grid cells in a city by

geohashing their GPS coordinates. Given a set of tweets posted for a dura-

tion of time, the authors defined feature vectors for each tweet using their geo-

hashed location, event and location terms in tweet contents, and their posting

times. These feature vectors were then grouped according to their spatial, tem-

poral, and thematic coherence, and the groups with tweet counts above a certain

threshold were marked as events.

As an alternative to using static thresholds to identify an unusual tweet activity,

past tweet statistics can be utilized in a training phase to obtain information

about the normal distribution of tweets in a region. Remarkable deviation from

the expected patterns can then be interpreted as the indicators of events in that
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region. [71] presents a geo-social event detection method by monitoring crowd

activities in terms of three indicators in a region; the number of tweets, the

number of users, and the number of movements into or out of the region. Using

a historical set of tweets posted in a country, regularities in these indicators

were retrieved over 6-hour time windows in the form of boxplots, describing

five descriptive statistics (minimum, maximum, lower quartile, upper quartile,

and median). In the execution of event localization, values observed in three

activity indicators are compared with the historical statistics, and when a certain

combination of irregularities is identified, the region is marked as the location

of an event. For example, an abnormal tweet count in a region alone may

not necessarily be the result of an event; but if it is also accompanied by a

remarkably high number of movement activities into and out of the region, this

can indicate an event in that region. It is noteworthy that in order to represent

the regions of interest in the country, the authors applied a space partitioning

method using K-means clustering on the geographical coordinates, and formed

a Voronoi diagram. In order to handle heterogeneously distributed population

in a country, this can be considered a more appropriate approach than defining

the regions in terms of equal-sized grid cells or administrative regions.

In [82], tweets mentioning natural disasters in risky areas are collected by search-

ing for specific event-related keywords (e.g., "flood"). In the offline stage, the

authors prepared a geospatial database aggregated from multiple VGI sources.

They devised a geoparsing technique to extract location references from the

tweet texts, and applied it to a historical tweet set in order to obtain baseline

statistics for the number of location references over 5-minute tweet windows in

which no disasters occurred. In the event detection system, the authors calcu-

lated the simple moving average and the triangular weighted moving average

for the location names in the current time window, and identified locations that

were mentioned significantly more than the baseline frequencies (higher than a

threshold).

The methods described above mostly require training data and thresholds to be
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adapted according to expectations from event localization. Although there are

solutions that can easily be implemented, if the criteria for an abnormal activity

are not very strict, a large number of events could be detected, most of which

would probably be false alarms. These methods are usually applied for the

retrospective and window-based analysis of tweets since thresholds are mostly

based on an assumption of tweet volume and abnormal activities in a region are

identified based on statistics in fixed time windows. Another point is related to

the interpretation of events after the detection of active locations. For example,

the reviewed studies did not thoroughly discuss whether two alerts detected in

two neighboring regions or two consecutive time slots should be interpreted as

referring to the same event. In this case, post-processing including temporal and

semantic analyses may be necessary.

6.3.2.3 Burst Detection

As mentioned in Section 3.1, burst detection is a widely adopted method to de-

tect events in a temporally ordered series of tweets. [121] introduces a Location-

Based Burst Detection method that extends the event-oriented burst detection

method proposed in [67] by incorporating a spatial proximity aspect to the

frequency-based burst analysis. The algorithm in [67] finds discrete time peri-

ods in which the number of documents including a specific keyword is higher

than expected. In that work, a burst is modeled as a state transition from

low (non-bursty) to high (bursty) state, associated with a cost function. The

burst detection problem is then solved as an optimization problem to find the

minimum-cost state sequence. The cost function is extended in [121] by in-

troducing a new component called influence rate, which enables location-based

burst detection. The algorithm is executed to decide whether a burst is observed

at a specific user location. The influence rate component favors locations that

are close to the analyzed tweets using the distances between the selected loca-

tion and the GPS coordinates of tweets. The authors evaluated this method on

snow events in five major cities in Japan.
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The proposed location-based burst detection method can detect remarkable men-

tions of a keyword with respect to a point, i.e., a latitude-longitude pair. If there

are multiple locations to analyze, the algorithm has to be executed for each point

separately. Moreover, since this method analyzes state transitions in a time se-

ries, it also requires a list of recent tweets to model their distribution in discrete

time periods.

6.3.2.4 Spatial Clustering

Spatial clustering methods aim to detect densely populated tweet regions ac-

cording to their spatial proximity. In [27], events and their location are detected

by clustering geotagged tweets according to their posting time and GPS coordi-

nates. The authors used the Space-Time Permutation Model of the Space-Time

Scan Statistics technique, which views tweets in a spatiotemporal data cube and

analyzes them in cylindrical windows of varying space and times regardless of

the tweet text. In that work, each space-time window of the data cube is consid-

ered a potential cluster. The process compares the observed number of tweets

with the expected number of tweets in each window, testing whether there is a

statistically significant increase. If a significant space-time cluster is found in

the data cube, the content of tweets is analyzed to extract keywords describing

the topic of the cluster. If a cluster containing keywords that are attributable to

a real-world event is found, it is marked as an event cluster, and its location and

time are calculated using the space-time properties of the cluster in the data

cube.

An event detection framework called STREAMCUBE that aims to detect hash-

tag clusters from the tweet stream in real time is proposed in [42]. In that work,

the clusters are organized in data cubes based on a spatial and temporal hierar-

chical structure. The highest level in the spatial hierarchy is the globe, which is

divided into four smaller regions in a quad-tree like structure. A similar struc-

ture is designed for the temporal dimension, which may have scales from years

to hours at different levels. As a new tweet is received from the tweet stream, it
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is assigned to a cube in the lowest space-time hierarchy according to its location

and posting time. The authors proposed a spatio-temporal hashtag clustering

technique that incrementally clusters hashtags in the same cube according to

similarity of words that co-occur in tweets. In order to detect remarkable events

among the hashtag clusters in a cube, the authors devised a ranking method

that measures the popularity, burstiness, and localness of clusters, and calcu-

lated event scores to obtain top-k events for the region and time of the cube.

Events are maintained at the lowest level of the space-time hierarchy, but the

system also contains an aggregation method to retrieve events at higher levels,

i.e., those that occur in larger regions and over longer time periods. STREAM-

CUBE is presented as an online system since it updates the underlying data

cube in real time and clusters hashtags incrementally. However, it cannot gen-

erate online alerts since it expects user-initiated queries to list the top-k highest

ranked hashtag clusters.

Local events in a given tweet set are detected in [19] by finding the clusters of

geographically collocated tweets containing the same subset of words. Given

a list of recent tweets retrieved from the tweet stream, the authors analyzed

tweet texts and determined if tweets containing the same words were spatially

clustered. To that aim, they applied a density-based spatial clustering algorithm,

DBSCAN, to cluster tweets according to their geographical distances and detect

clusters of areas with high tweet densities [41]. The resulting tweet clusters,

which contain a specific set of words and exhibit a spatially high density in a

region, are considered potential event candidates in that region. Furthermore,

the authors classified the event candidates based on the historical tweet data

and selected the regions and words that had been active for a certain period

of time. In this method, the size of the region and the minimum number of

tweets to represent an event are determined by the thresholds in the DBSCAN

algorithm.

An extension to the DBSCAN, called (ε, τ)-density-based spatiotemporal clus-

tering, is proposed in [120] by analyzing the temporal proximity of tweets in
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addition to their spatial distances. Specifically, two tweets are defined to be in

the (ε, τ)-neighborhood if their geographical distance (obtained from the GPS

coordinates) and the difference of their posting times are within the specified

thresholds. Given a set of tweets containing a topic-specific keyword, the system

generates tweet clusters to identify bursty areas of tweets using (ε, τ)-density-

based spatiotemporal clustering. Clusters represent active regions for a specific

time interval, and the location corresponding to a cluster is defined by the coor-

dinates of all tweets in the cluster. The authors experimented with the proposed

algorithm to locate "snow" and "rain" events in Japan.

Despite the proposed extensions to perform incrementally in an online fashion,

spatial clustering methods are mostly executed on a given tweet corpus retro-

spectively. They usually require the set of tweets to be modeled in a data cube

or graph in order to analyze spatial proximity and identify the clusters. Build-

ing this model and detecting clusters as soon as a new tweet is received from

the online tweet stream might enforce performance limitations, considering the

volume and velocity of tweets. For example, the analysis of a large tweet set

over short periods and on a fine-grained spatial scale may require considerable

amount of memory. Moreover, depending on the selected time and space gran-

ularity, multiple locations can be estimated for the same event, some of which

may be false alarms.

6.4 Evaluation Metrics

A common practice to evaluate the performance of event localization is to ap-

ply the proposed solution to a specific data set, and compare the results with

the locations of the selected real-world events. We note that in some of these

studies reviewed in this chapter, analyses are primarily performed from an event

detection perspective, in terms of whether the targeted events are detected in

the expected locations. For this purpose, subjective user studies are widely un-

dertaken, in which human annotators decide whether the identified events map
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to the real-world events in the ground truth [38, 121, 132]. On the other hand,

several of the reviewed studies conduct an evaluation specific to the location

estimation method, trying to measure the accuracy of the estimations. In this

section, we describe the evaluation metrics and discuss their applicability in

different scenarios.

Methods that numerically evaluate the accuracy of a location estimation method

can vary depending on the representation of locations and the dataset in experi-

ments. We identified the following three metrics that are commonly used in the

literature; 1) error distance, 2) match rate, and 3) precision-recall [28, 82, 138].

Error distance: If the estimated location and ground truth data are available

as geographical coordinates, it is possible to verify the accuracy of estimation by

measuring its distance to the expected ground truth location. The calculation of

error distance for an event e is given in Equation 6.1, where locact(e) represents

the actual coordinates of the event, and locest(e) is its estimated location. The

Euclidean distance is a commonly used distance function for this purpose. Low

error distance means that the estimation is close to the actual location of the

event. If the experiments are performed on multiple events E, the overall accu-

racy can be measured using the average error distance, as given in Equation 6.2.

An evaluation using the Euclidean distance between the estimated and actual

locations for earthquakes is performed in [107, 108]. In the experiments, global

seismic observations provided precise locations to be used as the ground truth.

ErrDist(e) = distance(locact(e), locest(e)) (6.1)

AvgErrDist(E) =

∑
e∈E ErrDist(e)

|E|
(6.2)

Match rate: If the estimation results and ground truth locations are repre-

sented by named locations, an alternative evaluation metric can be counting

the correct or incorrect estimations and calculating the ratio of the correctly

localized events in the test dataset. We call this ratio match rate, which is also
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referred to as accuracy in [28, 49, 138]. We chose the term "match rate" to

describe this metric since "accuracy" has a more general meaning. It was used

in [48] to evaluate the described event localization method on traffic accidents

in California, comparing their estimations with the reports of the California De-

partment of Transportation. We adopted a similar approach in [90] to evaluate

the localization of two earthquakes in Turkey. Since the estimated location gran-

ularity was at the level of city, we could determine whether the estimated city

matched the actual event location. Match rate can also be used in grid-based

spatial models. For example, in [1], the region of interest is divided into grid cells

to find the stadium that hosted a football match. If the center of the estimated

grid cell coincides with the location of the stadium, the result is accepted as a

correct estimation.

Precision-Recall: If the data model used for event localization is a grid, accu-

racy can also be measured by a precision-recall analysis, which is based on the

number of true/false positives and negatives, and the calculation of precision,

recall, and F1 measures. In [82], Middleton et al. divided the region of interest

into an 8x8 grid and manually labeled each grid cell to describe the actual lo-

cation of an event. In the evaluation, the authors counted true/false positives

and negatives, where a true positive occurred if the estimation result matched

the expert label for a cell. Based on the number of correct and incorrect grid

cells, the precision, recall, and F1-scores were calculated to validate the results.

6.5 Human-Computer Interaction

The results of the spatial analysis for events detected in Twitter can be pre-

sented on a graphical user interface for visual interpretation. The visualization

mostly consists of a map with event-related tweets given as pin-pointed objects

or with active regions shaded in different colors. For example, TwitterStand6

presents a list of topics detected on a global scale through a web application

[109]. The application includes an interactive map that allows users to view
6 http://twitterstand.umiacs.umd.edu/News [accessed 01 June 2016]
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the details of the topic and related tweets according to the estimated location

of the topic. In another example, SensePlace27 presented in [79] provides an

interface enabling users to perform keyword-based queries. Tweets retrieved for

a query are plotted on a map, which can also help improve situation awareness

in crisis situations. Similarly, in [74], tweets mentioning crimes and disasters are

collected via keyword search, and displayed on a map according to the location

in the user profile. Another information system, LITMUS8, displays feeds about

landslides retrieved from social sensors throughout the world [84]. [80] presents

a system to visualize and summarize events, displaying event-related tweets on

a map colored in accordance with their sentiments. Jasmine9, a local event

detection system, expects event parameters from users, and lists the detected

local events on an interactive graphical interface [132]. Once an event in the

list is selected, focus moves to the location of that event on a map, displaying

further details about the event. Tweets posted about a forest-fire in France are

analyzed in [34], marking relevant locations in circles sized in proportion with

the number of tweets mentioning a relevant place name. We adopted a similar

presentation in [90] to display earthquake locations as circles centered at the

city of the estimated location and with radius proportional to the strength of

belief for that estimation. In [107], the estimated epicenter of an earthquake is

shown as a point, and the trajectory of a typhoon is formed by connecting the

estimated points obtained at discrete time intervals. The Emergency Awareness

System10 presented in [99] processes tweets over 5-minute windows to detect

bursty keywords related to emergency events, such as fires, earthquakes, and

terrorist attacks. This system also sends alert messages to local authorities to

warn them about hazards. The authors classified the tweets to identify first-hand

reports, and highlighted their geotag coordinates in the alert message.

The variety in the content of graphical user interfaces shows that it is possible

to utilize spatial information in event-related tweets for different purposes. In

7 http://www.geovista.psu.edu/SensePlace2 [accessed 01 June 2016]
8 https://grait-dm.gatech.edu/demo-multi-source-integration [accessed 01 June 2016]
9 https://sites.google.com/a/onailab.com/watanabe/jasmine [accessed 01 June 2016]

10 https://esa.csiro.au [accessed 01 June 2016]
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some cases, displaying only the locations of tweets on a map may be sufficient to

evaluate the spatial aspects of events. For example, if the objective is to track

the spread of an influenza-like illness, seeing the individual location of each tweet

reporting about the illness may be more preferable than having a single location

for the event. Despite the numerous efforts to develop visual presentations for

event locations, only a handful of applications are available for public use on the

Internet.

6.6 Discussion

The existing work regarding the applied cases of event-pivot and location-pivot

methods reveals that location-pivot methods are preferable in situations where

the location of an event is predicted beforehand (e.g., weather events based on

forecasts or scheduled events) or where the objective is to track events in a

specific location. In such cases, the question is mostly related to the time and

extent of the event. Location-based burst detection or location-oriented tweet

collection techniques may be considered useful candidates for situations where

the location of an event is roughly predictable. However, using these techniques,

it may not be possible to detect events that happen in a location outside the

monitored region. For example, if the objective is to estimate the epicenter of

an earthquake in a country, a location-based burst detection method may not

be very useful since it detects bursts with respect to a specific point. Executing

this method for all points in terms of latitude-longitude in a country would not

be a practical solution. In these situations, other location-pivot methods that

track tweets in regions larger than the expected location granularity are more

flexible and thus appropriate. An abnormal tweet activity observed in a place

usually indicates something happening in that place.

Event-pivot methods can be advantageous in estimating event locations for sev-

eral reasons. Firstly, a significant portion of tweets consists of spam and ir-

relevant content. Detecting event-related tweets and filtering noisy data prior
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to the spatial analysis considerably reduces the size of the problem. Secondly,

event detection results can be directly affected by the performance of location-

pivot methods in spatial analyses. For example, a location-pivot method using

GPS coordinates can miss an event if the number of tweets in a region is not

as high as expected. On the other hand, if the existence of an event is tested

beforehand, even a single tweet with spatial information can be used to estimate

the event’s location. Once event-related tweets are retrieved, further effort can

be dedicated to look for spatial evidence focusing on these tweets, probably by

selecting secondary spatial features. Spatial attributes can even be selected after

an analysis of the event type (e.g., GPS coordinates to locate earthquakes, street

names in tweet texts for traffic-related events). Moreover, event-pivot methods

can be considered more appropriate for tracking changes in events. If a new

tweet received from the online tweet stream is associated with an existing event

cluster, the location estimation algorithm can be re-executed for the event in

order to update its location and improve estimation accuracy. For location-pivot

methods, since the event detection task is performed after location analysis, it

should be checked whether an event in location A is a new event or an update

for a previously detected event in location B [1].

The location estimation method we propose in this thesis can be classified as an

event-pivot method using evidential reasoning techniques, specifically DS theory.

We presented an initial version of this solution in [90]. In this thesis, we improve

the solution to cover locations at multiple granularities and various types of

events detected by our event detection algorithm. We propose a way to define

an association of evidence between coarse-grained and fine-grained data based

on the mixed class hypothesis in DS theory. Additionally, we study the effect of

heterogeneous population distribution on the results of location estimation. We

implement and execute the proposed location estimation methods under various

settings using three different combination rules in DS theory. We discuss the

effect of each setting on the location detection performance. We examine the

spatio-temporal characteristics of three location related attributes of the posts

and their contribution in the location estimation problem. We use a graphical
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presentation of the combined evidence which offers a visual representation of the

geography of the event.
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CHAPTER 7

EVIDENTIAL LOCATION ESTIMATION FOR EVENTS

DETECTED IN TWITTER

In this chapter, the proposed solution using DS theory to estimate the locations

for the detected events is explained by describing the representation of locations,

defining location mapping functions for spatial features in tweets, assigning mass

values for locations, and combining these assignments to estimate the location

of an event.

7.1 Spatial Information for Location Estimation

The proposed solution based on DS theory requires the set of tweets about an

event and the definition of the locations in the frame of discernment Θ. Tweets

about the events are identified by the clustering algorithm ICVE-SO described

in Chapter 4. However, our location estimation algorithm is not dependent on

the event detection process. In other words, given a collection of tweets about

an event, grouped either by a clustering or by a keyword-based search method,

the proposed methods can be applied to estimate a location for that group of

tweets. Moreover, since our clustering algorithm does not take into account

tweet features other than the tweet content and time, the location estimation

method does not rely on any special cues from event detection. That is to say,

the subsequent task of location estimation is not favorably affected by event

detection. In the remainder of this chapter, we use the symbol e for an event, x
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for a tweet, and Xe for the set of tweets in e.

The locations in the proposed solution are defined as cities and towns in a coun-

try organized in a geographical settlement hierarchy in which the country is di-

vided into cities, and a city is divided into towns. Types of spatial information

required for the location estimation are the name, center and boundary coor-

dinates, and their hierarchical relationship (i.e., city-town relationship). VGI

sources such as OpenStreetMap, Wikimapia, and GeoNames are considered use-

ful resources to provide this information. Regarding the evaluation scenarios

described in Chapter 8 covering the events detected in Turkey, we collect city

and town information for Turkey from these open sources. Specifically, Open-

StreetMap and Wikimapia are used in a complementary way such that cities

are retrieved from the OpenStreetMap since it provides more reliable city co-

ordinates than WikiMapia for Turkey, and the towns for cities are taken from

Wikimapia since it contains a more complete list of towns. Spatial information

retrieved from these resources are stored in a gazetteer, namely in a PostgreSQL

database with PostGIS1 extention that supports spatial queries. While the pro-

posed location estimation method is executed separately at the level of cities and

towns, the city-town hierarchical relationship is used to enhance the accuracy of

the estimation by applying an association of evidence between the city and the

town levels. In the following sections, the proposed method using DS theory is

explained for the estimation at the city level, which is the same method applied

to the towns.

7.2 Location Mapping Functions

Location mapping functions are used to map a tweet to zero or more cities

according to a spatial feature in the tweet for the location estimation at city

level. We define mapping functions fg, fc and fu for each of the spatial feature

that is used in the proposed solution, namely GPS coordinates, content, and

profile location for the tweet, respectively. These f functions map a given tweet
1 http://postgis.net [accessed 01 June 2016]
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x to a subset of Θ using the corresponding tweet attribute, hence f : x → 2Θ.

Missing information in an attribute is handled by the mapping that tweet to

Θ for that attribute to represent indifference. These mapping functions are

described as follows:

Mapping with coordinates: The first mapping function, fg, compares the ge-

ographic coordinates obtained from the GPS metadata of a given tweet x against

the boundary coordinates of the locations in the gazetteer. If x is geotagged,

fg(x) finds the location that contains x’s GPS position and returns that location

in a set. Thus, the set of locations returned by fg(x) for a geotagged tweet con-

sists of a set with a single element in practice. If the tweet is not geotagged, the

function returns Θ, which can be interpreted as being indifferent to a specific

location.

Mapping with tweet text: The second mapping function, fc, is the function

that maps a tweet x to the locations mentioned in the content of x. If the tweet x

contains the names of multiple locations in Θ, fc(x) returns all these locations as

a set with multiple elements. In case the tweet does not refer to a location in its

content, the mapping function returns Θ for that tweet to represent indifference.

Recapping that the tweet content is a free-text field, named entity recogni-

tion methods can be applied to detect location names in tweet text. However,

using conventional NER tools on tweets introduces certain challenges, as dis-

cussed in [76]. Moreover, hashtag phrases that do not appear in dictionaries or

formal text documents may contain location references (e.g., "#direnankara",

"#occupywallstreet"). As a result, since a dictionary of location names is avail-

able as a gazetteer, we geoparse a tweet by searching for the location names in

its text [12, 54, 109]. For a given tweet text, it is first tokenized into n-gram

tokens and the terms that match a location name in the gazetteer are identified

in a case-insensitive manner. Since city and town names in Turkey are single

term names (unigrams), tokenizing the text into unigrams is sufficient for our

experiments [82]. In case the token is a hashtag phrase, the location names

contained in the phrase are also identified.
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This process results in a set of location names identified in the text. There are

two types of ambiguity to be resolved after this step. The first is the Geo/Non-

Geo ambiguity for the names that may also refer to entities other than locations

[96]. We resolve this ambiguity using a heuristic method that looks for location

names in all tweets about the event [12, 109]. Specifically, given a clustered

set of tweets about an event, if a tweet in the cluster contains a term ti with

Geo/Non-Geo ambiguity, the heuristic searches for the name of a location tj

that is geographically related to ti and mentioned at least once in the tweets of

the same cluster. If such a tj exists, ti is marked as a Geo reference. Otherwise,

it is accepted as Non-Geo. In our implementation, two locations are assumed to

be geographically-related if they are neighbors or if one of them is the city/town

of the other according to the city-town hierarchy (containment). That means,

an ambiguous city name is resolved as Geo if there is a tweet in the cluster

containing either the name of a town of the city or the name of a neighboring

city. The same rule also applies for resolving ambiguous town names, with

the neighborhood definition for towns extended as being in the same city. For

example, the term "kartal", the name of a town in Istanbul, also means "eagle"

in Turkish and it is the nickname of a major sports club in Turkey. When

resolving this ambiguity in a tweet, the heuristic looks for the name "Istanbul"

or the name of another town of Istanbul in all tweets of the corresponding cluster

to resolve "kartal" as a Geo reference in that tweet.

Once the geographical references are identified, the second type of ambiguity

to handle in tweet texts is the Geo/Geo ambiguity that may exist between the

locations with the same name. This ambiguity is resolved by another heuristic

similar to the one described above with additional calculations. The heuristic

is based on a scoring of candidate locations and selecting the one with the

highest score as the resolution of the ambiguity [109]. In other words, for each

possible resolution ri for an ambiguous location name r, the heuristic counts the

number of tweets in the cluster that contains the name of another location that

is geographically-related to ri. The location ri that attains the largest count

is determined as the resolution of the ambiguity in r. If the ambiguity cannot
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be resolved because of a tie, all possible choices for the ambiguous name are

returned by fc(x) in the result set, according to the mixed-class hypothesis in

DS theory. The resolution of the Geo/Geo ambiguity can be exemplified for an

ambiguous town name "Eregli". In Turkey, there exists two towns with name

"Eregli", one of which is a town of Konya, and the other is in Zonguldak. If a

tweet x in a cluster contains "Eregli" in its content, the heuristic first calculates

scores for these two choices, by counting the mentions of Konya and Zonguldak

(as well as their towns) in other tweets of the cluster, and selects the one with

the higher score. If this Geo/Geo ambiguity in x cannot be resolved due to a

tie in the scores, fc(x) includes all possible choices in its results set, i.e., {Eregli

(in Konya), Eregli (in Zonguldak)}. The idea is that during the fusion of all

tweet features, another feature may provide evidence for one of these locations

and finally resolve this ambiguity.

Mapping with profile location: The third location mapping function, fu,

utilizes the location names specified by users as their home locations in their

Twitter profiles. Given a tweet x, fu(x) returns the set of locations stated in

the Twitter profile of the user who posted the tweet x. If this information is

not publicly available, or if no location name is found in the user profile, fu(x)

returns Θ.

Since the location in the user profile is a free-text field, extraction of useful loca-

tion names from this textual data requires text processing similar to the analyses

required for tweet text. Therefore, while resolving the location references in the

user profile, similar to the method applied on tweet content, we tokenize the

text into unigrams and search the tokens in the gazetteer. As a result, fake

locations and unclear location references (e.g., earth, home, wonderland) that

are not referring to a specific location in the gazetteer are filtered out by the

keyword-based search. Different from the analysis of tweet text, once a token

that matches a location name in the gazetteer is identified in the user profile,

we do not employ any special handling of Geo/Non-Geo ambiguity for it. Since

the attribute is primarily designated to specify location, it can be assumed that
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a location name really refers to a location. Additionally, if a location is found

with Geo/Geo ambiguity in the profile, the same heuristic to resolve Geo/Geo

ambiguities in tweet content is applied. For the unresolved cases, fu(x) returns

all possible choices for the ambiguous name in the result set.

7.3 Basic Probability Assignments for Locations

The results of the three location mapping functions are utilized to make the

basic probability assignments to the subsets of Θ, as defined by DS theory in

Section 2.3. The BPAs for GPS, tweet content, and user profile are represented

by the mass functions mg, mc, and mu, respectively. Given a set of tweets Xe in

a cluster, m functions find the basic probability numbers for each subset C of

Θ, which can be represented as m : (Xe, C)→ [0, 1]. Their values for a location

(or a set of locations) are expected to be directly proportional to the number of

tweets mapped to that location by the corresponding location mapping function

f .

Accordingly, mg is the mass function that finds the basic probability numbers for

a set of tweets using fg, i.e., the evidence found in their GPS coordinates. The

definition of mg for a given set of tweets Xe in cluster e is given in Equation 7.1.

The mass functions mc(Xe, C) and mu(Xe, C) are similarly defined by replacing

fg(x) in Equation 7.1 with fc(x) and fu(x), respectively.

mg(Xe, C) =
|{x ∈ Xe : fg(x) = C}|

|Xe|
(7.1)

In this equation, C represents a subset of locations in Θ. The proper subsets C

of Θ where mg(Xe, C) > 0 are called the focal elements of mg. As explained in

Section 7.2, there may be cases that a mapping function does not find evidence

for a specific location in a tweet. In this case, mass assignments are made for Θ

to represent ignorance. The corresponding basic probability number mg(Xe,Θ)

that represents total ignorance is equal to 1−
∑

C⊂Θmg(Xe, C).
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7.4 Combination of BPAs

Combination rules in DS theory explained in Section 2.3 can be applied to

combine the three mass functions described above. Fusing basic probability

numbers assigned to the subsets of Θ yields combined mass values for subsets of

Θ with respect to a cluster. We claim that combining bodies of evidence using

location-related tweet features is a useful operation in the event localization

problem since many tweets can provide incomplete location information or none

at all. There can also be conflicting evidence in each tweet feature, which is

resolved in different ways by the combination rules. In this thesis, the three

combination rules described in Section 2.3 are implemented and evaluated for a

tweet set.

By applying Dempster’s rule of combination to the three mass functions mg,

mc, and mu pairwise as given in Equation 2.4, the combined mass function

mdrc = (mg ⊕ mc) ⊕ mu is obtained. The combination operation yields a list

of mdrc(Xe, C) values assigned to the subsets C of Θ for the set of tweets Xe.

In this notation, drc is used as the abbreviation for the Dempster’s Rule of

Combination. Applying combination rules in Equation 2.6 and Equation 2.7

yields the mass functions myr = (mg ⊕′ mc) ⊕′ mu and mdp = (mg ⊕′′ mc) ⊕′′

mu, respectively. That is to say, myr represents the combined mass function

using Yager’s Rule, and mdp represents the combined mass function using the

combination rule of Dubois and Prade.

7.5 Location Selection

Once the combined mass function is obtained for an event, there are several

metrics that can be used to select the best estimation for its location. An interval

comparison method based on belief-plausibility intervals has been applied in [40].

We experimented with using maximum total belief for each location in [90].

In this thesis, we use the commonality function Q given in Equation 2.3. Our
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intuition is that, the belief value Bel(c) for a city c ∈ Θ can be very low, but

the total belief for the sets containing c may be high. This would be the case if

c rarely appeared by itself in tweet contents, but frequently together with some

other cities. A frequently referred to city should be favored and this can be

achieved by the commonality function. Thus, the commonality values for all

elements in Θ are calculated, and the location with the highest commonality is

marked as the estimated location for the event, as given in Equation 7.2. In case

of ties, all locations that maximize the commonality are reported. At this stage,

the estimations at city and town level granularities are carried out separately,

using different frames of discernment accordingly.

arg maxcQ({c : c ∈ Θ}) (7.2)

7.6 Association Of Evidence

Although the presented location estimation method is carried out separately for

towns and cities, a town name in the tweet content or user profile can also be used

as implicit evidence in the estimation at city level (and vice versa). Therefore,

we introduce an improvement on the two text-based location mapping functions

fc and fu, such that they utilize the hierarchical relationship between cities and

towns in order to associate the evidence between coarse-grained and fine-grained

data. Specifically, let C′ and T′ be the set of cities and towns derived from the

set of towns T and cities C, respectively, in the content of a tweet x. For location

estimation at the city level using city-town association, fc(x) returns C ∪ C′.

For town level estimation, fc(x) returns T if it is not empty, T′ otherwise. The

rationale for the conditional association of evidence at the town level is to keep

the precise information provided by the town name in the result set, without

crowding it out with the list of towns in a city. In either level of estimation,

if no evidence for a location is found, fc(x) returns Θ to represent indifference.

The same association of evidence is also implemented for fu. The resulting mass
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functions obtained by applying this association on fc and fu are denoted by m′c
and m′u, respectively. The effect of this extension is discussed by performing

the proposed location estimation with and without the association of evidence

in the evaluations.

7.7 Normalization of GPS

Spatial analyses that use geotagged tweets as a source of information can be

affected by differences in population in different regions of the area of interest.

In other words, if the population is heterogeneously distributed among the loca-

tions of concern, the evidence obtained from the GPS coordinates in geotagged

tweets is expected to be inherently biased in favor of the highly populated lo-

cations, since the total number of tweets posted from a metropolis is usually

higher than the number of tweets posted from a smaller city, independent of any

event. This issue has also been discussed in [107, 108]. In order to eliminate

such factors that are not related to an event, we devise a normalization method

that redistributes the basic probability numbers assigned by mg to the focal

elements. The population distribution could be derived from the official census

results in the country, or alternatively, from a set of random tweets sampled from

the tweet corpus. Regarding the factors that may affect Twitter usage in a city

or town other than their populations (e.g., Internet infrastructure, cultural and

economical differences), we prefer to infer this distribution through a selection

of non-event clusters, i.e., clusters that are not generated as a result of a specific

real-world event at some city or town. For example, tweets about a TV show

or about a national day in the country can be assumed to provide an objective

unbiased geographic distribution of Twitter usage. In [90], we selected such clus-

ters manually among the presence clusters (e.g., "good morning" clusters). In

this thesis, we devise a heuristic to select a subset of such clusters automatically.

Our intuition is that no location in these clusters should be referred to remark-

ably more often than its average in all the clusters. Among such clusters, we
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select the ones with a cluster size and number of distinct locations above cer-

tain thresholds. Although this heuristic may not identify all non-event clusters,

since our objective is to have an idea of the population distribution, we expect

it to provide us with an unbiased tweet sample. Once samples from non-events

clusters are identified, we assemble their tweets in a single set, denoted by Xn,

and calculate basic probability numbers mg(Xn, C) for each subset C of Θ by

applying Equation 7.1 to Xn. These basic probability numbers calculated for

the collection of non-event clusters are utilized to normalize the mass assign-

ments for event clusters. The normalization process for a given event e with

tweets Xe is expected to reassign the probability masses mg(Xe, C) in a way

that is inversely proportional to mg(Xn, C). Therefore, when normalizing the

probability masses assigned by mg(Xe, C) for a cluster e, the total mass on focal

elements is redistributed as given in Equation 7.3.

m∗g(Xe, C) =

mg(Xe,C)

mg(Xn,C)∑
K⊂Θ

mg(Xe,K)

mg(Xn,K)

× (1−mg(Xe,Θ)) (7.3)

The resulting normalized mass function for GPS, which returns the normalized

values for mg, is denoted by m∗g. Using this normalization, tweets posted from

a rarely populated city are expected to be supported stronger than the equal

number of tweets posted from a metropolis.

We noticed in our experiments that the normalization process in Equation 7.3

might be vulnerable to noise, especially for a frame of discernment with huge

differences in the basic probability numbers for non-event clusters. For example,

according to the 2013 census in Turkey, Istanbul is a metropolis with more

than 14 million inhabitants. On the other hand, there are much smaller cities

with a population of around 100 thousand, such as the northeastern city of

Ardahan. In such a case, a single tweet in a cluster posted from Ardahan, might

be overemphasized after the normalization process. Even if there are many

tweets from Istanbul in the cluster, that single tweet from Ardahan could result

in a higher normalized probability mass for that small city. For that reason,
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if there are few tweets in Xe posted from a location c, we exclude c from the

normalization process, i.e.,m∗g has the same value asmg for c. The redistribution

of the total mass is applied to the locations that are referenced more than three

times in a cluster. The normalized mass function m∗g is similarly used in the

combination rules, substituting mg with m∗g.

7.8 Graphical Presentation for the Combined Evidence

The results of the location estimation process can be visualized in several ways

on a graphical user interface for end users. One approach is to mark each

tweet about the event on their geographic locations on a map [31, 94, 137].

This approach gives a relatively raw picture of tweet locations, leaving most of

the interpretation to the end user. As the number of tweets about the event

increases, their marked place on the map may amalgamate so that it becomes

increasingly difficult to distinguish the relevant locations.

Once a specific location is estimated for the event, another approach to the

process of visualization is to mark the estimation result on the map. This

approach was adopted in [108] and [109]. If the estimation is accurately achieved,

the end users are presented with a brief and clear view of an event’s exact

location.

Both of these visualizations mentioned above can easily be implemented using

the results of the proposed location estimation method. However, in addition to

the estimated location for a given event, DS theory yields valuable information

that can also be useful for end users, namely the belief-plausibility intervals for

all locations. Therefore, we implement a graphical presentation that shows not

only the estimated location for a given event, but also the locations that may be

relevant to the event according to their commonality values. These commonality

values are calculated in the course of the location selection as explained in Section

7.5. For the visualization, these values are normalized to the range [0,1] and the

locations are displayed on a map with colors in accordance with the normalized
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commonalities. A web-based user interface is developed using the Google Maps

component of the PrimeFaces2 library, and the estimated locations are shown

on the map, in a way that a darker color indicates stronger evidence. Such a

map offers users a more comprehensive view of the geographical aspects of the

event. For example, after an earthquake, in addition to the estimated epicenter,

it would be useful for rescue teams to view a picture of the affected locations.

Since an event can be related with multiple discrete locations, the map provides

a way in which all these locations can be displayed to the user. For example, a

major earthquake or extraordinary weather conditions in a city might also affect

neighboring cities. In this case, displaying all relevant locations with a darker

color than the rest of the map would give the end user an idea about the affected

region and the certainty of the estimations. This user interface is exemplified

for two sample events in Section 8.9.

2 http://www.primefaces.org [accessed 01 June 2016]
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CHAPTER 8

EVALUATION OF THE PROPOSED LOCATION

ESTIMATION SOLUTION

This chapter presents the results of the proposed evidential location estimation

method applied to a group of tweets corresponding to various events. We de-

scribe the set of tweets and events to localize in Section 8.1 and 8.2, respectively.

In Section 8.3, we give the metrics used in our evaluation. We compare the pro-

posed DS method with other combination methods in Section 8.4, and discuss

the results of using city-town association in Section 8.5. We describe baseline

location estimation methods in the literature and compare them with the results

of the proposed DS methods in Section 8.6. We discuss the results of using GPS

normalization in Section 8.7, present an analysis for localizing earthquakes in

Section 8.8, exemplify the graphical presentation of the combined evidence in

Section 8.9, and discuss the limitations of the proposed method in Section 8.10.

8.1 Evaluation Setting

We confine our problem domain to include the tweets, events, and locations

in Turkey. Therefore, we aggregated the definitions of 81 cities and 964 towns

in Turkey from open data sources on the web, namely the OpenStreetMap and

Wikimapia, into our gazetteer stored in a local PostgreSQL database with spatial

extension. The tweet dataset for evaluation is composed of 10,163,159 public

tweets posted in Turkey, retrieved from Twitter Streaming API from 01 May
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2013 to 07 June 2013. Our first analysis of these tweets reveals that more

than 63% of them are geotagged, and almost 59% have non-empty text content

(not necessarily a location name) in the location attribute of the user profile.

They were posted by 382,668 distinct Twitter users. The relatively high ratio of

geotagged tweets is due to the geographic filter we use when collecting tweets

through the Twitter Stream API.

8.2 Ground Truth Annotation

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed location estimation method,

first we detect events and event-related tweets in our tweet dataset using the

incremental clustering algorithm with vector expansion presented in Chapter 4.

The clusters with a tweet count of 50 or higher are stored in a database, since

they may be mentioning an event that had attracted people’s attention. Other

clusters, i.e., those having less than 50 tweets at the end of their lifetime, are

discarded. Among these clusters, some of them are expected to be related to a

real-world event (which we call "event cluster"), and others may be concerning

the ordinary daily activities of people and pointless babbles, which are not re-

lated to an actual story. We described a burst detection method to distinguish

these two types of clusters in Chapter 4. However, since our focus is on the

evaluation of location estimation, we chose to select event clusters manually in

order not to omit any test case.

The clustering is executed on the collected tweets in the order of retrieval, result-

ing in 2777 clusters, each with a tweet count of at least 50. Among the detected

clusters, we manually search for those that can be matched to a newsworthy

real-world event published in newspapers, blogs, or earthquake and weather re-

ports. For this purpose, we utilized cluster features, such as the first tweet time,

best tweet content, and top terms in the cluster centroid vector. Finally, we

identified 157 event clusters for which we could determine the event location at

city level as our ground truth. This set includes events over a wide range of
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Table8.1: Categories of Detected Events in Ground Truth

Event Type Count Example Event
Sports 91 Handball league final in Ankara

Concert/Show 4 Rihanna concert in Istanbul
Accident/Terrorism 5 Deadly traffic accident in Giresun

Demonstration/Protest 49 Gezi Park protests in Istanbul
Earthquake 4 Earthquakes in Izmir and Mugla

Weather Conditions 4 Storm that disrupts air traffic in Izmir

topics divided into six categories according to their location-related character-

istics, as presented in Table 8.1 together with the number of clusters in each

category. For example, earthquakes are unexpected events first reported by the

people who feel the tremors. Events such as concerts and shows are scheduled

events that may be mentioned at disparate locations before, during and after

the event. Deadly traffic accidents and acts of terrorism are mostly reported via

television or radio; therefore, the tweet content plays an important role for the

estimation of their location. It may not always be possible to assign exactly one

geographical focus to an event [12]. We identified 6 such events, and marked

multiple locations as the ground truth. Furthermore, we could not assign any

specific town for 12 events. Therefore, the number of event clusters with a town-

level location in our ground truth is 145, slightly lower than the number of all

event clusters.

8.3 Evaluation Metrics

The performance of the proposed location estimation is measured using two met-

rics, namely the match rate and error distance, explained in Section 6.4. Using

the match rate metric, we aim to measure the ratio of the correctly localized

events to the total number of events in the ground truth. Since estimations are

made in terms of discrete locations (city or town), we can assess the correctness

of an estimation essentially by checking the exact match between the estimated

location and the actual event location. For events associated with multiple lo-

cations in the ground truth, an estimation is marked "correct" if the estimated
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location is one of the locations in the ground truth.

The error distance for an event emeasures the geographical distance between the

estimated location locest(e) and the actual location locact(e) for that event us-

ing ErrDist(e) in Equation 6.1 in which loc represents the location in terms

of latitude-longitude coordinates of the city/town centers as defined in the

gazetteer. If the estimated location is correct, the error distance becomes zero.

Otherwise, it is the distance between locest(e) and locact(e) in terms of kilo-

meters calculated using the open source Java library of Openmap1 for easier

human interpretation. In our evaluation, since we have more than one event in

the test dataset, the overall performance on all events E is measured in terms of

average error distance, i.e., by taking the arithmetic mean of error distances as

given in Equation 6.2. These evaluations are conducted for town and city level

granularity separately.

8.4 Evaluation of Combination Methods

In this section, we examine the results obtained by applying the combination

rules in DS theory to the three evidence sources, and compare them with other

combination methods in the literature. The accuracy of the estimations in terms

of average error distance is given in Table 8.2, grouped in two sections separately

for city and town level estimations. Each row in the table corresponds to an

evaluation using a different portion of ground truth data for the test, as explained

in detail below. The group of the first three columns of the table shows the

results of using each BPA separately, i.e., using a mass function alone to make

an estimation rather than applying a combination rule to all of them. The

estimation for a BPA is made by selecting the location with the highest mass

value. A mass assignment made for a multi-class set is handled by dividing the

mass equally between the members in the set, as dictated by the principle of

insufficient reason [114]. These results show that GPS and user profile provide

more accurate evidence than tweet content at the city level. At town level, results
1 http://openmap.bbn.com [accessed 01 June 2016]
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Table8.2: Average error distances (in kilometers) for different sized data sets

BPAs DS theory rules Baselines
mg mc mu DRC YR DP MAJ NB

Testa City Level Estimations
20% 148.1 490.8 148.1 110.1 110.1 110.1 148.1 54.6
30% 130.9 486.6 129.2 112.0 112.0 97.3 130.9 56.2
40% 151.5 477.8 137.4 105.7 118.2 108.7 137.4 61.9
50% 170.9 398.7 158.6 137.3 147.2 130.8 159.6 67.5
60% 140.9 470.9 130.5 127.7 127.7 120.2 131.4 64.5
70% 156.1 429.4 139.8 123.8 130.9 125.5 139.8 84.3
80% 144.4 469.2 129.4 121.1 127.4 117.0 130.1 118.0
90% 147.5 457.3 134.2 122.2 127.8 118.5 134.7 135.5
100%* 151.2 445.8 133.6 128.5 133.6 125.2 139.9 N/A
Testb Town Level Estimations
20% 192.4 479.0 304.1 121.2 121.2 120.4 359.6 72.7
30% 119.6 492.4 422.4 107.4 107.0 121.7 420.8 99.3
40% 220.9 446.2 385.8 125.8 125.8 125.2 368.1 125.6
50% 183.4 461.9 366.9 122.6 122.6 125.9 384.4 150.7
60% 141.2 488.0 373.3 112.8 112.6 107.6 405.7 114.5
70% 185.4 416.5 371.9 111.9 111.9 105.5 352.4 155.5
80% 168.2 469.2 397.3 117.2 117.1 113.2 398.6 132.6
90% 167.6 453.8 384.0 110.7 110.6 107.1 379.4 148.5
100%* 166.2 438.2 393.1 114.6 114.4 109.0 372.7 N/A

a Test set size: Percentage of 157 event clusters at city level
b Test set size: Percentage of 145 event clusters at town level
* 100% test set size means "no training"

of mg are close to its city level estimations. The results of mc are also similar

at city and town levels. However, the accuracy of mu degrades considerably at

town level, which can be caused by town names being specified less frequently

than the city names in profiles.

The second group of three columns in Table 8.2 shows the results obtained by

applying the proposed estimation method using various combination rules in

DS theory. Specifically, we combine the mass functions mg, mc, and mu by each

of the combination rules given in Section 7.4, and determine the location of a

given event by using the commonality value described in Section 7.5. Results

of this setting are denoted as DRC, YR, DP, as abbreviations for Dempster’s

Rule of Combination, Yager’s Rule, and Dubois and Prade, respectively. These
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results indicate that the use of a disjunctive consensus in DP for conflicting

cases yields the most accurate estimations compared to the results of DRC and

YR. DRC performing slightly better than YR can be interpreted as a sign that

the handling of conflict by partial ignorance in Yager’s rule does not make any

contribution to the estimation results. Thus, we dedicate our attention on DRC

and DP in the remainder of our evaluations.

The rightmost two columns in Table 8.2 contains the results of baseline methods.

In this group, for the column labeled MAJ represents majority voting. This

method treats the three mass functions, namely the mg, mc, and mu, as three

separate classifiers, and combines their estimations into a single solution by

finding the maximum voted location [68]. That means, if at least two BPAs

assign the highest mass value to the same location, that location is selected as

the event location. If all three BPAs disagree with each other, the majority

voting cannot select a specific location.

The last column in Table 8.2 present the accuracy of a Naïve Bayes (NB) clas-

sifier that we implemented and trained on a subset of our annotated ground

truth events [83]. Each row in the table corresponds to an evaluation using a

portion of ground truth data for test, leaving the rest for the training of NB. For

example, the first row uses 33 events (20% of 157) for test, leaving 124 events

for training. Although the experimented methods other than Naïve Bayes do

not require any training, they were all executed on the same test set for fairness

in comparison.

The Naïve Bayes classifier we implemented works as follows. Given the tweets

of an event Xe, it finds the location that maximizes the posterior probability

P (a|Xe) for each location a ∈ Θ using Equation 8.1. In this equation, P (a)

represents the ratio of events in the training set that are assigned to location

a, and Pg(Xe|a), Pc(Xe|a), and Pu(Xe|a) represent the prior probabilities found

according to the GPS coordinates, content, and the user profile statistics for

the tweets in the training set, respectively. The combination taking the prod-

uct of these probabilities is based on the assumption of independence between
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the evidence sources. In order to find probabilities for each evidence source,

we use the prior probabilities assigned by the corresponding location mapping

function presented in Section 7.2 for the tweets of events in the training set.

The calculation of prior probabilities is exemplified for Pg(Xe|a) in Equation

8.2. The idea here is that if tweets of the event Xe are mapped to m distinct

locations according to their GPS coordinates, we can measure how likely it is to

observe this distribution for each a ∈ Θ based on the past observations in the

training set. In this equation, na,ci represents the number of tweets in class a

in the training set that are mapped to location ci using GPS coordinates, and

na is the total number of mappings to all locations for class a using GPS. The

number of tweets in Xe that are mapped to location ci is denoted by ze,i. The

ze,i value helps to differentiate the effect of frequently observed locations in Xe

from that of rarely observed locations. In order to avoid zero probability when

a location is never observed in the tweets of a class in a training set, we apply

smoothing to the equation by adding the constants 1 and |Θ| in the numerator

and denominator, respectively.

P (a|Xe) ∼= P (a)× Pg(Xe|a)× Pc(Xe|a)× Pu(Xe|a) (8.1)

Pg(Xe|a) =
m∏
i=1

(
1 + na,ci

|Θ|+ na

)ze,i (8.2)

A major difficulty with the Bayesian methods is related to obtaining accurate a

priori distributions for classes. In our case, obtaining an event set that includes

training data for each distinct city and town in Turkey also presented a challenge.

In other words, considering that there are 81 cities and 964 towns in Turkey,

it requires huge effort to detect sample events from each of these locations.

Since we have 157 events in our ground truth, using a subset of these events

for training did not yield prior statistics for all locations. Thus we devised a

heuristic to obtain approximate distribution for the locations that do not exist

in the training set. It builds on the similarity in the scales (populations) of the
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cities/towns. Specifically, we assume that cities in similar scales should have

similar distribution patterns for GPS, content, and user profiles in tweets. For

example, the number of tweets posted in Ankara (5 million inhabitants) can

be expected to be closer to the number of tweets posted in Izmir (4 million

inhabitants) rather than in Isparta (400 thousand inhabitants). Thus, if we do

not find Ankara but Izmir in the training set, we use the statistics of Izmir to

infer the prior probabilities for Ankara (substituting the references to Izmir as

references to Ankara properly). This heuristic applies to Equation 8.2 as follows:

in order to harvest approximate prior probabilities for a location ai ∈ Θ that

does not exist in the training set, we find the location aj that exists in the

training set having the most similar population distribution as ai. Then, the

location mapping statistics available in the training set for aj are copied and

adapted for ai. Using this heuristic, we can obtain na,ci and na values for all

locations in Θ, i.e., populate prior probabilities for all cities and towns in Turkey.

As a result, we could execute Naïve Bayes classifier using all of the three tweet

features.

The results in Table 8.2 reveal that, combining evidence in tweet features using

a combination method results in an improvement in location estimation accu-

racy. DS theory yields better results than the other unsupervised combination

method, MAJ. Among the combination rules experimented in this thesis, DP

performs slightly better than DRC and YR in most of the evaluation settings.

On the other hand, the supervised method based on Bayesian theory yields com-

parable results with our unsupervised methods. The Bayesian and Dempster-

Shafer techniques have been compared in numerous studies [18, 55] identifying

that incomplete probabilistic knowledge is a major impediment to the effective

use of Bayesian methods. As stated in [55], Bayesian theory requires accurate

and the explicit formulation of prior distributions, whereas DS theory embeds

conditioning into belief functions and does not rely on prior information. This

argument is also valid for the event localization problem addressed in this thesis.

The results given in Table 8.2 illustrate that the accuracy of NB is proportional

to the size of the training set. Moreover, the size of the training set had to be
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at least 30% (leaving 70% for test) to observe the superiority of NB over DP

at city level. At town level, NB becomes more advantageous than DP only if a

much larger training set is used (at least 70%).

8.5 Evaluation of City-Town Association

In this section, we analyze the effect of applying the association of evidence

between city and town presented in Section 7.6 on the location estimation results.

The results obtained by using city-town association to the methods described

in previous section are presented in Table 8.3. In this table, for the columns

labeled m′c and m′u represent estimations using tweet content and user profile,

respectively. Comparison with the results of mc and mu in Table 8.2 suggests

that the use of association results in a remarkable improvement, particularly

for the content. It can be seen that estimations made by m′c are closer to the

ground truth than estimations of mc, both at city and town levels. The city-

town association does not yield much change for mu at the city level. However,

at town level, it noticeably improves the estimation accuracy. Thus, comparing

the results for mu and m′u, we can conclude that people mostly give a city name

as their home locations in their profiles, rather than a town name.

Combination rules in DS theory are applied on mass functions that use city-

town associations, as well. That means, we combine mg, m′c and m′u by the

combination rules given in Section 7.4 and estimate a location as described

in Section 7.5. The results obtained by using city-town association on DRC,

YR and DP are denoted as ADRC, AYR and ADP in Table 8.3, respectively.

The results indicate improvement when the association of evidence is applied,

particularly for the town-level estimations. Users stating their hometowns at the

city level in their profiles, and tweets mentioning the city names of the events

make a remarkable contribution in estimating the towns for events. These results

show that among the methods based on DS theory the most accurate estimations

are made by ADP.
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Table8.3: Average error distances (in kilometers) using city-town association

BPAs DS theory rules Baselines
m′c m′u ADRC AYR ADP AMAJ ANB

Testa City Level Estimations
20% 307.4 148.1 110.1 110.1 86.0 148.1 19.8
30% 219.7 129.2 88.6 88.6 73.9 130.9 40.4
40% 267.7 137.4 105.7 105.7 96.3 137.4 41.2
50% 256.1 158.6 137.3 137.3 120.9 159.6 42.2
60% 270.1 140.0 115.8 115.8 100.0 140.9 49.3
70% 262.5 148.0 123.8 123.8 118.3 148.0 70.9
80% 259.1 136.6 112.2 112.2 101.8 137.2 92.2
90% 268.5 140.5 114.3 114.3 105.0 141.1 113.1
100%* 255.5 137.1 121.4 121.4 107.9 143.4 N/A
Testb Town Level Estimations
20% 328.7 155.0 29.8 29.8 29.0 326.1 63.8
30% 423.9 210.1 47.5 64.9 46.4 325.4 74.7
40% 334.7 217.0 78.0 78.0 64.5 297.6 91.0
50% 347.9 218.5 58.7 58.7 54.2 297.8 99.0
60% 362.3 183.4 43.3 52.2 42.8 315.6 63.7
70% 296.2 203.9 68.0 68.0 57.3 285.7 119.7
80% 357.0 207.7 64.3 71.0 57.3 303.9 101.5
90% 345.1 207.8 63.0 69.0 54.5 296.4 130.3
100%* 338.4 205.1 66.9 72.3 59.2 292.4 N/A

a Test set size: Percentage of 157 event clusters at city level
b Test set size: Percentage of 145 event clusters at town level
* 100% test set size means "no training"

The column labeled AMAJ presents the results of applying the majority voting

on mg, m′c and m′u. Town level results in Table 8.3 show that using city-town

association yields an improvement for AMAJ over MAJ. However, at the city

level, despite the differences in mc and m′c, the two settings of majority voting

are very similar in accuracy. In our analysis, we observe that except for a minor

disruption due to a distant town name in user profiles for one event, using city-

town association did not change the results much at city level for AMAJ. In

most of the cases, a more accurate estimation of m′c was not sufficient to change

the majority of the votes.

ANB represents the extended version of NB using the city-town association for

content and profile. That means, for location estimation at the city level, while
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NB uses only the city names identified in content and profile, ANB addition-

ally uses the cities for the towns occurring in these features. For town level

estimation, ANB handles a city name in a feature as a reference to the towns

of that city, if no town name is found in that feature. This rule is applied for

the training of the classifier and for calculating the posterior probabilities using

Equation 8.1 and Equation 8.2.

Comparing the results in Table 8.3 with the results in Table 8.2, we can conclude

that applying city-town association in tweet content and user profiles mostly

improves the estimation accuracy. Among the combination methods, DS theory

yields better results than the other unsupervised methods, with ADP apparently

outperforming AMAJ and yielding slightly better estimations than ADRC and

AYR. For city level estimations, the size of the training set had to be at least 20%

(leaving 80% for test) to observe the superiority of ANB over ADP. However,

at town level, all combination rules in DS theory, namely ADRC, AYR and

ADP become more advantageous than the Bayesian classifiers for any ratio of

the training set size in our experiments. We, thus, conclude that if sufficient

amount of quality training data is not available, then combination rules in DS

methods, particularly ADP, are stronger candidates for combining bodies of

evidence in tweets for location estimation.

8.6 Comparison with Baseline Methods in the Literature

In this section, we compare the results obtained using the proposed method

based on DS theory with the results of other methods in the literature that were

developed for location estimation in microblogs.

8.6.1 Baseline Methods

Among the event-pivot location estimation methods in the literature, we imple-

mented the following eight as baselines to use in our evaluations.
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Maximum Content Frequency (ConFreq): In [123], authors argue that

the mostly referred location names in event-related tweets can be assigned as

the location of an event. Therefore, they apply majority voting based on the

number of location names in tweets. Accordingly, in this method, which we refer

as ConFreq, we count the number of tweets mentioning each location in an event

cluster, and assign the mostly mentioned location in tweets as the location of

that event. This approach is also referred to as "majority voting" or "maximum

voting" in the literature. Given a set of tweets about an event, it basically finds

the mostly referred location name in tweet contents.

Maximum Profile Frequency (ProFreq): As stated in [48], users tend to

provide coarse-grained location information in their user profiles. Hence, the

authors apply majority voting on the identified location names for localizing

events. Based on this idea, we find the frequencies of locations specified in the

profiles of the users who posted a tweet about an event. The location mostly

referred to in profiles is assigned as the event location. We call this method as

ProFreq in our evaluations.

Mean of GPS coordinates (MeanGPS): In this method, we find the mean

of the coordinates in terms of latitude-longitude pairs obtained from the GPS

coordinates of the geotagged tweets in each cluster. The location mapped to the

mean of the geographical coordinates is assigned as the location of the event.

This method has also been used as a baseline in [107, 108].

Kalman Filter (KF): Kalman filter is a variant of Bayesian filters widely used

for location tracking problems using sensor observations. It is based on updat-

ing an estimate at each new measurement by applying an update rule using the

previous estimate and the new sensor value [44]. It represents uncertainty in

estimation by finding the distribution’s mean and covariance. Applying Kalman

filters for the estimation of earthquake locations using tweets has been proposed

in [107]. In that work, the authors use the GPS coordinates of the geotagged

tweets as measurements. For tweets that lack GPS coordinates, they use the

location in the user profiles. We implement and evaluate the Kalman filter as a
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baseline according to the description given in [107]. We process the coordinates

in the form of latitude-longitude pairs in the tweets of an event cluster accord-

ing to their received order, and update the latitude and longitude estimations

iteratively until all the tweets in the cluster are processed.

Particle Filter (PF): The particle filter is a probabilistic approximation al-

gorithm that represents belief by sets of particles [44]. The method we use as

a baseline is an implementation of the "normal particle filter" following the de-

scription of the SIS algorithm presented in [107, 108] to estimate the locations

of earthquakes in Twitter. According to this algorithm, particles distributed

around the region of interest are created at an initial generation stage. Then

for each new observation, i.e., a new tweet providing location information, it

executes iteratively by sampling new particles, updating particle locations, and

assigning weights based on their distances to the recently received tweet. At

each iteration, the estimated location for the event is updated as the mean of

particle coordinates. Following the description given in [108], we use the GPS

coordinates and the location in the user profile of event-related tweets. The lo-

cation that is mapped to the coordinates estimated by the algorithm is assigned

as the location of the event. During our evaluation process, since the algorithm

includes random sampling, we executed it 10 times on the same dataset and

used the average of their accuracies.

Sampled Weighted Particle Filter (SWPF): This enhancement to the "nor-

mal particle filter" proposed in [108] weighs the particles by considering the pop-

ulation distribution. It is introduced as a way to handle cases where users are

not placed evenly in a region. In our experiments, in order to obtain a popula-

tion distribution sample for the country, we use the tweets in selected non-event

clusters that we already found for a similar purpose as given in Section 7.7.

Maximum Content and Profile Frequency (ConProFreq): This method

is a combination of ConFreq and ProFreq, such that it finds the total number

of locations referred in tweet texts as well as in user profiles, and selects the

location that maximizes this number as the location of an event. This method
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has also been used to initialize estimates for the method presented in [49].

Expectation Maximization (EM): A probabilistic location estimation method

that jointly locates events and users is proposed in [49], by extending the method

presented in [130]. The estimation method is designed to operate for a set of

events, users, and locations. We implemented an estimation method following

the steps described in that work. The localization estimation process starts by

making initial estimates for the locations of events using the locations names

in tweet content and user profiles in the corresponding tweets. These estimates

are represented in a matrix Z. In our implementation, if majority of location

references in tweet content and user profile indicate a location k for an event ej,

we initialize Z[j][k] to 1 and other rows in Z[j] to 0. If there is a tie between t

locations, we set the value 1/t for each of the t elements in the jth row of Z cor-

responding to these t locations. If no evidence for a location is found in tweets,

we set all elements in Z[j] to 0 at initialization. Matrices X and Y are defined

to represent observations. Specifically, Xi,j is set to 1 if the user i posted a tweet

about the event j, otherwise it is 0. Similarly, Yi,j is set to 1 if the location i

is mentioned in a tweet of event j. We also defined SEi to represent the events

that user i actually posted about. Similarly, LEi is defined as the events that

include a mention to a location i. Once the initialization of these variables, we

executed two steps iteratively, until convergence. The first step calculates a and

f values as given in Equation 8.3, where N represents the number of events.

The second step updates Z matrix using Equation 8.4.

ai,k =

∑
j∈SEi

Z(j, k)∑
j=1...N Z(j, k)

fi,k =

∑
j∈LEi

Z(j, k)∑
j=1...N Z(j, k)

(8.3)

Z(j, k) =
A(j, k)∑

k=1...K A(j, k)
(8.4)

Calculation of A(j, k) is given in Equation 8.5, where ai,k and fi,k refer to the

affinity between "user-event location" and "location name-event location" pairs,

respectively. M is the number of users, and P is the number of referred locations.
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Figure 8.1: Match rates and average error distances at city level

A(j, k) =

(
M∏
i=1

a
Xi,j

i,k (1− ai,k)(1−Xi,j)

)
×

(
M+P∏
i=M+1

f
Yi,j

i,k (1− fi,k)(1−Yi,j)

)
(8.5)

Finally, values in Z matrix are utilized to estimate the location of the events.

Specifically, location k that maximizes Z[j][k] is selected as the location of the

event ej.

8.6.2 Evaluation Results for Baselines

We executed ADRC, ADP, and the aforementioned eight baseline implementa-

tions to estimate the locations of all events in our test dataset. In this set of

experiments, we also observed the effect of information diffusion over time, as

recognized in [108] and [31], in comparison with the baseline methods. Therefore,

the location estimations are generated using the first n tweets in each cluster in

the order of retrieval, where n is set to 20, 40, 60, and finally, the number of

tweets in the cluster. Detailed evaluation results obtained by DS methods and

the baseline methods for different settings are given in Appendix B.

Our findings in terms of match rate and average error distance at city level

are displayed in Figure 8.1(a) and Figure 8.1(b), respectively. The results in

Figure 8.1 show that the most accurate estimations at city level are generally

achieved by DS theory methods, with a slight decrease in performance as n

increases. We explain the reason for this using the example of a plane crash on
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13 May 2013 in a small city close to the Turkish-Syrian border. For n=20, that

means soon after the incident, we observed tweets posted from various cities

in Turkey, mentioning the name of the city where the event occurred. Hence,

at that time, mc commits remarkable mass to the correct location, whereas mg

and mu mostly remain indifferent (assigning the majority of the mass to Θ).

As a result, the large amount of mass assigned by mc to the correct city yields

correct estimation after combination. However, as n increases over time, tweets

posted from distant large cities, such as Istanbul, dominate the tweet traffic.

Therefore, after n=40, large mass values assigned to Istanbul by mg and mu

result in combined mass values supporting Istanbul, which results in a decline

in the estimation performance.

According to the error distance and match rates in Figure 8.1, EM yields slightly

better results than ADP when all event-related tweets are used for location

estimation. This can be related to the initialization procedure of EM, i.e., using

the total number of city names in tweet content and user profile, as suggested

by similar results obtained by ConProFreq and EM given in Table B.1. At city

level, combining these two information sources via ConProFreq performs better

than using tweet content (ConFreq) and user profile (ProFreq) alone.

These figures illustrate that as n is increased, the tweet content and user profile

become more useful and the GPS-based methods start to degrade. The most

important reason for this might be the information diffusion. In other words,

as more people hear about an event, probably after it is announced through

media channels, more people from distant places start posting tweets about

that event. Moreover, the name of the event location starts to be mentioned

more frequently. We can thus deduce that the first tweets about an event are

usually close to the actual location, whereas the tweet content becomes more

reliable over time. Differing from GPS-based methods, estimations made by

ProFreq yield more accurate results as n increases. That means, in terms of

information diffusion, the evidence in user profile and GPS coordinates exhibit

different patterns. This can be interpreted as people tend to be more sensitive
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Figure 8.2: Match rates and average error distances at town level

to events in the location stated in their profiles, even if they do not reside in

that location at the time of the event. By fusing these three features into a

single model through a combination rule in DS theory, we can benefit from

all features meanwhile compensating for the variances in their spatio-temporal

characteristics.

The results at town level are presented in Figure 8.2(a) and Figure 8.2(b). At

town level, the highest accuracy in terms of match rate and average error distance

is obtained by DS methods, namely ADRC and ADP, for all settings of n.

At city level, ProFreq achieves remarkably successful estimations. However, its

performance is not so good at town level, as shown in Figure 8.2. That means,

people mostly specify their home location at city level rather than town level

in their profiles. Results of ConFreq at city and town levels exhibit similarities

in accuracy with increasing performance over time. This can be interpreted as

a sign that as more tweets are posted about an event, the number of tweets

mentioning the correct event location also increases. Figure 8.2(a) shows that

GPS-based methods yield low match rates at town level. Difference in their

match rates at city level and town level estimations can be reasonable since it

is more difficult to precisely name the correct town, as a smaller area, than to

name the correct city using GPS coordinates. On the other hand, the results

of GPS-based methods in terms of the average error distance are similar at city

level and town level. That means, even if these methods cannot precisely identify

the town, their accuracy in terms of average error distance is still comparable to
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those of other estimation methods, as given in Figure 8.2(b). Combining these

three features using ADP, we can obtain the highest accuracy at town level.

Noticeably, tweets posted from distant locations over time do not cause any

decay in accuracy at town level. We explain the reason for this in relation to the

same plane crash event. We observed that if there is a town name mentioned

in the tweets of this event, it is usually the correct town name. Meanwhile,

although there are tweets with GPS coordinates of distant locations, since the

number of towns is much larger than the number of cities (larger |Θ|), evidence
from GPS and the user profile cannot focus on a specific incorrect town to

mislead the combined evidence. Hence, the accuracy of ADRC and ADP are

improved over time.

The three implementations of Bayesian filters mostly perform better than the

MeanGPS. Among these filters, the performance of particle filters is obviously

better than the Kalman filter, which is consistent with the findings in [107]. It

has been argued that Kalman filters are suitable if the uncertainty is not too

high and the system has linear state dynamics [44]. In this problem, where tweet

dynamics are not necessarily linear and tweets posted from distant locations can

have a negative effect on the variance, the use of Kalman filters gives poor per-

formance. Particle filters, being more suitable for nonlinear tracking problems,

yield better results; however, they do not surpass ADRC and ADP for any n

value that we used in our experiments.

8.6.3 Evaluations on Event Categories

As discussed in Section 8.2, different types of events can exhibit varying spatio-

temporal characteristics. Therefore, we also investigated the estimation perfor-

mance of our method for each event category. Table 8.4 shows the accuracy of

estimations in terms of the average error distance, where estimations are made

using all the tweets in event clusters.

The results in Table 8.4 indicate that for most of the cases combining tweet
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Table8.4: Average error distances per event type using different estimation methods (in kilometers)

DS theory Baselines

DRC ADRC DP ADP
Con Pro Mean

KF PF
SW ConPro

EM
Freq Freq GPS PF Freq

Event Type City Level Estimations
Sports 112.3 108.7 114.4 110.8 655.2 106.4 195.4 314.7 145.9 135.2 72.8 72.8

Concert/Show 87.6 87.6 87.6 87.6 0.0 87.6 96.7 98.0 81.0 87.6 87.6 87.6
Acc./Terrorism 630.3 471.0 630.3 311.8 22.6 789.5 622.4 838.1 709.8 787.6 22.6 22.6
Demo./Protest 131.8 131.8 117.3 101.1 209.2 145.6 193.0 242.4 159.4 153.1 117.3 117.3
Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 125.4 20.1 4.6 5.4 0.0 0.0
All Events* 128.5 121.4 125.2 107.9 445.8 134.5 199.0 288.2 159.1 153.6 81.8 81.8

Event Type Town Level Estimations
Sports 141.9 65.2 143.0 61.6 531.5 425.6 200.4 329.5 152.9 146.5 263.9 226.5

Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 165.7 193.2 86.2 133.5 100.0 92.8 247.1 247.1
Acc./Terrorism 12.3 164.0 0.0 12.3 0.0 683.5 629.9 867.0 770.4 836.9 0.0 0.0
Demo./Protest 89.3 71.9 68.6 71.7 349.2 449.7 169.5 257.2 129.0 125.6 250.8 224.6
Earthquake 14.3 14.3 9.9 9.9 19.3 158.6 14.3 37.8 11.6 11.1 6.5 6.5
Weather 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 462.3 318.6 46.3 51.0 6.5 7.1 116.2 116.2
All Events* 114.6 66.9 109.0 59.2 438.2 426.6 197.4 312.7 161.2 158.3 242.6 211.9

* All Events means average over all events
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features in a single model by a combination rule in DS theory yields better re-

sults, especially when the association of evidence between city and town is used.

For sports events, we observe that GPS-based methods cannot make accurate

estimations. The reason might be that the number of people providing on-site

GPS data concerning these events is usually much smaller than the number of

people following the event on TV or through other media channels. For sports

events, ProFreq performs slightly better than ADP at city level. This can be

interpreted as a sign that a sports event in a city is followed by users having the

same city name as their home location in their profiles. Using tweet content in

addition to the profile in ConProFreq and EM improves the accuracy for sports

events at city level. But at town level, ADP locates the sports events most

accurately.

Tweets about concert/show can have frequent references to the city name, such

as the Justin Bieber concert on 2 May 2013 in Istanbul, which is usually men-

tioned as "Istanbul concert" in tweets. Such tweets can help make accurate

estimations at the city level. However, these events can receive less accurate

evidence from GPS and profile since they can also be followed by people from

distant cities. Thus, the combined estimations using DS methods can be less

accurate than ConFreq at the city level. We observe that town names are rarely

mentioned in tweets related to concert/show. Similarly, user profiles tend to

be indifferent about town, which is probably the reason why using city-town

association did not make any difference between DP and ADP for these events

at the city level. Hence, even very few references to a town can disturb the ac-

curacy of ProFreq and ConFreq. However, when combined with GPS-provided

evidence that supports the correct town more strongly than the other towns in

the country, DS methods can make accurate estimations.

Considering the events of type accident/terrorism, the results in Table 8.4 sug-

gest that the evidence from GPS and user profiles is not very promising for

such events. However, tweet contents provide remarkably more precise evidence.

When the three bodies of evidence are combined, accuracy of content can mit-
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igate the poor performance of GPS and the user profile, particularly at town

level. For accident/terrorism, there are noticeable differences in the accuracy

of city level estimations obtained by different settings in DS theory methods.

For example, our test data contained a terrorist act known as the "Reyhanli"

attack, named after the town where the incident occurred. After the event

has been announced on TV channels, those who began to post tweets about it

mostly included the name of the town. This also reflects on the high accuracy

of ConFreq at town level estimations. This valuable town level information was

utilized at the city level through the association of evidence in ADRC and ADP.

On the other hand, at town level, information diffusion and applying city-town

association can cause a frequent city name in profiles to support a distant town

promoted by GPS coordinates. This has been observed for an accident/terrorism

event, and resulted in different error distances for DRC and ADRC.

Table 8.4 shows that with our methods demonstration/protest, weather, and

earthquake events are correctly localized at city level, and at town level, particle

filters make slightly better estimations for weather. We observe that tweets from

populous towns close to the actual event locations caused minor disruption on

the results of DS methods for weather events. At town level, ConProFreq and

EM can localize earthquakes a few kilometers closer than ADP. In fact, Con-

ProFreq yields better results than using tweet content and user profile alone for

localizing earthquakes. We study the estimations obtained by ConFreq, ProFreq,

and ConProFreq for the four earthquake events in our test cases, and we observe

that for these events, tweet content and user profile rarely contain mentions of

town names; and thus, even few references can affect the accuracy of the results.

For example, in one of the earthquake events, the correct town was mentioned

only in two tweets, but this was sufficient to result in an accurate estimation by

ConFreq. The correct town was not found in any of the user profiles for that

event, but since the number of references to other towns in profile was also very

low, the combination of tweet content and user profile in ConProFreq could still

estimate the town accurately, due to the references in content. In another exam-

ple for earthquake, ProFreq makes an accurate estimation whereas ConFreq can
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not find the correct town of the earthquake. Their combination in ConProFreq

was again in favor of the correct town. Hence, ConProFreq could perform better

than ConFreq and ProFreq for earthquakes in our experiments.

At city level, methods that combine only tweet content and user profile can be

more advantageous than ADP for specific event types. However, the superiority

of DS methods is more noticable at a finer level of location granularity, namely

at town level. The average accuracies of ADRC and ADP over all events are

remarkably better than the baseline methods. There are few specific cases where

another method might perform slightly better than ADP, but no specific baseline

method appears to perform consistently better than our methods at town level.

8.7 Evaluation of GPS Normalization

In this section, we discuss the results obtained by normalizing mg as described

in Section 7.7, and using its normalized form m∗g in the combination rules in

DS theory. Applying Dempster’s combination rule to combine (m∗g ⊕mc)⊕mu

yields NormDRC. If city-town association is also used for tweet content and

user profile, the corresponding combination operation (m∗g ⊕ m′c) ⊕ m′u results

in NormADRC. Applying this setting for DP in a similar way, we obtain Nor-

mDP and NormADP. The results in terms of average error distance with and

without GPS-normalization procedures using all the tweets in event clusters are

presented in Table 8.5 for comparison.

These results show that normalization can improve the accuracy, but the im-

provement is not consistent. For example, the results of mg and m∗g in Table 8.5

suggest that normalization of evidence in GPS can sometimes yield estimations

closer to the actual event location; but sometimes normalization can be mislead-

ing. We analyze the estimations made by mg and m∗g for the test cases in our

experiments to find out possible reasons for different estimations. We observe

that if the actual event location is a major city, mg makes more accurate esti-

mations than m∗g. On the other hand, m∗g can achieve to locate events in rural
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Table8.5: Average error distances per event type using GPS-normalization (in kilometers)

Without GPS-Normalization With GPS-Normalization

mg DRC DP ADRC ADP m∗g
Norm Norm Norm Norm
DRC DP ADRC ADP

Event Type City Level Estimations
Sports 135.5 112.3 114.4 108.7 110.8 271.7 180.9 110.0 146.5 106.1

Concert/Show 87.6 87.6 87.6 87.6 87.6 96.0 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7
Accident/Terrorism 789.5 630.3 630.3 471.0 311.8 368.9 335.3 335.3 176.0 176.0

Demonstration/Protest 145.2 131.8 117.3 131.8 101.1 126.3 93.5 94.5 78.2 78.2
Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
All Events* 151.2 128.5 125.2 121.4 107.9 212.1 145.7 104.8 115.8 92.4

Event Type Town Level Estimations
Sports 171.2 141.9 143.0 65.2 61.6 235.5 192.0 193.0 67.2 63.2

Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Accident/Terrorism 608.0 12.3 0.0 164.0 12.3 698.6 12.3 0.0 164.0 12.3

Demonstration/Protest 135.0 89.3 68.6 71.9 71.7 121.3 90.1 69.4 71.7 71.6
Earthquake 14.3 14.3 9.9 14.3 9.9 1.1 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Weather 19.2 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
All Events* 166.2 114.6 109.0 66.9 59.2 205.4 146.0 140.5 67.8 60.1

* All Events means average over all events
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areas more precisely than mg, since our normalization method favors smaller

locations rather than the large ones. In order to prevent noise, we simply used

a threshold while selecting for which cities to normalize the mass assignments

(Section 7.7). Specifically, we did not normalize the mass for a location unless

the location was supported by more than three tweets in a cluster. In fact,

this helped reducing the vulnerability to noise; but the threshold could also be

determined in a more dynamic way. Rather than using a fixed number for all

locations, each location could have a different threshold since few tweets can

be considered as noise for small cities and towns, whereas a higher threshold

could be more useful for populous locations. Moreover, these location-specific

thresholds can also be changed in time. For example, one or two tweets posted

within the first few minutes after an event can be interpreted as noise; but as

more tweets are added to the event cluster over time, the noise threshold to

apply normalization can also be raised accordingly.

This normalization process requires prior knowledge about the population dis-

tribution for the locations in Θ, which can also be inferred from the non-event

clusters as we described in Section 7.7. Apart from this, GPS normalization

does not require any training and it does not introduce significant computational

complexity. We regard the first results obtained by the presented normalization

heuristic as promising. Aforementioned improvements are considered as a future

work.

8.8 Analysis of Earthquakes

There are numerous studies on situation awareness targeting the detection of

earthquakes and their locations using social networks [31, 107, 108]. There-

fore, we present a detailed analysis of the location estimation results for the

detected earthquakes in our test dataset and examine the performance of our

event-independent location estimation method for these events. A comparison

of the location estimation methods applied to the earthquake clusters is shown
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Figure 8.3: (a) Average error distances for earthquakes using different location
estimation methods, (b) Distances between the epicenters of four sample earth-
quakes and the GPS coordinates of the corresponding tweets

in Figure 8.3(a). In order not to clutter the figure, we did not include all eval-

uation results. The results for all experimented methods are given in Appendix

B.

In Figure 8.3(a), it can be seen that although MeanGPS attains the most accu-

rate estimations for n=40, its average error distance increases as n increases. We

analyze the reason for this by examining the distances of tweets to the epicenter

of the four earthquakes referred to in our test dataset according to the GPS

coordinates, as shown in Figure 8.3(b). We plot the distance for non-geotagged

tweets as -1km in the graph, in order to maintain consistency for different n

values. The Figure 8.3(b) shows that although GPS provides useful evidence

for earthquakes, it seems to be less reliable over time. On the other hand, the

estimation obtained by ConFreq gets closer to the epicenter as n increases. A

probable reason is that as time passes, after people hear about an event, they

might post tweets to report or comment about it and its location, even if they

live in places distant from the event.

Figure 8.3(a) illustrates that our event-independent location estimation method

yields comparable results to those found by other methods applied for earth-

quake localization. When all tweets are utilized in estimations, combining tweet

content and user profile can result in slightly better estimations than ADP.

However, for n=20, ADP yields the highest accuracy in terms of average error
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Figure 8.4: City level estimations for an earthquake in the town Gaziemir,Izmir

on 26 May 2013, at 8:31am (3.5 ML in magnitude).

distance. According to our observation, although ConFreq, ProFreq and Con-

ProFreq cannot make precise estimations for n=20, when combined with GPS

coordinates, evidence provided by these features can be useful to obtain better

estimations. The increase in error distance for ADP at n=40 is mostly due to

very large mass assigned by mg to other populous nearby towns. These results

are consistent with the findings of [108]. In that work, authors used n=20 obser-

vations for location estimation, and n=40 to alert people about an earthquake.

8.9 Graphical Presentation for the Combined Evidence

The visualization of the combined evidence described in Section 7.8 is given for

two example events. The first event is an earthquake in Gaziemir, Izmir. Figure

8.4 shows city level estimations obtained by DP. The results of NormDP, ADP

and NormADP are the same. In this figure, Izmir is shaded in the darkest color

as expected, since it was found to have a much higher commonality score than

the other cities.

Figure 8.5(a), Figure 8.5(b) and Figure 8.5(c) show the town level estimations

for the same earthquake event by DP, NormDP, and NormADP, respectively. In

order to show the actual location of the event, we also mark Izmir and Gaziemir
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Figure 8.5: Town level estimations for the earthquake in Gaziemir,Izmir. (a):

DP, (b): NormDP, (c): NormADP

with green pins as the ground truths. In these figures, Gaziemir and its neigh-

boring towns are shaded, in accordance with the epicenter and extent of the

impact of the earthquake.

The difference in shadings between the map in Figure 8.5(a) and Figure 8.5(b)

shows the effect of GPS-normalization on the results of combined evidence. In

Figure 8.5(a), the correct location of the earthquake, Gaziemir, and several

neighboring towns are shaded in a darker color than the rest of the towns in the

map. These neighboring towns (namely, Buca, Konak, Karabaglar) were more

"populous" regions in terms of the number of tweets measured by our method

using non-event clusters (see Section 7.7). Therefore, the normalization of prob-

ability assignments using GPS in NormDP increased the commonality value of

Gaziemir and resulted in the map in Figure 8.5(b), which paints Gaziemir with

the darkest color as expected. The map in Figure 8.5(c) has a different shading

than the other two. The reason for the coloring of all towns in Izmir is that the

city level evidence in the tweets equally affects all of the towns in Izmir when

the association is applied.

Our second example is a demonstration/protest type of event. The best tweet

found for the corresponding event cluster reports about the fans of two local

sports clubs in Izmir traveling towards Istanbul to join the Gezi Park protests.

In our ground truth, we assigned both Izmir and Istanbul as the locations of

this event at city level. Figure 8.6(a) and Figure 8.6(b) show the city level
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Figure 8.6: People traveling from Izmir to Istanbul to join the Gezi Park protests

on 31 May 2013.

estimations made by DP and ADP, respectively. We marked Izmir (green pin)

and Istanbul (yellow pin) on the maps as the ground truths. Both algorithms

shade Izmir and Istanbul remarkably darker than the other cities as expected.

However, there are differences particularly in the shadings for Istanbul. The

map in Figure 8.6(a) shows that DP finds very close commonality scores for

Izmir and Istanbul, which is acceptable for this event. In Figure 8.6(b), Istanbul

is shaded in a lighter color. That means, ADP assigns a higher commonality

score to Izmir than to Istanbul for the reason that for this event the town names

of Izmir were mentioned more frequently in tweets than the towns of Istanbul.

Thus, the city-town association in ADP resulted in a higher commonality score

for Izmir.

These examples demonstrate how shadings based on commonality scores can

give the end user an idea about the certainty of the estimations. Whereas the

shading in Figure 8.4 points to Izmir as the location of the earthquake with

a strong certainty, according to the shading in Figure 8.6, we may not claim

that the event happened only and definitely in Izmir. Such shadings can be

interpreted either as an event affecting multiple regions, or two distinct events

with very similar content happening at different locations.

8.10 Limitations of the Proposed Methods

As reported in [48], by clustering tweets about the same event, spatial indicators

from several tweets can be utilized in order to obtain a high confidence in the
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location estimation. However, it should be noted that location estimation meth-

ods using clustered groups of tweets can suffer from a deficiency in clustering. If

tweets about an event are not accurately identified, the following location esti-

mation process may fail to accurately localize that event [123]. The elimination

of outliers has been proposed as a solution to this problem in [48]. However,

if tweets mentioning two similar events (but in distinct locations) are grouped

in the same cluster, tweets of one event could be handled as outliers, which

may result in an inconsistency between the description of the detected event

and its estimated location. Therefore, when applying an event-pivot location

estimation method, it is crucial to minimize false positives and negatives during

the selection of tweets. A similar situation can arise for location-pivot methods.

If two distinct events occur in close locations, spatial clustering of tweets can

yield a single cluster for these two events. For example, if a tweet "goal" were

received in the same minute that two goals in two separate games are scored,

it would be difficult for the clustering algorithm to determine for which goal

the tweet was posted without further information. This sensitivity is a problem

for the other baseline methods we examined, as well. However, we can manage

this problem by presenting the results to the end user on a map, with locations

colored in accordance with their commonalities. In such cases, the map would

display multiple locations for the same event, which can be interpreted as two

separate events of the same type.

In the case in which the number of subsets of Θ is very large, the execution

of combination rules for all subsets of Θ may require considerable amount of

memory. In our implementation, we handled this problem by considering only

the focal elements, i.e., the subsets of Θ with non-zero probability mass, which

constitute a very small number compared to the number of all subsets of Θ. The

conjunctive combination operator in Dempster’s rule does not cause additional

complications related to the size of the focal elements. However, the disjunctive

nature of the combination operator in DP (as well as in ADP) may cause the

number of focal elements to increase considerably at each combination in the

presence of frequent conflict. Therefore, attention should be paid when applying
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DP to problems with a large frame of discernment and frequently conflicting

bodies of evidence.

One limitation with the applicability of Dempster’s rule of combination to two

mass functions is that, they should not flatly contradict each other [110]. In

other words, their cores should not be disjoint (also see Equation 2.4). All the

test cases in our experiments conformed to this assumption, and therefore we

were able to apply our methods on all of the clusters in our dataset. In fact this

is reasonable since if at least one tweet in a cluster does not provide any evidence

for a feature, which is very common, then the combination rule would basically

be applicable to the corresponding mass functionm. Recalling that Θ represents

the space of all possible solutions in the domain, Θ being a focal element for m

prevents m from having a disjoint core with the other mass functions. Moreover,

even if all of the tweets provided evidence for all three features, it would be very

unusual for them to have no common support for any of the locations.
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CHAPTER 9

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

Detecting and localizing real-world events online using the messages posted in

microblogs, particularly in Twitter, in order to improve situation awareness has

been the primary motivation of this thesis. We studied event detection and

location estimation methods in two parts. The contributions of the proposed

solutions can be summarized as follows:

• We presented an enhancement for online tweet clustering algorithms by

automatically extracting and scoring term similarities in a temporal local-

ity to be used in a vector expansion process, which we call Incremental

Clustering with Vector Expansion (ICVE).

• Our experiments indicate an improvement in tweet clustering and event de-

tection accuracy compared to the baseline incremental clustering method.

• We present a comprehensive anaylsis about the solutions that aim to esti-

mate the locations of events detected in microblogs. The analysis includes

the types of spatial information that can be used for event localization,

their advantages and disadvantages, types of locations that can be gen-

erated as a result of location estimation, and specific location estimation

techniques in the literature.

• We propose a location estimation method for events detected in microblogs

using Dempster-Shafer theory, which allows us to use multiple spatial fea-
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tures in tweets in a complementary way and define an association of evi-

dence between coarse-grained and fine-grained data.

• The proposed method is not specific to the event type and it does not

require training.

• We experimentally evaluated the proposed location estimation method un-

der different settings on a set of tweets posted in Turkey about events of

different types, including concerts, sports, street protests, accidents, and

earthquakes. The results show that the proposed method can estimate the

location of events with higher accuracy in comparison to the state of the

art methods.

In the first part of the thesis, we studied event detection techniques in mi-

croblogs, particularly the ones that employ incremental clustering to group

tweets around topics in a timely manner for online processing. We observed

that the performance of the state of the art clustering techniques can further be

improved by finding term-level similarities automatically in a temporal context

in tweets and using these similarities in a vector expansion process. Based on

this idea, we proposed an enhancement to the standard incremental clustering,

which we call Incremental Clustering with Vector Expansion (ICVE), in order

to improve the clustering and event detection accuracy in microblogs.

In our evaluation for the proposed enhancement on incremental clustering, we

showed that the vector expansion based on term similarities in tweets facilitates

collecting relevant tweets in the same cluster more accurately even if they do

not share common terms. The evaluations performed for different scenarios

suggest that ICVE yields statistically significant improvement in the clustering

accuracy, and reduces the false alarm counts for events compared to the results

obtained by the baseline incremental clustering algorithm. We demonstrate that

the proposed enhancement is efficient, and it does not incur any remarkable cost

that would hinder online processing of the stream. As a result, by accurately

grouping similar tweets in coherent clusters, we obtain more reliable tweet sets
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that are related to a real-world event in order to estimate the location of the

corresponding events.

The method we propose to estimate the locations of the detected events uses

Dempster-Shafer theory. In this method, we use three location-related features

in the tweets as evidence sources and define three separate mass functions to

represent the corresponding evidence. Considering this evidence in a comple-

mentary way, we combine them all into a single solution using combination rules

in Dempster-Shafer theory. In this thesis, we experimented with three combi-

nation rules, namely Dempster’s rule (DRC ), Yager’s rule (YR), and the rule

of Dubois and Prade (DP). As a result of fusing these sources of evidence in a

single model, we can leverage them all and effectively handle the missing and

conflicting data. The proposed method is not specific to the type of the event,

and it does not require training. Applying DS theory to this problem enables

us to represent indifference in case of uncertainties, assign probability values for

sets of locations, and make estimations for locations in terms of upper and lower

probabilities. Additionally, we introduce a method to apply an association of

evidence between coarse-grained and fine-grained data based on the mixed class

hypothesis in DS theory. We also discuss the effect of heterogeneous population

distribution on the results of location estimation, and experiment with a nor-

malization heuristic to minimize the bias that acts in favor of populous regions.

Accordingly, we implemented and executed the proposed location estimation

methods under various settings. In addition to the estimated location for an

event, we display all locations on a map and use colors and shades in accordance

with their commonality values. From the end user perspective, this picture

presents all viable candidates for the solution as well as the strongest candidate.

Being able to present multiple locations is considered to be useful especially for

events that may cover a larger region than a specific town or a city.

In order to evaluate our location estimation algorithm, we compared it with

different baselines. We executed these location estimation methods at two levels

of location granularity, namely city and town levels. Evaluations on diverse
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types of events have shown that combining evidence in tweet features using

disjunctive consensus in DP mostly yields more accurate estimations than the

baselines. Moreover, the proposed enhancement to the combination operation

based on association of evidence between city and town level references indicates

consistent improvement in accuracy. Hence, the enhanced version of DP, which

we call ADP, appears as a recommendable method to perform event localization.

We regard several issues as further research areas related to event localization

in Twitter. Although real-world activities at some place on Earth are expected

to trigger new tweets, which can be detected and localized as events, a popular

TV show or a meme that has been introduced and gained popularity in a virtual

world like Twitter can become trending topics. According to this viewpoint, not

all the topics discussed in Twitter can be associated with a physical location.

Alternatively, in the context of Twitter, virtual locations such as TV channels

or even Twitter itself can be perceived as locations. We believe that, studies in

this direction, particularly those that aim to detect events in an open domain,

need to take this difference into account and distinguish the concrete physical

locations from the virtual ones. For this purpose, a preprocessing stage should

be included to analyze whether a detected event is eligible for physical location

estimation.

Evaluation is another issue that may be worth further researching. One prob-

lem with evaluation is the possible subjectivity in the interpretation of events

and their locations. For events whose occurrence and location are not question-

able, such as earthquakes or sports events, building a ground truth is relatively

straightforward. Seismic reports announced by state authorities can be used as

precise point-level ground truths for earthquakes. Similarly, the location of a

sports event, e.g., a stadium, can be compared with the estimation result to

evaluate the accuracy of an algorithm. However, not all events have such well-

defined locations. For example, traffic congestions or weather conditions usually

affect fuzzy regions, rather than a single point or strictly bounded areas. Such

types of events can also initiate further questions, such as how to describe a traf-
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fic congestion, or whether to count a drizzle at a specific location as a rain event.

Furthermore, the evaluation of location of these events can be more complicated

than for earthquakes. For example, even if the ground truth and estimation

results are described in a precise way, judging an estimation as right or wrong

can be dubious. If the locations are defined as regions, should we expect an

exact match or a high degree of intersection between the ground truth and the

estimated regions? Therefore, it can be argued that for some event types, eval-

uation can be more accountable if the ground truth and estimated locations are

described as named locations to facilitate decisions about matches. This issue

can be studied in detail to analyze event types and their appropriate location

types.

Future work for the study in this thesis will focus on enhancing the location

granularity to include more detailed location types, such as streets and topic

specific points of interests (e.g., stadiums, concert halls). The normalization

that we apply to handle the effect of heterogeneous population distribution has

yielded promising results; however, we believe that these results can further

be improved by extending it with additional logic using time and the scale of

locations. Accordingly, developing more accudate estimators will be among our

future research directions.

We plan to investigate the adaptive selection of the parameter values in our

clustering algorithm, ICVE. For even better performance, admitting a language-

specific perspective and applying natural language processing techniques for

similarity analysis seem to have potential. In addition, exploring the relationship

between the detected events and building a hierarchical view to present them at

various abstraction levels would be quite beneficial to end users.
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APPENDICES

Appendix A

CLUSTERING EVALUATION RESULTS

This chapter presents the results of different online tweet clustering methods in

our experiments. The results are given in terms of Precision, Recall and F1-

score in Table A.1 for each of the 31 events in our test set, described in Section

5.2. A part of these results were given in Table 5.4 as a comparison between

the baseline clustering, namely IC, and the proposed enhancement, ICVE-SO.

Table A.1 also presents the results obtained by ICVE-SSO and ICVE-SVD.
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TableA.1: Precision, Recall and F1-scores using IC and the three settings of ICVE

Target Precision Recall F1-score

Target Tweet
IC

ICVE ICVE ICVE
IC

ICVE ICVE ICVE
IC

ICVE ICVE ICVE
Event Count SO SSO SVD SO SSO SVD SO SSO SVD

EQ#1 34 0.900 0.900 0.900 0.903 0.794 0.794 0.794 0.824 0.844 0.844 0.844 0.862
EQ#2 40 0.569 0.576 0.559 0.523 0.825 0.850 0.825 0.850 0.674 0.687 0.667 0.648
EQ#3 21 0.708 0.783 0.708 0.704 0.810 0.857 0.810 0.905 0.756 0.818 0.756 0.792

GOAL#1 42 0.095 0.922 0.867 0.876 0.254 0.836 0.832 0.845 0.138 0.877 0.849 0.860
GOAL#2 499 0.963 0.922 0.867 0.876 0.577 0.836 0.832 0.845 0.722 0.877 0.849 0.860
GOAL#3 29 0.095 1.000 1.000 0.846 0.254 0.379 0.138 0.379 0.138 0.550 0.242 0.524
GOAL#4 134 1.000 0.669 0.624 0.649 0.634 0.828 0.769 0.843 0.776 0.740 0.689 0.734
GOAL#5 40 0.958 0.767 0.767 0.719 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.575 0.719 0.657 0.657 0.639
GOAL#6 31 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.923 0.323 0.323 0.323 0.387 0.488 0.488 0.488 0.546
GOAL#7 28 1.000 1.000 0.895 1.000 0.607 0.607 0.607 0.750 0.756 0.756 0.723 0.857
GOAL#8 20 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.833 0.350 0.400 0.350 0.500 0.519 0.571 0.519 0.625
GOAL#9 36 1.000 0.895 1.000 0.895 0.333 0.472 0.444 0.472 0.500 0.618 0.615 0.618
GOAL#10 20 0.750 0.857 0.750 0.750 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.300 0.429 0.444 0.429 0.429
GOAL#11 51 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.833 0.745 0.686 0.745 0.588 0.854 0.814 0.854 0.690
GOAL#12 297 0.857 0.802 0.740 0.804 0.444 0.872 0.441 0.896 0.585 0.836 0.553 0.847
GOAL#13 248 0.672 0.853 0.836 0.801 0.315 0.867 0.843 0.895 0.429 0.860 0.839 0.846
GOAL#14 19 0.929 0.938 0.929 0.824 0.684 0.790 0.684 0.737 0.788 0.857 0.788 0.778
GOAL#15 14 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.875 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.636 0.636 0.636 0.636
GOAL#16 17 0.001 0.111 0.001 0.015 0.059 0.059 0.059 0.305 0.003 0.077 0.003 0.029
GOAL#17 10 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.700 0.900 0.700 0.900 0.824 0.947 0.824 0.947
GOAL#18 14 0.240 0.308 0.599 0.361 0.403 0.286 0.434 0.500 0.301 0.296 0.503 0.419
GOAL#19 12 0.240 0.758 0.599 0.361 0.403 0.431 0.434 0.500 0.301 0.550 0.503 0.419
GOAL#20 46 0.240 0.758 0.599 1.000 0.403 0.431 0.434 0.283 0.301 0.550 0.503 0.441
GOAL#21 33 0.717 0.709 0.599 0.355 0.328 0.595 0.434 0.333 0.450 0.647 0.503 0.344
GOAL#22 98 0.717 0.709 0.599 0.719 0.328 0.595 0.434 0.653 0.450 0.647 0.503 0.685
GOAL#23 42 1.000 0.906 1.000 0.015 0.405 0.691 0.405 0.305 0.576 0.784 0.576 0.029
GOAL#24 2679 0.740 0.688 0.721 0.682 0.459 0.497 0.500 0.463 0.566 0.577 0.590 0.552
GOAL#25 55 0.844 0.778 0.844 0.810 0.614 0.764 0.614 0.727 0.711 0.771 0.711 0.767
GOAL#26 33 0.844 1.000 0.844 0.810 0.614 0.152 0.614 0.727 0.711 0.263 0.711 0.767
GOAL#27 61 1.000 0.966 1.000 1.000 0.426 0.459 0.426 0.426 0.598 0.622 0.598 0.598
GOAL#28 80 0.414 0.624 0.653 0.380 0.363 0.663 0.400 0.613 0.387 0.642 0.496 0.469

Mean for all events 0.722 0.809 0.786 0.714 0.478 0.590 0.539 0.607 0.546 0.655 0.614 0.621

Unpaired t-test result 0.206 0.352 0.923 0.041 0.237 0.014 0.046 0.203 0.193
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Appendix B

LOCATION ESTIMATION EVALUATION RESULTS

This chapter presents the results in terms of match rate and average error dis-

tance obtained by different location estimation methods experimented on the

test dataset. Table B.1 and Table B.2 give the city-level average error distances

and match rates obtained by the baseline methods described in Chapter 8, re-

spectively. Similarly, Table B.3 and Table B.4 contain the town-level results of

these baselines.

The following four tables illustrate the accuracy of the proposed location estima-

tion methods under different settings. Among these tables, Table B.5 and Table

B.6 present the city-level average error distances and match rates, respectively,

whereas Table B.7 and Table B.8 give the accuracy of estimations at town-level.
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TableB.1: City-level average error distances using baseline estimation methods (in kilometers)

mg mc mu m∗g m′c m′u
Con Pro Mean

KF PF
SW

EM
ConPro

Freq Freq GPS PF Freq
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=20)

Sports 135.8 1028.8 184.3 134.0 746.3 181.5 1028.8 187.5 198.4 372.8 172.7 153.4 164.5 171.2
Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 207.9 0.0 0.0 207.9 0.0 207.9 46.2 350.6 52.4 74.1 120.3 120.3
Acc./Terrorism 809.5 0.0 778.9 809.5 0.0 778.9 96.4 799.1 607.4 857.3 665.8 739.9 158.4 317.6
Demo./Protest 151.9 611.0 154.1 138.6 293.8 154.1 618.3 154.1 195.3 354.7 153.4 153.9 118.5 118.5

Earthquake 0.0 800.0 0.0 0.0 800.0 0.0 800.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 436.0 0.0 0.0 436.0 0.0 436.0 0.0 28.3 142.2 1.2 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 151.9 818.5 185.0 146.7 555.7 183.4 823.8 187.5 197.2 366.6 170.6 162.4 140.4 149.4
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 138.3 900.8 125.1 188.8 595.8 112.7 900.8 125.1 200.4 371.7 160.2 147 94.9 107.8
Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 87.6 0.0 0.0 87.6 0.0 87.6 96.2 324.5 86.3 97.3 0.0 0.0
Acc./Terrorism 789.5 22.6 789.5 794.9 0.0 789.5 22.6 789.5 593.0 925.0 702.8 775.4 341.0 341.0
Demo./Protest 151.9 465.2 152.9 132.1 221.2 152.9 492.3 152.9 186.1 335.7 149.7 145.7 117.9 117.9

Earthquake 0.0 327.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 327.1 0.0 0.0 56.5 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 353.9 0.0 0.0 353.9 0.0 353.9 0.0 36.6 44.3 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 152.7 685.4 147.6 176.0 423.4 140.4 693.8 147.6 196.5 360.5 164.2 157.8 102.7 110.1
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 138.3 854.7 112.1 227.3 560.5 104.6 854.7 113.6 200.6 373.4 150.1 139.6 96.9 96.9
Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 87.6 0.0 0.0 87.6 0.0 87.6 96.2 293.7 87.6 87.6 0.0 0.0
Acc./Terrorism 789.5 22.6 789.5 674.1 22.6 789.5 22.6 789.5 599.1 881.2 723.4 780.1 181.8 181.8
Demo./Protest 152.3 371.1 145.6 143.9 186.7 145.6 371.1 146.2 188.2 305.8 151.7 153.3 117.9 117.9

Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 331.7 0.0 0.0 331.7 0.0 331.7 0.0 36.6 95.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 152.8 620.4 137.8 198.1 392.3 133.5 620.4 138.8 197.5 350.3 159.7 155.8 98.8 98.8
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 135.5 655.2 104.9 271.7 396.7 114.8 655.2 106.4 195.4 314.7 145.9 135.2 72.8 72.8
Concert/Show 87.6 0.0 87.6 96.0 0.0 87.6 0.0 87.6 96.7 98.0 81.0 87.6 87.6 87.6
Acc./Terrorism 789.5 22.6 789.5 368.9 22.6 789.5 22.6 789.5 622.4 838.1 709.8 787.6 22.6 22.6
Demo./Protest 145.2 209.2 145.6 126.3 79.5 138.5 209.2 145.6 193.0 242.4 159.4 153.1 117.3 117.3

Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 15.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 38.7 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 125.4 20.1 4.6 5.4 0.0 0.0

All Events 151.2 445.8 133.6 212.1 255.5 137.1 445.8 134.5 199.0 288.2 159.1 153.6 81.8 81.8
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TableB.2: City-level match rates using baseline estimation methods

mg mc mu m∗g m′c m′u
Con Pro Mean

KF PF
SW

EM
ConPro

Freq Freq GPS PF Freq
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=20)

Sports 0.692 0.088 0.549 0.670 0.286 0.560 0.088 0.549 0.088 0.044 0.462 0.525 0.571 0.571
Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 0.500 1.000 1.000 0.500 1.000 0.500 0.500 0.000 0.775 0.750 0.750 0.750
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.800 0.600
Demo./Protest 0.755 0.429 0.735 0.776 0.694 0.735 0.429 0.735 0.143 0.122 0.639 0.663 0.816 0.816

Earthquake 1.000 0.250 1.000 1.000 0.250 1.000 0.250 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 0.250 1.000 1.000 0.250 1.000 0.250 1.000 0.250 0.500 0.975 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.713 0.255 0.611 0.707 0.452 0.618 0.248 0.611 0.140 0.102 0.537 0.582 0.682 0.675
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 0.703 0.132 0.692 0.495 0.330 0.725 0.132 0.692 0.055 0.066 0.579 0.610 0.714 0.703
Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.750 0.250 0.000 0.750 0.75 1.000 1.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.400 0.400
Demo./Protest 0.755 0.510 0.755 0.776 0.735 0.755 0.490 0.755 0.061 0.143 0.727 0.745 0.837 0.837

Earthquake 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 0.500 1.000 1.000 0.500 1.000 0.500 1.000 0.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.720 0.318 0.707 0.605 0.516 0.726 0.312 0.707 0.083 0.121 0.632 0.656 0.764 0.758
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 0.703 0.165 0.725 0.407 0.363 0.747 0.165 0.725 0.055 0.066 0.600 0.633 0.736 0.736
Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.750 0.250 0.000 0.750 0.750 1.000 1.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.600 0.600
Demo./Protest 0.755 0.551 0.776 0.735 0.755 0.776 0.551 0.776 0.041 0.163 0.712 0.727 0.837 0.837

Earthquake 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.000 0.500 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.720 0.363 0.732 0.541 0.541 0.745 0.363 0.732 0.076 0.121 0.64 0.664 0.783 0.783
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 0.714 0.198 0.747 0.341 0.440 0.736 0.198 0.747 0.044 0.044 0.618 0.632 0.791 0.791
Concert/Show 0.750 1.000 0.750 0.500 1.000 0.750 1.000 0.750 0.000 0.250 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.200 0.800 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.800 0.800
Demo./Protest 0.776 0.673 0.776 0.714 0.878 0.796 0.673 0.776 0.041 0.122 0.718 0.729 0.837 0.837

Earthquake 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.750 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.500 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.000 0.500 0.950 0.925 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.726 0.427 0.745 0.478 0.631 0.745 0.427 0.745 0.064 0.102 0.651 0.662 0.815 0.815
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TableB.3: Town-level average error distances using baseline estimation methods (in kilometers)

mg mc mu m∗g m′c m′u
Con Pro Mean

KF PF
SW

EM
ConPro

Freq Freq GPS PF Freq
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=20)

Sports 384.6 878.2 540.0 384.6 781.0 328.0 878.2 580.3 210.6 444.3 179.1 167.3 362.8 468.7
Concert/Show 3.1 385.9 438.0 3.1 51.6 254.2 385.9 438.0 58.2 398.9 73.1 86.2 266.1 438.0
Acc./Terrorism 873.0 10.5 865.4 873.0 10.5 803.0 10.5 865.4 624.5 956.7 711.4 781.0 10.5 10.5
Demo./Protest 174.9 532.3 630.8 174.9 370.7 330.3 532.3 657.1 168.4 399.1 130.6 130.5 400.1 494.5

Earthquake 14.3 1034.0 37.0 14.3 751.7 37.0 1034.0 37.0 10.7 48.0 14.8 17.2 32.5 32.5
Weather 19.2 1414.8 349.5 19.2 1414.8 0.0 1414.8 349.5 51.8 455.9 12.9 12.7 0.0 349.5

All Events 320.3 747.2 558.3 320.3 624.7 332.7 747.2 590.8 202.4 437.4 175.4 170.9 346.7 446.3
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 244.8 748.4 600.1 244.7 621.6 223.6 748.4 641.5 203.5 433.0 171.5 155.2 307.1 447.4
Concert/Show 2.8 37.7 438.0 2.8 37.7 255.3 37.7 438.0 86.5 365.8 111.1 105.8 235.5 341.2
Acc./Terrorism 766.7 0.0 688.4 766.7 0.0 579.4 0.0 688.4 654.8 950.1 748.9 832.2 0.0 0.0
Demo./Protest 150.8 450.3 529.9 150.6 337.7 349.2 454.8 561.5 168.5 367.5 130.1 124.1 225.2 332.0

Earthquake 15.0 705.7 125.0 11.6 65.0 39.4 705.7 125.0 9.5 58.4 14.7 16.9 125.0 125.0
Weather 9.9 1414.8 349.5 9.9 1414.8 0.0 1414.8 349.5 45.5 216.3 2.2 1.7 344.3 349.5

All Events 222.2 624.1 564.5 222.0 495.9 264.7 625.4 599.2 199.7 419.1 172.8 163.7 267.2 387.6
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 216.7 689.4 603.6 213.0 588.7 197.6 689.4 611.4 201.5 421.2 165.7 154.0 300.6 415.5
Concert/Show 3.1 119.4 462.5 2.8 37.7 98.9 119.4 462.5 76.4 346.5 105.4 111.2 234.4 365.7
Acc./Terrorism 832.5 0.0 725.6 832.5 0.0 616.6 0.0 760.4 629.4 960.9 776.0 838.6 0.0 0.0
Demo./Protest 148.3 420.4 535.5 139.6 284.7 232.3 420.4 601.2 163.6 331.1 133.9 125.7 214.4 325.1

Earthquake 14.3 331.6 158.6 1.1 49.3 36.5 331.6 158.6 14.3 46.4 6.3 11.1 122.2 158.6
Weather 19.2 1414.8 0.0 8.3 1414.8 0.0 1414.8 0.0 21.7 126.0 3.9 3.6 0.0 0.0

All Events 206.3 570.8 568.7 201.1 460.2 213.1 570.8 592.9 195.9 400.5 170.8 163.7 257.7 364.9
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 171.2 531.5 389.5 235.5 425.4 188.1 531.5 425.6 200.4 329.5 152.9 146.5 226.5 263.9
Concert/Show 0.0 165.7 193.2 0.0 165.7 98.9 165.7 193.2 86.2 133.5 100.0 92.8 247.1 247.1
Acc./Terrorism 608.0 0.0 635.9 698.6 0.0 810.4 0.0 683.5 629.9 867.0 770.4 836.9 0.0 0.0
Demo./Protest 135.0 349.2 416.3 121.3 228.7 200.3 349.2 449.7 169.5 257.2 129.0 125.6 224.6 250.8

Earthquake 14.3 19.3 158.6 1.1 19.3 36.5 19.3 158.6 14.3 37.8 11.6 11.1 6.5 6.5
Weather 19.2 462.3 318.6 0.0 462.3 18.8 462.3 318.6 46.3 51.0 6.5 7.1 116.2 116.2

All Events 166.2 438.2 393.1 205.4 338.4 205.1 438.2 426.6 197.4 312.7 161.2 158.3 211.9 242.6
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TableB.4: Town-level match rates using baseline estimation methods

mg mc mu m∗g m′c m′u
Con Pro Mean

KF PF
SW

EM
ConPro

Freq Freq GPS PF Freq
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=20)

Sports 0.176 0.220 0.011 0.176 0.220 0.033 0.220 0.011 0.022 0.022 0.066 0.054 0.132 0.132
Concert/Show 0.750 0.500 0.000 0.750 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.050 0.000 0.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.800 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.800 0.800
Demo./Protest 0.300 0.400 0.050 0.300 0.400 0.075 0.400 0.050 0.000 0.000 0.162 0.145 0.375 0.375

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.125 0.075 0.000 0.000
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 0.000 1.000 0.000

All Events 0.214 0.290 0.021 0.214 0.290 0.048 0.290 0.021 0.021 0.014 0.092 0.077 0.221 0.214
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 0.231 0.275 0.000 0.231 0.275 0.055 0.275 0.000 0.011 0.000 0.088 0.098 0.220 0.220
Concert/Show 0.750 0.500 0.000 0.750 0.500 0.000 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.075 0.250 0.250
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Demo./Protest 0.400 0.425 0.025 0.400 0.425 0.050 0.425 0.025 0.025 0.000 0.143 0.143 0.400 0.400

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.125 0.075 0.000 0.000
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.600 0.700 0.000 0.000

All Events 0.276 0.338 0.007 0.283 0.338 0.055 0.338 0.007 0.014 0.000 0.104 0.110 0.290 0.290
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 0.275 0.297 0.022 0.275 0.297 0.055 0.297 0.022 0.011 0.000 0.071 0.076 0.264 0.264
Concert/Show 0.750 0.250 0.000 0.750 0.500 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.075 0.000 0.250 0.250
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Demo./Protest 0.500 0.425 0.075 0.525 0.425 0.125 0.425 0.025 0.025 0.000 0.108 0.120 0.425 0.425

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.750 0.000 0.250 0.000 0.250 0.250 0.000 0.550 0.425 0.250 0.250
Weather 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.100 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.331 0.345 0.048 0.359 0.352 0.083 0.345 0.034 0.021 0.000 0.092 0.093 0.338 0.338
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 0.352 0.374 0.121 0.264 0.374 0.132 0.374 0.121 0.000 0.000 0.077 0.071 0.374 0.374
Concert/Show 1.000 0.500 0.500 1.000 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.000 0.000 0.050 0.075 0.500 0.500
Acc./Terrorism 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000
Demo./Protest 0.550 0.425 0.125 0.600 0.450 0.150 0.425 0.075 0.025 0.000 0.120 0.140 0.400 0.400

Earthquake 0.000 0.250 0.250 0.750 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.000 0.200 0.200 0.500 0.500
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

All Events 0.400 0.407 0.131 0.386 0.414 0.145 0.407 0.117 0.014 0.000 0.088 0.091 0.407 0.407
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TableB.5: City-level average error distances using the proposed DS methods (in kilometers)

DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP
Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm
DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP

Event Type City Level Estimations (n=20)
Sports 102.7 100.6 105.6 93.1 93.1 105.1 110.8 108.7 103.8 101.3 101.3 103.4

Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Acc./Terrorism 476.8 476.8 317.6 317.6 317.6 317.6 476.8 476.8 317.6 317.6 317.6 317.6
Demo./Protest 110.7 110.7 110.7 94.5 94.5 94.5 110.7 110.7 110.7 94.5 94.5 94.5

Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 109.2 108.0 105.9 93.6 93.6 100.5 114.0 112.7 104.9 98.3 98.3 99.5
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 105.1 103.0 105.1 99.4 109.3 101.5 158.7 156.6 155.1 142.3 150.1 142.3
Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Acc./Terrorism 630.3 630.3 630.3 471.0 471.0 471.0 635.6 635.6 635.6 476.4 471.0 311.8
Demo./Protest 117.3 117.3 117.3 101.1 101.1 84.8 104.2 104.2 110.7 94.5 94.5 78.2

Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 117.6 116.4 117.6 104.2 109.9 100.3 144.8 143.6 144.7 127.1 131.5 116.8
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 112.9 122.9 115.0 109.3 119.3 111.4 170.2 180.2 158.9 146.3 156.3 135.0
Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Acc./Terrorism 630.3 630.3 630.3 471.0 471.0 471.0 499.9 499.9 499.9 340.6 340.6 176.0
Demo./Protest 117.3 117.3 117.3 101.1 115.5 84.8 115.4 115.4 115.4 101.2 115.6 84.9

Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 122.2 127.9 123.4 109.9 120.2 106.1 150.6 156.4 144.1 127.2 137.5 110.4
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 112.3 112.3 114.4 108.7 108.7 110.8 180.9 178.0 110.0 146.5 133.2 106.1
Concert/Show 87.6 87.6 87.6 87.6 87.6 87.6 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7 35.7
Acc./Terrorism 630.3 789.5 630.3 471.0 471.0 311.8 335.3 335.3 335.3 176.0 176.0 176.0
Demo./Protest 131.8 131.8 117.3 131.8 131.8 101.1 93.5 93.5 94.5 78.2 94.5 78.2

Earthquake 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Weather 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 128.5 133.6 125.2 121.4 121.4 107.9 145.7 143.9 104.8 115.8 113.2 92.4
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TableB.6: City-level match rates using the proposed DS methods

DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP
Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm
DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP

Event Type City Level Estimations (n=20)
Sports 0.736 0.747 0.725 0.769 0.769 0.747 0.703 0.714 0.703 0.736 0.736 0.725

Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.600 0.600 0.600
Demo./Protest 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.857 0.857 0.857

Earthquake 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.777 0.783 0.777 0.809 0.809 0.796 0.758 0.764 0.764 0.790 0.790 0.783
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 0.747 0.758 0.747 0.769 0.758 0.758 0.560 0.571 0.571 0.604 0.604 0.604
Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.400 0.400 0.600
Demo./Protest 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.857 0.857 0.878 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.857 0.857 0.878

Earthquake 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.777 0.783 0.777 0.803 0.796 0.803 0.669 0.675 0.675 0.707 0.707 0.720
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 0.747 0.736 0.736 0.758 0.747 0.747 0.560 0.549 0.593 0.626 0.615 0.659
Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.200 0.200 0.200 0.400 0.400 0.600
Demo./Protest 0.837 0.837 0.837 0.857 0.837 0.878 0.816 0.816 0.816 0.837 0.816 0.857

Earthquake 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.777 0.771 0.771 0.796 0.783 0.796 0.662 0.656 0.682 0.713 0.701 0.745
Event Type City Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 0.747 0.747 0.736 0.758 0.758 0.747 0.582 0.593 0.725 0.670 0.703 0.747
Concert/Show 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750
Acc./Terrorism 0.200 0.000 0.200 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.400 0.400 0.400 0.600 0.600 0.600
Demo./Protest 0.816 0.816 0.837 0.816 0.816 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.857 0.878 0.857 0.878

Earthquake 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Weather 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.764 0.758 0.764 0.777 0.777 0.790 0.688 0.694 0.771 0.752 0.764 0.796
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TableB.7: Town-level average error distances using the proposed DS methods (in kilometers)

DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP
Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm
DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP

Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=20)
Sports 242.8 242.8 221.0 155.8 155.7 152.4 242.8 242.8 221.0 155.8 155.7 152.4

Concert/Show 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1
Acc./Terrorism 339.6 339.6 172.4 339.6 339.6 172.4 339.6 339.6 172.4 339.6 339.6 172.4
Demo./Protest 76.8 76.8 81.7 74.9 95.9 75.2 76.8 76.8 81.7 74.9 95.9 75.2

Earthquake 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9
Weather 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2 19.2

All Events 185.7 185.7 167.7 130.6 136.3 122.8 185.7 185.7 167.7 130.6 136.3 122.8
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 197.3 197.3 179.3 119.0 119.0 119.0 197.2 197.2 184.0 119.0 119.0 119.0
Concert/Show 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Acc./Terrorism 172.4 172.4 0.0 324.1 492.1 172.4 172.4 172.4 0.0 324.1 492.1 172.4
Demo./Protest 90.9 90.9 99.2 74.5 74.5 74.1 90.7 90.7 99.2 74.3 74.3 74.1

Earthquake 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 15.0 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9 14.9
Weather 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9

All Events 155.4 155.4 140.4 107.0 112.8 101.6 155.3 155.3 143.4 106.9 112.7 101.6
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 171.5 171.5 140.0 104.2 111.0 100.2 171.5 171.5 139.6 104.2 111.0 100.1
Concert/Show 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 3.1 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.8
Acc./Terrorism 172.4 172.4 0.0 164.0 495.4 12.3 172.4 172.4 0.0 164.0 495.4 12.3
Demo./Protest 80.9 81.1 60.4 72.7 72.7 72.6 72.3 72.5 51.9 72.8 72.8 72.8

Earthquake 14.3 9.9 9.9 14.3 9.9 9.9 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Weather 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3 8.3

All Events 136.5 136.4 104.9 91.7 107.2 83.8 133.8 133.9 102.3 91.4 107.1 83.7
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 141.9 141.9 143.0 65.2 65.2 61.6 192.0 194.0 193.0 67.2 67.2 63.2
Concert/Show 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
Acc./Terrorism 12.3 12.3 0.0 164.0 324.9 12.3 12.3 12.3 0.0 164.0 324.9 12.3
Demo./Protest 89.3 89.3 68.6 71.9 71.9 71.7 90.1 90.1 69.4 71.7 71.7 71.6

Earthquake 14.3 9.9 9.9 14.3 9.9 9.9 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6 7.6
Weather 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 9.9 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0

All Events 114.6 114.4 109.0 66.9 72.3 59.2 146.0 147.3 140.5 67.8 73.3 60.1
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TableB.8: Town-level match rates using the proposed DS methods

DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP
Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm Norm
DRC YR DP ADRC AYR ADP

Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=20)
Sports 0.264 0.264 0.275 0.275 0.275 0.286 0.264 0.264 0.275 0.275 0.275 0.286

Concert/Show 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750
Acc./Terrorism 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.600 0.600 0.800
Demo./Protest 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.475 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.500 0.475 0.500

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

All Events 0.345 0.345 0.359 0.352 0.345 0.366 0.345 0.345 0.359 0.352 0.345 0.366
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=40)

Sports 0.363 0.363 0.374 0.352 0.352 0.352 0.363 0.363 0.374 0.352 0.352 0.352
Concert/Show 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750
Acc./Terrorism 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.400 0.800 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.400 0.800
Demo./Protest 0.575 0.575 0.600 0.575 0.575 0.600 0.575 0.575 0.600 0.575 0.575 0.600

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

All Events 0.434 0.434 0.455 0.421 0.414 0.434 0.434 0.434 0.455 0.421 0.414 0.434
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=60)

Sports 0.396 0.396 0.440 0.407 0.407 0.418 0.396 0.396 0.440 0.407 0.407 0.418
Concert/Show 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750 0.750
Acc./Terrorism 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.400 0.800 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.400 0.800
Demo./Protest 0.650 0.650 0.675 0.650 0.650 0.650 0.675 0.675 0.700 0.675 0.675 0.675

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000

All Events 0.476 0.476 0.517 0.476 0.469 0.490 0.490 0.490 0.531 0.490 0.483 0.503
Event Type Town Level Estimations (n=all)

Sports 0.473 0.473 0.495 0.571 0.571 0.593 0.396 0.396 0.396 0.495 0.495 0.516
Concert/Show 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000
Acc./Terrorism 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.800 0.800 0.800 1.000 0.600 0.600 0.800
Demo./Protest 0.700 0.700 0.725 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.700 0.725 0.750 0.750 0.750

Earthquake 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250 0.250
Weather 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000

All Events 0.545 0.545 0.572 0.600 0.600 0.621 0.510 0.510 0.524 0.579 0.579 0.600
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